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The Director - General has the honour to submit for the information of the Twenty- fourth 
World Health Assembly the appended report on "Co- ordination with other Organizations, the 

United Nations, the specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency ", 
presented to the Executive Board at its forty - seventh session.1 

The Executive Board, having considered the report, adopted resolution EВ47.R54.2 

1 Document ЕВ47/43 (annexed). 

2 
Off. Rec. Wld 11th Org., 189. 
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1.1 In carrying out the arrangements on co- ordination of administrative, budgetary and 
financial matters in the United Nations system of organizations and the instructions of the 
World Health Assembly and the Executive Board, the Director-General has been reporting 
regularly to the Executive Board on relevant developments. 

1.2 The Twenty -first World Health Assembly, in its resolution WHA21.331 requested the 
Executive Board "to keep under review and to report, as appropriate, to a future World Health 
Assembly on additional developments in the co- ordination of administrative, budgetary and 
financial matters in the United Nations system of organizations ". In its resolution ЕВ45.R33, 

the Executive Board also requested the Director -General "to continue to report, as appropriate, 

to the Board on co- ordination in administrative, budgetary and financial matters ". 

1.3 This report deals with: 

(a) Reports of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions (ACABQ) 

on administrative and budgetary co- ordination; 

(b) Reimbursement of income tax; and 

(c) Common system of salaries and allowances. 

1.4 Other questions on co- ordination of administrative, budgetary and financial matters are 

reported under provisional agenda items 7.1.5 - "Second Report of the Ad Hoc Committee of 
Experts to Examine the Finances of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies ", and 

7.1,6 - "Interagency Co- operation relating to Computers ". 

2. Reports of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Co- ordination 

2.1 In accordance with Article 17.3 of the Charter of the United Nations, the General Assembly 
of the United Nations is called "to consider and approve any financial and budgetary arrange- 

ments with the specialized agencies referred to in Article 57 and shall examine the 

administrative budgets of such specialized agencies with a view to making recommendations to 
the agencies concerned ". The Advisory Committee is, under the terms of the Rules of 

Procedure of the United Nations, responsible to "examine on behalf of the General Assembly the 

administrative budgets of specialized agencies and proposals for financial and budgetary 
arrangements with such agencies ". 

1 
Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 10th ed., p. 426. 

2 
Off. Rec. Wld 11th Org., 181, p. 22. 
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2.2 The Advisory Committee presented to the Twenty -fifth Session of the United Nations 
General Assembly the following reports of interest to the World Health Organization: 

(a) Report on general co- ordination matters - United Nations document A/8158, 
reproduced as Appendix 1. The Director -General's comments are given below in 

paragraph 2.4; 

(b) Report on administrative budgets of the agencies - United Nations document A/8155, 
reproduced as Appendix 2. The Director -General has no comments to offer on this 
report; and 

(c) Report on administrative and management procedures concerning the programme and 
budget of the World Health Organization - United Nations document А/8031. This document 
is submitted to the Executive Board under provisional agenda item 7.1.4. 

2.3 The Report of the Fifth Committee of the United Nations General Assembly on these 
reports together with the proposed resolution subsequently adopted on 16 December 1970 by the 
Twenty -fifth United Nations General Assembly as resolution A /RES /2731 (XXV), is reproduced 
as Appendix 3 (United Nations document А/8265). 

2.4 Report of the Advisory Committee on General Co- ordination Matters (Appendix 1) 

2.4.1 The central machinery for co- ordination, the common system, internal production 
of documents in the United Nations system, administrative and financial implications of 
the use of additional official and working languages in the specialized agencies, and 
common premises, are the subjects studied by the Advisory Committee in its report on 
general co- ordination matters. These are the subjects of continuing inter -agency con- 
sultations, and the Director -General considers that the analysis and the observations 
of the Advisory Committee are of great importance for dealing with them. 

2.4.2 As can be seen from paragraphs 59 -82, the Advisory Committee has conducted an 
inquiry into the internal reproduction facilities of the United Nations and the agencies, 
including their output, the cost of reproduction activities and the amount of reproduction 
contracted by them to private firms. The first conclusion of the Advisory Committee is 
that the rate of increase in documentation has been slowed in some cases, while in 
others, there has been a tendency towards reduction (paragraph 59). The second con- 
clusion is that, notwithstanding some existing arrangements between agencies to share 
reproduction workload, there appears to be little inter -agency co- operation in document 
reproduction; in the view of the Advisory Committee, there would appear to be advantages 
in increased co- operation among the agencies in document reproduction (paragraphs 77 -82). 

2.4.3 The Fifth Committee concurred with the Advisory Committee's views on the necessity 
of increasing inter -agency co- operation in document reproduction and indicated that 
"the Secretary -General should explore with the heads of the specialized agencies in 
Geneva the formation of an inter -organizational working -level group to co- ordinate 
publication schedules with a view to the more efficient utilization of existing publica- 
tion facilities in Geneva" (paragraph 13(с) of document A/8265 - reproduced as 
Appendix 3). 

3. Reimbursement of income tax 

3.1 In 1970, the United Nations introduced a revised income tax reimbursement procedure 
applicable from the taxable year 1969, which is thought to provide a more realistic calcula- 
tion of reimbursable taxes and thus equalize the remuneration of those staff members whose 
earnings from the United Nations are subject to national income tax with the remuneration of 
those staff members whose earnings are exempt from tax. The new system allows reimbursement 
of the difference between the total tax payable for the year with the United Nations earnings 
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included, and the tax payable if the United Nations earnings were excluded. This places 

staff members who are subject to taxation in the position they would be in if the Member 

State of which they are nationals was a party to the Convention on the Privileges and 

Immunities of the United Nations or an equivalent agreement. 

3.2 In this connexion it should be noted that WHO staff members who are nationals of Member 

States that are not parties to the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the 

Specialized Agencies or an equivalent agreement may be subject to taxation on income 

received from the World Health Organization and the Executive Board in its resolution 
EВ9.R541 authorizes the Director -General to reimburse such staff members for these national 

taxes, including state taxes, which they are obliged to pay on income received from the 

World Health Organization. 

3.3 The Director -General considers that, in accordance with past practice, he should 

introduce the new United Nations system as from 1 January 1971, with application to the 

taxable year 1971. While the United Nations implemented this new arrangement as from 

1 January 1970 with application to the taxable year 1969 to apply this retroactively would 

introduce the complications which preferably are to be avoided. 

4. Common system of salaries and allowances 

As mentioned in document ЕВ47/33, the General Assembly of the United Nations at its 

Twenty -fifth session decided by its resolution A /RES/2743 (XXV) to establish a special ad hoc 

committee of government experts to undertake a thorough review of the long -term principles 

and criteria which should govern the whole United Nations common system of salaries and 

allowances. WHO will, together with the United Nations and the specialized agencies, in 

consultation with representatives of the staff, assist and take part in the work of the 

special ad hoc committee. 

1 Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 10th ed., p. 387. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has taken 

note of chapter XIII of the report of the Economic and Social Council to the 

General Assembly at its twenty -fifth session 1/ entitled "Development and 

co- ordination of the activities of the organizations within the United Nations 
System ". 

2. In accordance with its terms of reference, the Committee has examined the 

administrative budgets or budget estimates for 1971 of the specialized agencies 

and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), whose agreements with the 

United Nations provide for transmittal of their budgets for review by the General 

Assembly. 2/ The Committee is submitting a separate report thereon to the 

General Assembly at its current session (А/8155). 

З. In two other reports, the Advisory Committee has reviewed in detail the 

administrative and management procedures concerning the programme and budget of 
the World Health Organization (A /8031) and the International Labour Organisation 
(А/8140). 

4. The Advisory Committee has also considered and, in document А /8131, reported 
on a study by the Secretary -General providing information on the bodies and organs 

concerned with administrative and budgetary control, investigation and 
co- ordination in the United Nations, the specialized agencies and IAEA (А/7938). 
Reference should also be made to two reports which are germane to the consideration 
of agenda item 79: in document А/8139, the Advisory Committee has commented on 
the report by the Secretary -General on the implementation of the recommendations 
of the Ad Hoc Committee of Experts to Examine the Finances cf the United Nations 
and the Specialized Agencies (A/7999 and Add.l) and, in document A/8128, it has 
commented on the report on the activities of the Joint Inspection Unit 
(Á/C.5/1304 and Corr.1). 

5. In its report on general co- ordination matters submitted to the twenty -fourth 
session of the General Assembly, the Advisory Committee reported o:- developments 
related to the electronic data processing facilities of the United Nations 
system. ?/ At the current session of the Assembly, the Secretary -General has 
submitted proposals for the participation of the United Nations i-i an interagency 
data processing facility at Geneva (А /C.5 /1305); the Advisory Committee's 
observations and recommendations are contained in document A /8008 /Add.2. 

1/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty -fifth Session, 
Supplement No. 3 (А /8003 and Corr.1). 

2/ Under their agreements with the United Nations, the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development and the International Monetary Fund are not 
required to transmit their budgets to the United Nations for examination. 

3/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty- fourth Session, Annexes, 
agenda item 8), document A/7805. 
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6. In chapter II below, the Advisory Committee deals with the following general 

co- ordination matters: 

(A) The central machinery for co- ordination; 

(B) The common system; 

(C) Internal production of documents in the United Nations system; 

(D) Administrative and financial implications of the use of additional 
official and working languages in the specialized agencies; 

(E) Common premises. 

7. In the light of Economic aдд Social Council resolution 1479 (XLVIII), 
the General. Assembly may wish to request the Secretary- General to transmit this 
report to the Committee for Programme and Co- ordination for information and comment. 

8. The General Assembly may also wish, as in previous years, to request the 
Secretary -General (a) to refer to the executive heads of the specialized agencies 
and IAEA, through the consultative machinery of the Administrative Committee on 
Co- ordination (ACC) ahy matters arising out of this report and the discussion 
thereof in the Fifth Committee which call for attention by ACC; and (b) to 
transmit the report to the United Nations Board of Auditors and the Joint. 
Inspection Unit for them^ information. 

9. As for the reviews of the administrative and management procedures concerning 
the programme and budget of the International Labour Organisation and the World 
Health Organization, the General Assembly may wish to have the reports brought to 
the attention of their respective legislative. organs. 

-3- 



II. INTERORGANIZATIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE CO- ORDINATION 

A. The central machinery for co- ordination 

10. Since the Advisory Committee last reported to the General Assembly on 
general co- ordination matters, 4/ a number of developments have taken place 

affecting the central machinery for co- ordination and the relationships between 
its constituent organs. The various bodies concerned with interorganization 

co- ordination efforts have continued their efforts to resolve outstanding problems 
and to deal with new ones which have arisen as a result of the steady expansion 
in the programmes of the organizations. The Advisory Committee in its report 
on the United Nations budget for 1971, 5/ in its special studies submitted to 

the Assembly at its current session on WHO (А /8031) and ILO (A/81)40) and in the 

present report, has endeavoured to pin -point areas of possible duplication and, 

whenever it saw the need, to make suggestions or recommendations. The present 
chapter is devoted principally to developments in the past year affecting the 
Economic and Social Council, its Committee for Programme and Co- ordination, the 
Administrative Committee on Co- ordination (ACC) and the Joint Inspection Unit. 

Administrative Committee on Co- ordination 

11. In its thirty -sixth report to the Economic and Social Council 
(Е/4840 and Add.l /Rev.1), which was transmitted to the Advisory Committee for 
information, the Administrative Committee on Co- ordination outlines the measures 
recently taken to improve its functioning. It welcomes the strengthening of the 
staff of the Office for Inter -Agency Affairs, and reports that a number of its 
subsidiary consultative bodies have been merged or discontinued, while broader 
authority has been conferred on its Preparatory Committee, as foreseen in ACC's 
thirty -fifth report to the Economic and Social Council in 1969 (E/4668 and Add.1). 
At the same time, ACC has decided to set up, on an experimental basis, small 
panels to consider key issues in depth. 

12. Programme matters discussed by ACC in its report are the Second United Nations 
Development Decade, science and technology, the human environment, the sea, 
water resources, outer space, tourism, public administration and development, the 
social aspects of development, the International Education Year, population 
questions and narcotics abuse. In many of these areas, ACC reports progress in 
arrangements for intersecretariat co- ordination; in others, however, such as 
water resources, population and narcotics abuse, it acknowledges that difficulties 
remain. On the subject of science and technology, ACC expresses its support 
for a centralized advisory expert body for the United Nations system concerned 
with global policy issues (see paragraph 32 below). 

4/ Ibid. 

5/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty -fifth Session, 
Supplement No. 8 (А/8008). 
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13. In the section of the ACC report on administrative questions, the Advisory 

Committee particularly notes the discussion of budget presentation and budgeting 

on a programme basis, in which the Advisory Committee maintains a close interest. 

14. As indicated in paragraphs 100 -103 of the report of ACC (E/4840 and Add.1 /Rev.1), 
there has been an exchange of views between ACC and the Joint Inspection Unit on 

the handling of the Unit's reports, a matter which is given considerable attention 

in the Unit's report on its activities from 1 July 1969 to 30 June 1970 

(A/C.5/1304 and Corr.1); members of ACC gave an assurance of their fullest 

possible co- operation with the Unit and recognized that the dialogue established 

between the inspectors and the executive heads was bringing about better 

understanding and that it would benefit both bodies. 

15. Following its discussion of the ACC report, the Economic and Social Council 

adopted resolution 1547 (XLIX) (see paragraphs 39 and 43 -45 below). 

16. In a special report submitted to the Economic and Social Council at its 

forty -ninth session, ACC dealt with proposals for a centralized data processing 
facility in Europe (Е/4893); the Advisory Committee has reported separately on 
this subject to the General Assembly (A /8008 /Аdd.2). 

Committee for Programme and Co- ordination 

17. In accordance with General Assembly resolution 2579 (XXIV), the Economic and 

Social Council in January 1970 6/ decided to reconstitute its Committee for 

Programme and Co- ordination as recommended in the final report of the Enlarged 

Committee for Programme and Co- ordination (E /4748). The reconstituted Committee 

for Programme and Co- ordination, composed of twenty -one Member States, is thus 

responsible for advising and assisting the Economic and Social Council in 

discharging its co- ordination functions under the Charter of the United Nations 

and is assigned important functions for the review of programme planning, 

implementation and evaluation and the effectiveness of co- ordination machinery, 

as well as for long -term planning and programme formulation and the review of 

economic, social and human rights activities. Further, the Committee is to help 

the Council and the Assembly establish priorities and formulate programmes 

responsive to them. 

18. The Advisory Committee notes that, in accordance with the decision of the 

Economic and Social Council, the reconstituted Committee for Programme and 

Co- ordination should work in close collaboration with the Administrative Committee 

on Co- ordination and with the Advisory Committee; provisions also exist in its 

mandate for consultations and co- operation with the Joint Inspection Unit. 

19. In the course of 1970, the reconstituted Committee for Programme and 

Co- ordination held four sessions at United Nations Headquarters. 

6/ Economic and Social Council resolution 1472 (XLVIII). 
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20. At its fourth session (26 January -6 February 1970), 7/ the Committee for 
Programme and Co- ordination considered the work programme of the United Nations 
Economic and Social Office in Beirut and discussed the development of tourism and 
the co- ordination of marine activities. It also discussed a report by the Joint 
Inspection Unit on documentation, addressing a number of recommendations to the 
Economic and Social Council. The Committee for Programme..and Co- ordination took 
note of the Advisory Committee's report of 1969 on general co- ordination matters, 8/ 
recommending that in future similar reports be submitted to it on a regular basis 
for comments as well as for information. It further recommended that its comments 
on the United Nations work programme should be placed before the Fifth Committee 
when it considers the United Nations budget and the planning estimate. The latter 
recommendations were endorsed by the Economic and Social Council at its 
forty -eighth session. 9/ 

21. The Committee for Programme and Co- Ordination devoted much of its fifth 
session (27 April -12 May 1970) 10/ to its general review of the work programme 
of the United Nations in the economic, social and human'rights fields and its 
budgetary requirements; in conjunction with this subject, it gave preliminary 
consideration to the report by Inspectot Maurice Bertrand of the Joint Inspection 
Unit on programming and budgets in the United Nations family of organizations 
(А/7822). The Committee for Programme and Co- ordination recommended approval of 
the Secretary- General's work programme, noted its budgetary implications, and 
recommended that the Secretary -General be requested to review his programme 
projections for 1972 in the light of the objectives to be set for the Second 
United Nations Development Decade, as well as the results of the manpower 
utilization and deployment survey of the Secretariat. 

22. The Committee for Programnme and Co- ordination also addressed itself to 
certain selected sectors: social developmen-t, 'housing, building and planning, 
natural resources, transport, human rights, the status of women, the 
standardization of geographical names and international trade. The Advisory 
Committee notes that it recommended further clarification of the terms of reference 
of a transport centre in the United Nations, as proposed by the Secretary- General, 
as well as consultations with the agencies concerned. 11/ 

7/ Official. Records of the Economic and Social Council, Forty- eighth Session, 
Supplement'No. 4 (E/4787). 

8/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty - fourth Session, Annexes, 
agenda item 80, document A/7805. 

9/ Resolution 1479 (XLVIII) of 1 April 1970; the Advisory Committee expressed 
itself in favour of these recommendations in its first report on the budget 
estimates for 1971 (Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty -fifth 
Session, Supplement do. 8 (А/8008, paras. 87 and 88). 

10/ Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Forty -eighth Session, 

Supplement No. 9 (Е /4846 /Rev'.1). 

11/ At its forty -eighth session, the Economic and Social Council asked the 

Secretary -General to provide additional information on the proposed centre, 
and deferred its consideration of the question to its fiftieth 'session 
(resolution 1490 (XLVIII)). 
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23. At its sixth session (27 Мщ -5 June), the agenda of the Committee for 
Programme and Co- ordination included some matters of central importance fir 

interagency co- ordination, such as the functioning of the machinery of ACC, 
joint consultations among the organizations on work programmes, and the regional 
structure of the United Nations. 12/ The Committee for Programme and Co- ordination 
welcomed the intention of ACC to set up temporary panels on specific questions 
(see paragraph 11 above) and noted with satisfaction the strengthening of the 
Office of Inter -Agency Affairs. It agreed, however, that the annual reports of 
ACC had not been as helpful as they should have been, and recommended that they 
give more attention to co- ordination problems, the issues involved and the views 
of individual agencies. It also suggested that the reports contain more "clear -cut 
proposals for action" by the Committee for Programme and Co- ordination. 

24. The question of prior consultation on work programmes was later discussed 
at a joint meeting of CPC and ACC (see paragraph 30 below). As for the question 
of regional structures, the Committee for Programme and Co- ordination generally 
agreed that an over -all review of the existing situation was desirable. Having 
considered reports of the Joint Inspection Unit on the Economic Commission far 
Africa (ECA) (E/4733) and the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East 
(ECAFE) (E/4781), it strongly favoured strengthening of the commissions, and 
suggested that the Economic and Social Council might wish to endorse the 
inspectors' proposals for preparation and review of the budget of the Economic 
Commission for Africa. 13/ 

25. At the same session the Committee for Programme and Co- ordination recommended 
modifications intended to improve the analytical summaries of the reports of 
specialized agencies submitted to the Economic and Social Council, which, in its 
resolution 1548 (XLIX), invited the agencies to implement them. 

26. Programme matters considered by the Committee for Programme and Co- ordination 
at its sixth session were:, the sea, water resources, science and technology, 
the human environment, tourism, outer space, social aspects of development, 
population and public administration. Many of these issues were discussed in the 
context of the thirty -sixth report of ACC. Among the recommendations of the 
Committee for Programme and Co- ordination were that a comprehensive review of 
existing activities of the United Nations system relating to the seas should be . undertaken at an early date, and that, pending its completion, ACC seeks 
improvements in interagency co- ordination in marine activities. At its forty -ninth 
session, the Economic and Social Council asked the Secretary -General to prepare 
a review of the uses of the sea and -to invite suggestions from Governments for 
strengthening international co- operation (resolution 1537 (XLIX)). 

27. The seventh session of the Committee for Programme and Co- ordination was 
devoted essentially to two questions: programming and budgets in the United 
Nations (on the basis of the related report of Inspector Maurice Bertrand of the 
Joint Inspection Unit), and the appointment of special rapporteurs on specified 
topics, as provided for in the terms of reference of the reconstituted Committee. 14 / 

12/ Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Forty -ninth Session, 
Supplement No. 10 (E/4877). 

13/ For the action taken by the Council, see para. 35 below. 

14/ Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Forty -ninth Session, 

Supplement No. 11 (Е/4929). 
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The Advisory Committee notes that many of the suggestions in the Inspectors' 
report received general support; matters arising from it, as they effect the 
United Nations budget, are on the agenda of the General Assembly at its current 
session. 15/ The Committee for Programme and Co- ordination named two 
representatives from among its members as special rapporteurs to survey, initially, 
existing and projected reports and studies on economic and social subjects in 
the United Nations (and, if feasible, also in the specialized agencies), and, 
subsequently, the calendar of conferences on economic, social and human rights 
matters. 

Joint meetings of the Committee for Programme and Co- ordination and the 
Administrative Committee on Co- Ordination 

28. The 1970 series of joint meetings of the Committee for Programme and 
Co- ordination and the Administrative Committee on Co- ordination took place in 
Geneva on 2 and 3 July, in the presence of the President of the Economic and 
Social Council. The Advisory Committee notes that members of the Joint Inspection 
Unit also attended some of the meetings. 

29. Five subjects were on the agenda for the joint meetings: the Second 
United Nations Development Decade, arrangements for prior consultation between 
organizations on work programmes, institutional arrangements for science and 
technology, regional structures of the organizations, and implementation by the 
organizations of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial 
Countries and Peoples (Е/4886 and Corr.' and 2). 

30. The discussions clearly helped to remove some misunderstandings which had 
arisen between the two committees. For example, at its sixth session, the 
Committee for Programme and Co- ordination had expressed concern at the procedures 
envisaged by ACC for prior consultation on work programmes; the report of the 
joint meetings indicates that a better understanding was arrived at on this point. 

31. On the subject of regional structures, ACC and CPC generally agreed that 
more uniformity could be achieved, and that a study of the question was desirable. 
Subsequently, in its resolution 1553 (XLIX), the Economic and Social Council 
asked the Secretary- General to prepare a questionnaire on this subject, to be 
answered by Governments and forwarded to the executive secretaries of the regional 
economic commissions, who would then prepare reports for the commissions and 
submit them, with the comments of Governments, to the Secretary -General, who 
would report not later than the Council's fifty -second session. 

32. The joint meetings agreed that changes were necessary in the institutional 
machinery for science and technology (see paragraph 12 above), and there was 
general agreement that a central advisory body was needed to provide guidance on 
policy issues and help identify priorities; however, the participants disagreed 
on details of the proposed machinery. At its forty -ninth session, the Economic 
and Social Council noted that current and contemplated activities in this area 
needed to be reinforced and co- ordinated, but, in view of differences of opinion 
as to how this should be done, postponed a decision to its fifty -first session 
(resolution 1544 (XLIX)). 

15/ At its resumed forty -ninth session, the Economic and Social Council, 
inter alia, endorsed the recommendations of the Committee for Programme 
and Co- ordination. 
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Activities of the Joint Inspection Unit 

33. In other sections of this chapter, the Advisory Committee has drawn attention 
to certain aspects of the activities of the Joint Inspection Unit in the past 
year, including consideration of its reports by the Committee for Programme and 
Co- ordination, meetings of its Chairman and Chairman- designate with ACC, and 
attendance of its members at joint meetings of CPC and ACC. 

34• The Advisory Committee recalls that, in May 1970, it met informally with the 
Joint Inspection Unit to discuss questions of common interest, and later brought 
to the Unit's attention some questions which its members might wish to consider 
in subsequent reports. 16/ 

35. At its forty -ninth session, the Economic and Social Council adopted 
resolutions 1554 (XLIX) and 1555 (XLIX) on reports of the Joint Inspection Unit. 
In the former resolution, the Council, inter alia, endorsed the Inspectors' 
views on the need to handle their reports with all possible speed, to give them 
a prominent place on the agendas of governing organs and to do everything possible 
to ensure that maximum advantage is derived from their recommendations. In 

resolution 1555 (XLIX), the Council noted with satisfaction that the Inspectors' 
recommendations on the regional economic commissions were in line with desires 
expressed in the Council on decentralization, and commended them, along with 
the accompanying comments, for consideration and action as appropriate by the 
Economic Commission for Africa, the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East 
and other intergovernmental bodies concerned; the Council decided to consider, 
at its fifty -third session, the action taken. 

36. In a separate decision, the Council asked the Secretary - General to prepare 

documentation to facilitate its consideration of reports by the Unit. 

37. Reports by the Joint Inspection Unit, including the report on its 
activities from 1 July 1969 to 30 June 1970, are before the General Assembly at 
its current session. . 

Consideration by the Economic and Social Council of co- ordination matters • 38. At its forty -ninth session (July 1970), the Economic and Social Council 
adopted the following resolutions on co- ordination matters: 

1534 (XLIX) on implementation Of the Declaration on the Granting of 
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples by the 
specialized agencies and the international institutions 
associated with the United Nations; 

1547 (XLIX) on development and co- ordination of the activities of the 
organizations within the United Nations system; 

1548 (XLIX) on the report of the Committee for Programme and Co- ordination 
on its sixth session; 

16/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty -fifth Session, 
Supplement No. 8 (A/8008), para. 92. 



1549 (XLIX) on prior consultations on work programmes; 

1550 (XLIX) on the division of responsibilities between the United Nations 
and the International Atomic Energy Agency in mineral surveys; 

1551 (XLIX) on interagency co- operation relating to computers; 

1554 (XLIX) on reports of the Joint Inspection Unit; 

1555 (XLIX) on reports of the Joint Inspection Unit on the regional 
economic commissions; 

1558 (XLIX) on_the report of the Committee for Programme and Co- ordination 
an its seventh session. 17/ 

39. The Advisory Committee calls attention in particular to the provisions of 
operative paragraphs 2 and 3 of resolution 154 7 (XLIX), by which the Council 
reaffirmed that the policy- making role in the United Nations system is the 
prerogative of Member States, and instructed the Committee fór Programme and 
Co- ordination to "review the sphere of activities and competence of the 
Administrative Committee an Co- ordination in the light of the relevant discussion 
in the Council 18/ so that the Council may achieve more effective co- ordination 
of the social, economic and technical activities of the United Nations system, and 
to submit recommendations to the Council at its fifty -first session ". In addition 
to suggesting measures for improving interorganization co- ordination, the 
resolution invited the governing bodies of the organizations to consider making 
arrangements for studies on the use of their secretariat staff, as is currently 
being done in the United Nations itself. It recommended that the Secretary - 
General and the executive heads take every possible action to ensure maximum 
utilization of their personnel. 

Observations of the Advisory Committee 

40. In the view of the Advisory Committee, the most significant development 
in the past year in the area of co- ordination was the decision of the Economic 
and Social Council, at the request of the General Assembly, to reconstitute the 
Committee for Programme and Co- ordination along the lines recommended by the 
Expanded Committee for Programme and Co- ordination in its final report (see 

paragraphs 17 and 18 above). 

41. The terms of reference of the reconstituted committee are broad and its 
responsibilities are heavy, encompassing as they do not only co- ordination, 
programme review - in general terms and in depth - and the setting of priorities, 
but also programme implementation and evaluation and long -term planning. However, 
the Advisory Committee notes from the reports of its four sessions in 1970, and 

from the report of the Economic and Social Council, that the Committee for 
Programme and Co- ordination has applied itself conscientiously to its task and 

17/ Adopted at the resumed session on 19 October 1970. 

18/ Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Forty -ninth Session, 

1719th meeting; see also E /АС.24/SR.389 and 390. 
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that its work has been appreciated by the Council. The Advisory Committee intends 
to follow with interest the activities of the Committee for Programme and 
Co- ordination in 1971, including those related to the two Special Rapporteurs who 
were named at its seventh session. The Advisory Committee's comments on 
co- operation between itself and the Committee for Programme and Co- ordination, 
and on that Committee's consideration of the United Nations work programme in 
economic, social and human rights sectors (including the question of priorities) 
are contained in its first report to the General Assembly on the budget estimates 
for 1971. 19/ 

42. The Advisory Committee notes the efforts being made by ACC to streamline its 
machinery and procedures and thereby to strengthen the contribution which it can 
clearly make, at the secretariat level, to interorganization co- ordination. The 
Committee took note of the large number of programme areas discussed by ACC 
(see paragraph 12 above) and welcomed its recognition of the need for surveillance 
to ensure a rational approach by the organizations to multidisciplinary questions. 
It was pleased to note ACC's continuing preoccupation with the related questions of 
budget presentation and budgeting on a programme basis. Progress towards common 
practices and compatibility in these two areas are essential if Member States - 

and the organizations themselves - are to understand better the activities of the 
system as a whole and the resources devoted to them. 

43. The Advisory Committee believes that the joint meetings of ACC and the 
Committee for Programme and Co- ordination offer a valuable opportunity for the 
interchange of views and experience between Member Governments and the secretariats 
of the organizations. However, in the light of the provisions of Economic and 
Social Council resolution 1547 (XLIX) (see paragraph 39 above), it is clear that 
a satisfactory understanding has not yet been arrived at on all the fundamental 
issues involved. The Advisory Committee trusts that such outstanding issues as 
still remain will be resolved at an early date. 

4 4. In that connexion, the Advisory Committee noted that, in the introduction to 
his report on the work of the Organization, 20/ the Secretary -General expressed 
his belief that a strengthened ACC was indispensable if, during the Second United 
Nations Development Decade, the United Nations system were to make substantial 
progress towards realizing the economic and social objectives of the Charter. 
The Administrative Committee on Co- ordination could and should be strengthened, the 
Secretary- General added, but it is vulnerable and could as easily be weakened - and 
it would be very difficult to replace. The Secretary- General voiced his concern 
that certain doubts and misgivings about the role of ACC still persisted in some 
quarters. He reiterated his explanation that, when it referred to "policy issues" 

to which it should devote special attention, ACC did not mean "political issues ", 
nor did it mean to impinge in any way on the authority of Governments. The 

concentration of ACC on major issues reflected the basic preparatory work which 
the executive head of each organization was expected to carry out for his 
intergovernmental organs. 

19/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty -fifth Session, 
Supplement No. 8 (А/8008), paras. 41 -4 5 and 82 -89. 

20/ Ibid., Supplement No. 1 A (А /8001 /Аdd.l), para. 98 ff. 



45• The Advisory Committee therefore trusts that the review which the Committee 
for Programme and Co- ordination has been asked to conduct of the sphere of 
activities and competence of ACC will help to cement their working relations and 
provide a recognized basis for full understanding and constructive co- operation 
between the secretariats and the policy -making organs. Such co- operation is 
essential if the organizations are to make progress in the elimination of 
duplication and in the setting of priorities, areas in which so many difficulties 
have arisen over the years. While decision -making in these matters rests with the 
competent intergovernmental organs, the task of the latter could be eased if the 
executive heads were to make suggestions, as appropriate, on the basis of their 
intimate knowledge of the activitieг of the separate organizations. 

46. The Advisory Committee would point out that the work of ACC is not confined 
to questions of programme co- ordination. Through the Consultative Committee on 
Administrative Questions and its subsidiary groups, it also deals with a variety 
of administrative questions. With the establishment of the interagency computer 
facility in Geneva, the administrative responsibilities of ACC would increase, 
and so would the total budget of the various interagency operations. As these 
administrative and budgetary matters fall within the scope of Article 17, 
paragraph 3 of the Charter, the Advisory Committee feels that consideration should 
be given to modifying the present system of reporting by ACC so that the material 
on administrative and budgetary questions can be submitted to the Fifth Committee 
of the General Assembly. 

B. The common system 

47• At its eighteenth session (Geneva, July 1970), the International Civil 
Service Advisory Board discussed ten aspects of the common system applied in the 
United Nations family of organizations: salary scales for the Professional and 
higher categories; the determination of benchmark jobs in a statistical manner; 
the proposed establishment of a pay research unit; developments in the 
application of the guiding principles to General Service salaries; grounds for 
termination of appointments, and compensation; age of retirement and conditions 
for voluntary early retirement; tenure of appointment; staff training and 
development; promotion policies; and language incentives for Professional staff. 
The Board's views on these matters are contained in its report. 21/ 

48. The Advisory Committee has submitted a separate report (A /8008 /Add.3) on 
the principal recommendation of the.Board, an increase of 8 per cent in the 
gross salaries of Professional and higher staff from 1 January 1971, after the 
consolidation of two classes of post adjustment. One of the conclusions of that 
report is that the Board should be requested to undertake a thorough review of 
the United Nations salary system for Professional and higher staff; in its 

report the Committee has indicated some of the factors which might usefully 
be studied in the course of such a review. 

49. A question closely related to that of salaries for the Professional and 
higher categories is the decision of the organizations, in the light of a 

recommendation arising from the Board's seventeenth session, to establish a 

21/ ICSAB/XVIII/1. 
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Pay Research Unit. In its report on the recommended salary increase, the Advisory 
Committee has discussed briefly this subject, including the relative advantage of 
placing the Unit under the Consuative Committee on Administrative Questions, as 

proposed by the organizations, or under the International Civil Service Advisory 
Board itself (A /8008 /Аdd.3, paras. 45 and 46). . 

50. On the question of statistical determination of benchmark jobs, another 
related issued, the International Civil Service Advisory Board considered data 
presented by the organizations classifying staff according to occupational 
groups; the object of this exercise is ultimately to determine comparable salary 
levels in relation to the actual professional requirements of each job. The 
Board took account of difficulties reported by the organizations in matching 
certain grades with similar outside employment, but expressed the hope that the 
task would be carried out as quickly as possible, at least for grades which can 
be equated with those of some national services. It considered some of the 
groupings presented by the organizations unduly vague, but felt that the work 
should be pursued, suggesting that it might be a task for the Pay Research Unit 
mentioned above. 

51. The Board considered a statement by the organizations on developments in 
the application of the guiding principles for General Service staff, and took 
note with satisfaction of efforts made at New York and Geneva to overcome 
difficulties, especially relating to staff dissension. It considered a method 
proposed by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) for fixing General Service salaries, the basis of which would be 
determination of the salary schedule by reference to a single matching point. 
The Board was unable to endorse this proposal, and expressed the hope that a 
report due to be presented by the organizations at its nineteenth session would be 
sufficiently comprehensivé to take account of the needs of all of them. 

52. The Board's consideration of grounds for termination of appointments, and 
compensation for such termination, was based on a proposal by the organizations 
intended to provide greater equity for untimely interruption of service, thus 
encouraging the reduction of staff when necessary, providing incentives for the 
departure of staff whose performance is short of full efficiency, and assuring 
greater equality between career staff with permanent appointments and those with 

long service under fixed -term contracts. The central element for the proposal • was an increase in the maximum indemnity from nine to twenty -five months' salary 
(at one month's salary for each year of service); the Board recommended an 
increase to a maximum of eighteen months' salary, payable only where termination 
involves no fault on the part of the staff member (for example, abolition of a 
post), except that an executive head might, at his discretion and with adequate 
justification, grant compensation up to the maximum for agreed terminations. 
Existing provisions and maxima, the Board recommended, should apply in other 
situations. Among the Board's related recommendations was the use of a sliding 
scale of indemnities for fixed -term staff, so that, upon achieving fifteen 
years' service, such staff would be entitled to the same indemnities as career 
personnel. 

53. On questions related to retirement, the Board saw no objection to a 
suggestion by the organizations that executive heads exercise somewhat greater 
discretion in extending beyond retirement age the services of valuable staff 
members, particularly those with less than twenty or twenty -five years of service; 
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it cautioned, however, against allowing such exceptional treatment to "drift into 
general practice ". It agreed to the submission to the United Nations Joint 
Staff Pension Board and the General Assembly of a proposal under which staff 
with twenty -five years of pensionable service might retire voluntarily between the 
ages of fifty -five and sixty without suffering the full actuarial reduction in 
their earned pensions. The Board also made recommendations (paragraph 70 of its 
report) intended to prevent excessive compensation, from the cumulative effect of 
pension benefit and termination indemnity, in cases of early termination. 

54• In its consideration of tenure of appointment, the International Civil 
Service Advisory Board found that there could be no hard and fast rules for the 
common system as a whole as to the percentages of shorter -term as against career 
staff that the organizations should employ; in its view, this was a matter for 
each organization to determine. The Board considered that the criterion for a 
fixed -term should be that the incumbent remains in service long enough to return a 

full benefit to the employer organization, but not so long as to make him incapable 
of reabsorption in his home country; the Board found it difficult to look upon 
fixed -term appointments longer than seven years as other than "de facto permanent ". 
Further, it suggested that organizations which indefinitely extend fixed -term 
appointments might examine the degree to which policies restricting the use of 
career appointments might not thus have been amended in practice. The Board did 
not favour the introduction of a status falling between the fixed -term and 
permanent categories. 

55. Addressing itself to staff training and development, the International. Civil 
Service Advisory Board agreed with the organizations that, in most of them, the 
only areas where programmes and facilities were satisfactory were orientation and 
language training. The Board advocated that early attention be given to management 
training and refresher courses or other facilities for study; in the area of 
management, the most immediate need was for training in the general supervisory 
skills. The Board called attention to figures prepared by the Consultative 
Committee on Administrative Questions which show that, for the major organizations, 
budgetary allocations for training, study leave and related purposes amounted to 
0.4 per cent of total expenditures and 0.6 per cent of total staff costs, 
percentages which, in the Board's view, were low. It was confident that, in the 

long term, a modest investment in the training of selected staff would increase 
the effectiveness of the secretariats and thus "furnish an ample return to those 
who pay the costs ". 

56. The Board reaffirmed its conviction that policies governing promotions in 
the common system should be eхaтined) and asked that the organizations keep 
this topic under study and bring it before the Board at a later session. It felt 

unable at this stage to endorse a proposal by the Federation of International 
Civil Servants' Association under which grades P -2, P -3 and P -4 would be placed 
on a time scale, so that all staff beginning at the entry level and performing 
satisfactorily would have the assurance of a career that would span a minimum 
of four grades. 

57. On the subject of language incentives for Professional staff, the report 
of the International Civil Service Advisory Board set out in detail problems 
arising for the common system, as reported by the organizations, from 

resolution 2480 B (XXIII) of the General Assembly. Although the Board does not 
address itself directly to this situation, it states that it has been gre '-1v 



impressed by the results obtained from modern language training techniques, and 
suggests that organizations which have not yet done so give early consideration 
to investment in the necessary facilities, or the use of common resources 
available within the system, as a means of increasing the effectiveness of the 
international secretariats. 

58. The above matters call for further study by the Board and /or the organizations. 

C. Internal production of documents in the United Nations system 

59. The increasing volume and cost of documentation in the United Nations has 
been a matter of great concern in recent years to the General Assembly, the 
Economic and Social Council and other organs, including the Advisory Committee. 
The same concern has been voiced by the legislative bodies of a number of the 
specialized agencies. As a result of action taken throughout the system, the rate 
of increase in documentation has, the Advisory Committee believes, been slowed 
in some cases, while in others (including the United Nations itself), there has 
been a tendency towards reduction. 

60. One aspect of this problem, which appears to have been given little attention, 
is whether economies might be possible through greater co- operation among the 
organizations in the production of documentation. This path would seem to commend 
itself especially where a number of agencies are situated in close proximity to 
each other, as is the case in Geneva. The Advisory Committee therefore conducted 
an inquiry into the internal reproduction facilities of the agencies (including the 
United Nations Office at Geneva, and UNIDO), their output, the cost of 
reproduction activities, the amount of reproduction (including printing) 
contracted by them to private firms, and whether their workloads are such that 
advantage might be gained by pooling their resources. 

61. The information provided by the organizations is presented in summary form 
below. 22/ . 

(i) Organizations in Geneva 

United Nations Office at Geneva (including UNCTAD) 

62. The Office has mimeograph, offset and letterpress equipment with a 
theoretical annual capacity of 343 million page -impressions; actual production 
in 1967, 1968 and 1969 was between 211 and 234 million page- impressions, most of 
it mimeograph. New offset equipment was installed in 1969 and it is planned to 

• acquire a further offset press and ancillary equipment early in 1971. Additionally, 
a considerable amount of old reproduction equipment will be replaced in conjunction 
with the move of the Documents Reproduction Section into the extension of the 
Palais des Nations. The cost of-internal reproduction of documents in 1969 was 
$815,100; however, in addition, the Printing Section carried out work valued at 
$706,000, for both the Geneva Office and United Nations Headquarters. Peak 

22/ Data for United Nations Headquarters have not been taken into account in 
the present survey. 
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workload periods are handled by the use of temporary staff on staggered or double 
shifts. While no other agencies produce documents for the Geneva Office, the 
Office devotes about 7 per cent of its production to work for other agencies, 
especially the General Agreement for Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the 
Inter -Governmental Committee for European Migration, for which it is reimbursed. 

ILO 

63. The output of the ILO reproduction unit during 1969 (Roneo and offset process) 
was 64 million page -impressions, using all the available manpower and 85 per cent 
of the equipment capacity; the cost was $469,000. Aside from printed material, 
the ILO handles about 97 per cent of its reproduction programme internally, and 
the rest is undertaken by private firms under contract. Most printed material 
is also produced under contractual arrangements. The internal reproduction 
capacity of the Organisation has expanded steadily since 1961, with increasing 
emphasis on photo -offset equipment. Further expansion will be determined in the 
light of the findings of a study, to be undertaken by a firm of consultants, of 
the aims and objectives of the ILO duplicating programme, including the 
establishment of criteria for determining the types of work which should be 
reproduced internally and externally. 

WHO 

64. The method used by WHO for producing documents at headquarters is 
photo -offset; printed publications are produced contractually by private firms. 
The capacity of the internal reproduction equipment (including forms, letterheads 
etc.) is 300,000 page -impressions daily, and the cost is about $120,000. Capacity 
has not been expanded recently, but there are plans for an expansion of about 
27 per cent in 1971 to accommodate the extended use of Russian and Spanish. 

WIl 

65. The annual capacity of WMO's internal reproduction equipment is 24 million 
page -impressions. The methods used are photo -offset and mimeograph, but, by 1971, 
it is expected that all work will be done by photo -offset. The organization does 
75 per cent of its reproduction work internally, at an annual cost of $168,613; 
the remaining 25 per cent constitutes publications which are contracted out to 
private printing firms. There has been no expansion of internal reproduction 
capacity in recent years, but a new offset machine will be in operation by the 
beginning of 1971. 

'TU 

66. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) reproduces all its documents 
internally, with the exception of sales publications. The methods used are 
offset, mimeograph and photocopy, with a theorètical capacity of 40,500 page - 
impressions an hour. Production costs in 1969 amounted to $1,050,000. Sales 

documents have a separate supplementary budget and are generally produced by 
private printers and sold at cost price. In 1969, two offset machines and three 
photocopying machines were added to the existing equipment and ITU intends to 
acquire more offset equipment by 1972, and additional offset and photocopy 
equipment by 1975. 
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(ii) Organizations in Vienna 

IAEA 

67. The capacity of the reproduction equipment of IAEA is 110 million page - 
impressions per. annum (some 17.5 million of which are UNIDO documents);.the cost 
is $800,000 (excluding $180,000 for scientific editing). The Agency does almost 
all its reproduction internally and contracts out to private firms when necessary. 
The method used is photo -offset. 

UNIDO 

68. Most of UNIDO's documentation is produced by IAEA on a reimbursable basis; 
however, UNIDO has duplicating equipment of its own to reproduce conference 
documentation and other urgent requirements. The actual output of this equipment 
in 1969 was 18 million page -impressions (mainly mimeograph, with some offset), and 

the cost (excluding professional supervision) was about $50,000. Output could be 
very considerably increased by adding more staff. Most of UNIDO's publications 
are printed on a contractual basis by outside firms, but more and more publications 
are being prepared with the facilities used jointly by UNIDO and IAEA. 

(iii) Organizations in other cities 

FAO (Rome) 

69. The annual capacity of the internal reproduction unit of FAO is 100 million 
page -impressions. However, by making use of overtime, temporary assistance etc. 
the plant has been operating over capacity since 1966, and, in 1969, the output 
was 122 million page- impressions. The annual cost is about $530,000. Almost all 
material is produced by photo -offset. The FAO produces all documents required 
by the World Food Programme, which, in 1969, amounted to 5.6 million page - 
impressions. At peak periods, some reproduction work, amounting to about 

3 per cent annually, is contracted out to private firms. Printing of publications 
is also done externally under contract. The FAO plans to increase its internal 
reproduction capacity by about 5 per cent annually. 

UNEBCO (Paris) 

70. About 90 per cent of UNESCO documents are reproduced internally by offset 
and mimeograph, and the remaining 10 per cent is contracted to private firms. 
The internal capacity has expanded to an average annual rate of 16 per cent 
since 196+, and present output fluctuates between 80 million and 100 million 
page - impressions annually. The average annual cost of the internal reproduction 
programme is $Lј60,000. Printing of publications is done by private firms. 

UPU (Bern) 

71. The Universal Postal Union (UPU) uses mainly photo -offset for its internal 
reproduction programme, with some mimeograph and photocopy. This accounts for 
about 80 per cent of its requirements; the balance consists of work not suited 
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for UPU's equipment, which is printed by private firms. Internal capacity is 
about 9.7 million page -impressions annually and expenditure in 1970 (excluding 
the cost of stencil typing) is estimated at $213,700. 

IMCO (London) 

72. All IMCO documents and 25 per cent of its publications are reproduced 
internally, using Roneo and photolitho. The capacity has been increased from an 
annual output of less than 6 million page- impressions in 1967 to 9 million at the 
present time; the cost is about $92,000. Publications not handled by the internal 
reproduction unit are printed by private firms. 

ICAO (Montreal) 

73. Most of the reproduction work of ICAO (about 92 per cent on a cost basis) 
was done internally during 1969, representing about 74 million page -impressions. 
The method used is offset. The cost in 1969 was $772,000, including the salaries 
of the copy preparation unit and central typing unit. Productivity has increased 
in recent years due to improved management methods. The typesetting and printing 
of the ICAO Bulletin and the typesetting for new editions or reprints of the 
organization's regulatory documents are undertaken by private firms. 

74. The following table summarizes the information available on internal 
reproduction capacity, its cost and the methods used: 
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Table 1 

Organization 

Internal reproduction 
Annual cost of 

Princi.al methods of 
capacity (in millions 
of page - impressions internal 

reproduction- per year) reproduction 

United Nations Headquartersb1' 5l2 i,900,000á Offset and mimeo 

United Nations Office at Geneva 212 1,521,000 Mimeo and offset 

ILA 64- 469,000 Offset and mimeo 

WHO 751/ 120,000 Offset 

WMO 24 168,000 Offset and mimeo 

ITU -A/ 243,000 Offset, mimeo, 
photo-copy 

IAEA 110 800,oоо Offset 

UNIDO 18 50,000 Mimeo and offset 

FAO 122i" 530.,000 Offset 

UNESCO 901/ 460,000 Offset and mimeo 

UPU 9.7 213,470 Offset, mimeo, 
photo-copy 

IMCO 9 92,000 'Roneo and 

photo- litho 

ICAO 75 672,000 Offset 

TOTALS 1,320.7 7,238,47о 

á/ For WHO, WIC, IAEA, FAO, UNESCO and IWO, average annual costs; for the ILO, ITU, UNIDO, 
ICAO and United Nations, 1969 costs; for UPU, estimated costs in 1970. 

b/ Included for purposes of comparison. 

Si Actual output in 1969. 

Direct costs only. 

Actual output in 1969. 

f/ 300,000 printed pages per day; this figure has been multiplied by 250. 

Theoretical capacity 40,500 page - impressions an hour. - 

Including some costs reimbursed by UNIDO. 

i/ Actual output in 1969. 

1/ Average for 1968 and 1969, the former being a General Conference year when output is high. 
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75. The aggregate cost of internal reproduction indicated in the table above is 
in fact a conservative figure, as in the case of certain agencies it excludes 
some indirect costs. It should further be borne in mind that it excludes the 
cost of contractual printing by outside firms, as provided for under the agencies' 
publications programmes. On the basis of information available to the Advisory 
Committee, such contractual printing costs the four largest specialized agencies 
in the order of $3.5 million a year. 

76. The Advisory Committee was informed that many of the agencies operate their 

reproduction units at essentially full capacity year -round, and that slack 

periods cannot be foreseen. On the other hand, there are cases where output can 

be very greatly increased (as is done at peak periods, for example, during major 

conferences) by the hiring of additional temporary staff; thus, in strictly 

technical terms, the machine capacity available is often in fact under- utilized. 

The only offices with specified periods of the year when their reproduction 

activity was relatively reduced were the United Nations Office at Geneva, which 

furnished monthly output figures, UNIDO, which indicated that it could accept 

additional work most easily between July and December, and UPU, which reported 

that its requirements followed a five-year cycle linked to the dates of Universal 

Postal Congresses. In the case of the United Nations Office at Geneva, the 

data provided for 1967 -1969 did not reveal any regular pattern of low- or high - 

output for specific periods of the year, although monthly outputs varied by as 

much as 50 per cent._ 

Interagency co- ordination 

77. At present, there appears to be little interagency co- operation in document 

reproduction. An important exception is the joint arrangement under which IAEA 

produces most of UNIDO's documentation on a reimbursable basis; the Advisory 

Committee was informed that this arrangement, which appears to operate 

satisfactorily, has resulted in economies of scale. It notes, however, that, 

pending the establishment of an enlarged common facility in the planned, new 

headquarters of IAEA and UNIDO in Vienna, the ability of IAEA to satisfy UNIDO's 

needs is likely to be reduced as those needs expand. 

78. A few other agencies have made arrangements, on occasions, to share the 

reproduction workload on an ad hoc basis with other agencies. The Universal 

Postal Union has at times asked the United Nations documents service to print 

documents for submission to the Executive Council Of the Union on a cost - 

reimbursable basis; on the last occasion when this was done (March 1970), it 

proved more economical than reproducing the documents within the Union. The 

Advisory Committee was informed that the Union is studying the possibility of 

producing documents for other organizations during 1972, when its own requirements 

will be reduced. In 1968, WMO arranged for some of its documentation to be 

printed by WHO, but this was an isolated case. The ITU has undertaken some 

reproduction work for other international organizations in the Geneva area in 

"exceptional cases ", but there is no regular arrangement with any of the agencies. 

79. Arrangements have been made in the past whereby documents to be submitted 

to the deliberative bodies of more than one agency in Geneva - such as reports of 

the Joint Inspection Unit - were reproduced by a single agency. Their success 

led the ILO to suggest in the Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions 

that similar arrangements be instituted on a regular basis; however, the 

discussion indicated that the timing of meetings and distance from a central 

point in Europe might make such an arrangement uneconomical. 
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80. In the view of the Advisory Committee, there would appear to be advantages in 
increased co- operation among the agencies in document reproduction. The success 

of the arrangement between UNIDO and IAEA in Vienna indicates that it is not 
essential for each agency to produce the bulk of its requirements - at least when 
other agencies are established in the same city - and that some pooling of 
resources can lead to savings without giving rise to undue production delays. No 

doubt the ideal arrangement in Geneva, from the point of view of cost and 

efficiency, would be a single reproduction facility handling all the requirements 
of the Geneva -based organizations, including the United Nations Office at Geneva; 

the Advisory Committee realizes, however, that such an arrangement would not 
provide the flexibility which the organizations require in order to produce 
urgently needed documentation at short notice. The Advisory Committee notes 
that several of the agencies - including all of those situated in Geneva - have 
in recent years added to their internal reproduction facilities, or intend doing 
so within one or two years. Thus the aggregate capacity of the individual units 
is growing, perhaps faster than the totality of the organizations' documentation 
needs. Moreover, the organizations appear to be relying more and more on a 
single method of reproduction, the offset process. The Committee therefore 
welcomes those initiatives already taken in Geneva towards a common approach, 
and urges the executive heads to look more closely into the potential advantages 
of pursuing further such a policy. 

81. For those agencies other than those in Vienna and Geneva (FAO, UNESCO, UPU, 
IICO and ICAO), the potential for co- operative reproduction of documents is 
clearly reduced by the geographic factor. Geographic isolation in itself, 
however, should not prevent one organization from using the facilities of others 
when its own are inadequate, as the example of UPU Iias shown. Here again the 
Advisory Committee believes that more can be done than in the past. 

82. One phenomenon which seems to emerge from the information provided by the 
organizations is that there is a fairly wide variation in the cost of internal 
reproduction, as measured for example in dollars per thousand or million page - 
impressions. Indeed, the data suggest that, in some agencies, the unit cost is 

several times greater than in others. The Advisory Committee recognizes, 
however, that such conclusions may not be well -founded, as the data furnished 
by the agencies might not be compatible; furthermore, differences in local 
salary rates and the effects of economies of scale would have to be taken into 

•account 
in any valid comparison of unit costs. Nevertheless, the Advisory 

Committee believes that there may well be cases where costs are excessive and 
could be reduced by the application. of techniques or procedures used in other 
agencies; it suggests that executive heads may wish to look further into this 
question. 

D. Arhministrative and financial implications of the use 
of additional official and working languages in the 

specialized agencies 

83. In recent years, several of the specialized agencies have considered 
proposals for the introduction of additional official and working languages. 
The decisions on such proposals have been taken largely on the basis of political 
considerations. Their implementation, however, involves considerable 
administrative and financial implications which, in the long run, can be 
greater than what is initially envisaged - either because of the effect of rising 
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costs or because of the continuing proliferation of conferences and documentation. 

Bearing this fact in mind, the Advisory Committee inquired into the financial and 

administrative arrangements made by the specialized agencies and IAEA in providing 

language services to their member States. 

8u. The official and working languages of the organizations show considerable 

variations, as indicated in the following table: 
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ТдЫе 2 

Organization -a Official languages Working languages 

Chin- Eng- Rus- Ara- Eng Ger- Rus - 
ese lish French sian Spanish Other bic lish French man sian Spanish Other 

ILO 

FAO 

UNESCO2/ 

ICAO 

UPU 

R WHOá/ 

IТU 

WMO 

X X X X X Hindi, 
Ital- 
ian 

X X Х 

X 

X X X Х Х 

X X X Х Х 

X X X Х 

X Х Х Х 

Х Х X X Х 

7�/ X Х •1 х1 Х 

X X X 

X X Х 

Х" _~b� x Х Х' Х" Japan- 
ese b� 

х/ X X х1 Хъ1 

X X Хb1 Х 

X Х X Х 

К X 

a/ In the United Nations, the official languages for most organs are Chinese, English, French 
Russian and Spanish. Working languages of the General Assembly and the Security Council 
are English, French, Russian and Spanish; working languages of the Economic and Social 
Council are English, French and Spanish; and working languages of the Trusteeship Council 
are English and French. 

b/ Limited use only. 

c/ Official and working languages of the General Conference. 

d/ Official languages are those of the World Health Assembly and the Executive Board. 

e/ Full working languages are those of the Board of Governors and the General Conference. 



85. Additional information provided by the organizations on the use of languages 
is summarized below. 

ILO 

86. Although Spanish is a full working language in the ILO, not all documents 
of certain committees are translated into Spanish; however, the Governing Body 
is considering extending the use of Spanish in such committees to parity with 
English and French. Limited interpretation and translation are provided in 
Russian and German, and interpretation in Arabic is provided at plenary sittings 
and two committees of the International Labour Conference. The ILO has followed 
the principle that, when additional languages are introduced, the cost should be 
charged to the regular budget. 

FAO 

87. Arabic was adopted as a limited working language of FAO by the fourteenth 
session of the FAO Conference (1967) and, since then, has been used at Conference 
sessions, Near East Regional Conferences and regional and technical meetings held 
in the Near East. The translation of documents into Arabic is limited to 
1.8 million words for the biennium 1970- 1971. At the fifteenth session of the 
FAO Conference (1969), interpretation to and from German was provided and the 
Federal Republic of Germany contributed two thirds of the total cost of $45,000; 
the same practice will be followed at the sixteenth session of the Conference 
and at regional European conferences in 1970 -1971. The Conference endorsed, at 

its fifteenth session, a recommendation that, beginning in 1970, Portuguese 
interpretation be provided at the Regional Conference for Latin America; it 
decided that possible arrangements for sharing costs should be discussed by the 
Director -General and the Government of Brazil. 

UNESCO 

88. UNESCO has not adopted official and working languages for the organization 
as a whole (see foot -note c/ to table 2 above). At its fourteenth session (1966), 
the General Conference decided that the use of Arabic as a working language of 
the Conference should be progressively introduced; so far its use has been on a 
partial and experimental basis. The Arab States made voluntary contributions 
in 1968 towards the cost of the initial phase. In a report to the sixteenth 
session of the General Conference (1970), the Director -General outlined measures 

necessary to extend the use of Arabic at the Conference. He proposed that, in 

future, the costs (estimated at $322,000 for the biennium 1971/1972) be met from 
the regular budget. 

ICAO 

89. The Advisory Committee was informed that there are no proposals for the 

introduction of languages in ICAO additional to the three official and working 

languages. 
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UPU 

90. Although French is the only official language of UPU and the only working 
language authorized at headquarters, the General Regulations admit the use of 
French, English, Russian and Spanish as well as other languages in the 
deliberations of the organs of the Union. The coda of simultaneous interpretation 
is shared between member countries using the same language, in proportion to' 
their contributions to the regular budget of the Union. Aside from English, 
Russian and Spanish, the languages which have been used on this basis are Arabic, 
German and Japanese. The costs of translating UPU documents from French are also •• 

borne by members who request the service. Three language groups - Arabic, 
English and Spanish - have been formed on the basis of this arrangement, еахh 
organizing its own translation service. 

WHO 

91. The use of Arabic, Russian and Spanish as working languages in WHO is limited. 
However, the twenty- second World Health Assembly (1969) decided that the use of • Russian and Spanish at sessions of the Assembly and the Executive Board would be 
extended; the extension will be carried out in 1971 and 1972, the first stage 
costing about $169,000 and the second about as much again. Interpretation at WHO 
meetings from languages which are neither official nor working languages must be 
provided by the speaker. 

‚TU 

92. Russian is used at meetings in which the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
participates and ITU accepts documents submitted in Russian. The costs of 

interpretation and translation are borne by the Union. 

WMO 

93. The languages used by the Regional Associations of WMO and the working groups 
of technical commissions are decided according to their membership. Guides arid 

manuals, which were previously published only in English and French, are now being 
progressively produced in Russian and Spanish. Some of the expenses of Russian • interpretation are borne by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, as explained 
in paragraph 104 below. 

IMCO 

94. The Council of IЛ4CO has approved in principle a proposal to extend the use of 
Spanish, which would involve an annual expense of about $26,500. In common with 
other language service costs, this amount would be met from the regular budget. 
The proposal will be implemented as soon as the financial situation of IMCO permits. 

IAEA 

95. Language services are financed from the regular budget of the Agency save in 
exceptional cases, such as German interpretation at. the General Conference, for 
which the costs are reimbursed by the Government of Austria. 
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Costs of language services 

96. One fact which seems to emerge from the above paragraphs is that there is a 
tendency in the organizations towards extending the use of languages which had 
previously been considered "limited" working languages. The extra costs incurred 
are usually met from the regular budgets, as is the case with language services 
in general, although there are some notable exceptions. Thus, arrangements by 
which the costs of additional working languages are charged to the member States 

requesting them, either in part or in full,, have been made by FAO in the case of 
German and Portuguese, IAEA in the case of German interpretation at the General 

Conference, and UPU in the case of all languages other than French. The Arab 

States made voluntary contributions towards the initial costs of making Arabic 
a working language of the Conference of UNESCO. 

97. The following table shows the budgetary provisions of the agencies for 

language services in 1970: 

Table 3 

Translation Printing and 
Organization Interpretation and typing reproduction Total 

$ $ 

ILl )4Ю3,000 2,268,000 1 ,80l,о00" 4,472,000 

FAO 300,000 1,242,000 18 ,OоO1 1,560,000 

UNESCo 339,000 2,291,0002/ 2,630,000 

ICAO 987,оооа/ 311,000e/ 250 ,000 1,5148,000 

UPU/ 

WHO 303,000 1,563,000 863 ,000 2,729,000 

‚TU 130,000 657,000 192,000 979,000 

WIl 183,000 532,000 1214,000 839,000 

‚MC' 85,000 118,000 114,000 217,000 

гАЕА 170,000 858,000 6145,000 1,673,000 

TOтALS-/ 2,900,000 9,8140,000 3,907,000 16 , 647ооо 

a/ Includes $82,000 for printing costs for a maritime session of the 
International Labour Conference. 

b/ Relates only to publications in Arabic. 

c/ Including printing and reproduction. 

d/ Interpretation and translation. 

e/ Copy preparation and typing. 

f/ Costs are not borne by the regular budget. 

g/ For purposes of comparison, costs to the United Nations in 1969 were about 

$2,500,000 for interpretation, $12,500,000 for translation and typing, and 

$1,750,000 for printing and reproduction, a total of $16,750,000. 
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98. Although the above figures are not in all cases exhaustive or fully 
comparable, they provide a rough indication of the resources required by the 
organizations to provide language services to their members. It will be noted 
that the costs associated with documentation are more than four times greater than 
those required for interpretation. 

99. Much of the cost of language services is accounted for by personnel expenses. 
In terms of staff time, language services - particularly translation and revision - 

are painstaking and expensive operations, especially in organizations such as 

those of the United Nations system where particular emphasis is placed on accuracy. 
Further difficulties arise when technical material has to be translated, as is the 
case in a number of the agencies. 

100. Moreover, the services of capable language staff are not always easy to 
obtain; most of the organizations indicated that they have some difficulty 
recruiting the language staff they require, either full -time or on a temporary - 
assistance basis, and for certain language combinations it has sometimes proved 
impossible to find competent staff. 

101. The difficulty of obtaining qualified free -lance interpreters led to the 
creation of an interorganization interpreter trainee programme in Geneva in 1968 
and the formation of a pool of trainee interpreters for use by the European based 
organizations and the United Nations Office at Geneva. As the Advisory Committee 
indicated in its first report on the budget estimates of the United Nations for 
1971, 23/ it c ensiders this joint approach an interesting initiative. 

102. Another factor which may sometimes be overlooked when proposals for the 
introduction of additional languages are made is that, as the number of languages 
in use increases, the number of possible combinations also increases, but at a 

faster rate, and the difficulty of recruiting linguists with a knowledge of all 
the languages involved becomes more acute. Thus, as UNESCO pointed out in its 

reply to the Advisory Committee's inquiry, 

"Where additional working languages are adopted, the total number of 
translators increases in geometric progression by a ratio of two owing to 
the virtual impossibility of recruiting polyglots with the necessary 
combination of languages to enable them to be used full -time. In other 
words, the introduction of an additional language increases the cost of the 
languages already in use." 

Hence a section with ten translators or interpreters and two working languages would 
need to increase its numbers to twenty for three working languages, to forty for 
four working languages and to eighty for five working languages. This is the 

explanation for the very substantial costs which can accompany the introduction 
of additional languages. Naturally, when the costs are made known beforehand, 
the legislative bodies concerned are in a position to take a decision in full 
knowledge of the consequences. 

103. The question of additional languages, and the more extensive use of certain 
languages, was discussed in some detail at an ad hoc meeting on language 

23/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty -fifth Session, 
Supplement Ni. 8 (A /8008), para. 185. 
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arrangements convened by the Administrative Committee on Co- ordination in 
January 1969. The Advisory Committee notes that the participants drew attention 
not only to the cost aspects, but also to the increased complexity of conference 
services and to recruitment and training difficulties. 

104. The ad hoc meeting suggested that decentralization, co- operation with member 
Governments and interagency co- ordination might alleviate the problems mentioned 
above. The examples of UPU, WHO, and WMO can be cited in connexion with the 
first and second suggestions. While the Arabic and Spanish translation centres 
for UPU are in Cairo and Montevideo, respectively, only two Arabic translators and 
one Spanish translator are attached to headquarters for urgent work. WHO has a 
contract with the Ministry of health of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
for its translation work and the printing of its publications in Russian. The 
World Meteorological Organization has an arrangement with the USSR 
Hydrometeorological Service, whereby the Government of the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics bears half the costs of return fares of Russian language 
staff travelling from Moscow to conferences of WI0, and provides subsistence 
when the conference is in Geneva. Moreover, WMO normally arranges to share the 
expenses of language services for sessions of its regional associations and 
technical commissions with the host countries. 

105. Interagency co- operation in the area of language services appears at present 
to be limited in the main to the establishment of common multilingual terminology 
lists and to the adoption of common persónnel policies for language staff. There 
are, however, some notable exceptions, one being the interpreter training 
programme discussed in paragraph 101 above, and another the arrangement under 
which IAEA'and UNIDO share a common interpretation service. While such joint 
activities are not always practicable for administrative and technical reasons, 
the Advisory Committee is convinced that the possibilities have not been exhausted, 
particularly in Geneva. 

E, Common premises 

106. In its first report on the budget estimates for 1971, 24/ the Advisory 
Committee reported that it had been informed by the Secretary -General that at a 
number of locations there had been moves towards a greater use of common premises, 
although in many cases such moves were still at the planning stage. The Committee 
also referred to certain fact-finding inquiries being undertaken to identify the 
localities where moves to common premises would be feasible. 

107. The Advisory Committee has been informed that the first stage of the inquiry 
undertaken by UNDP, which has the largest number of field offices in the United 
Nations system, has almost been completed. During that stage, Resident 
Representatives were asked to provide information of a general nature and to 
indicate in what countries arrangements for common premises and services would be 
to the advantage of all concerned and, given proper support, might be more readily 
made. A preliminary review of the replies has shown that in about twenty localities 
it might be useful to pursue efforts to bring about the use of common premises and 
services. These localities are the following: 

24/ Ibid., paras. 101 -104. 
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Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) 

Bogota (Colombia) 

Djakarta (Indonesia) 

Vientiane (Laos) 

Lagos (Nigeria) 

Lima (Peru) 

Freetown (Sierra Leone) 

Kampala (Uganda) 

Ouagadougou (Upper Volta) 

Saigon (Republic of Viet -Nam) 

Lusaka (Zambia) 

Bangui (Central African Republic) 

Accra (Ghana) 

Tokyo (Japan) 

i"iexico City (i'lexico) 

Asuncidn (Paraguay) 

Dakar (Senegal) 

Dar es Salaam (United Republic of Tanzania) 

Cairo (United Arab Republic) 

Montevideo (Uruguay) 

Suva (Fiji) 

108. The Advisory Committee understands that UI'1DP is already sharing premises 
with other United Nations agency offices at about seventy field stations. The 
field offices of UNDF also provide a variety of services to project personnel of 
all the agencies at a large number of duty stations. 

109. The Committee is of the view that initiatives taken at the country level may, 
in favourable circumstances, lead to the early establishment of common premises 
and services. Accordingly, the Committee is grateful to UNDP for having 
undertaken the inquiry referred to above. At the same time, unless prompt action 
is taken in localities where such favourable circumstances are found to exist, 
individual organizations may be compelled to take unilateral action. For this 
reason, the Advisory Committee would stress that time is of the essence and that 
the United Nations Office of General Services and the Office for Inter -Agency 
Affairs, which are now analysing the material collected by UNDP, should proceed 
in the consideration of this matter with due celerity, in consultation with UNDP. 
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I. INTRODiЮTION 

I. In accordance with its terms of reference, the Advisory Committee on 
Administrative and Budgetary Questions has examined the administrative budgets 
or budget estimates for 1971 of the following specialized agencies, whose 
agreements with the United Nations provide for transmittal of their budgets for 
review by the General Assembly: the International Labour Organisation (ILO), 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), International Civil 
Aviation Organization (ICAO), Universal Postal Union (UPU), World Health 
Organization (WHO), International Telecommunication Union (ITU), World 
Meteorological Organization (WMO), and Inter -Governmental Maritime Consultative 
Organization (IMсо). The Advisory Committee has also examined the administrative 
budget for 1971 of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), which has been 
transmitted in accordance with article XVI, paragraph 3, of the relationship 
agreement between the Agency and the United Nations. The review has not covered 
the budgets of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) 
and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), whose agreements with the United 
Nations do not provide for the transmittal of their budgets for examination 
by the General Assembly. 

2. The Advisory Committee would like to extend its thanks to the executive 
heads of the agencies who came in person or sent their representatives in 
connexion with the Committee's consideration of the administrative budgets of the 
agencies. Their assistance has been of great value in according the Committee 
a better insight into the problems facing the agencies concerned. 

3. The Advisory Committee's analysis of and comments on the administrative 
budgets of the agencies listed in paragraph 1 are given in chapters IZ and III 
of the present report. The Committee has submitted a separate report on 
certain general co- ordination matters (А/8158). 

4. Chapter II, section B, of the present report contains six comparative 
tables showing: 

(a) The levels of the budgets of the various agencies for 1971 and the 
corresponding figures for the five previous years; 

(b) The number of established posts for 1969, 1970 and 1971; 

(с) The budgetary provisions for special projects and activities for the 
same three years; 

(d) The working capital funds in 1971; 

(e) The 1971 scales of assessment; 

(f) The collection of contributions at 30 June and 30 September 1969 
and 1970. 
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5. Chapter III consists of ten sections summarizing individually the 1971 
budgets of the agencies, together with the Advisory Committee's comments on 
specific points which arose during the examination of those budgets. 

6. The General Assembly will presumably wish, as in previous years, to refer 
to the organizations concerned the observations of the Advisory Committee on 
their administrative budgets and the records of the discussion thereon in the 
Assembly. It may also wish to request the Secretary -General to refer to the 
executive heads, through the consultative machinery of the Administrative 
Committee on Co- ordination (ACC), any matters arising out of the report or the 
related discussion in the Fifth Committee which call for their attention. 



II. ADMINISTRATIVE BUDGETS 0F THE AGENCIES 

A. General budgetary trends 

7. The gross totals of the budgets or budget estimates for the regular 
activities of the United Nations family of organizations, as reported so far to 
the Advisory Committee, will amount to approximately $432.7 million in 1971, 
compared with $402.4 million in 1970. This is an increase of $30.3 million, or 
7.53 per cent. The increase of the 1970 budgets over those for 1969 was 
8.74 per cent. 

8. In addition to the regular budgets, Governments of Member States also 
contribute to a number of voluntary programmes: the United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP), the United Nations Capital Development Fund, the United • Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees, the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in 
the Near East (UNRWА), the World Food Programme and the United Nations Institute 
for Training and Research (UNITAR), and also to several trust funds and special 
accounts. 

• 

B. Comparative tables 

(a) Amount of estimates or approved budgets 

9. The combined budget estimates for 1971 of the nine specialized agencies 
and IAEA amount to $248.7 million, or $15.5 million above the 1970 appropriations, 
representing an increase of 6.63 per cent. Between 1969 and 1970 the rate of 
growth of the regular budgets of the agencies and IAEA was 9.35 per cent. The 
above percentages are however not strictly comparable as in some cases they are 
based on preliminary figures only. Information on the main factors responsible 
for the increases in the 1971 budgets of individual agencies is given in 
chapter III below. 

10. The following table gives the gross budgets or budget estimates for 1971 
of the specialized agencies, IAEA and the United Nations, as well as the 1970 
appropriations and actual expenses in 1966, 1967, 1968 and 1969. The seventh 
and eighth columns show the increases in the 1971 budgets compared with actual 
expenses in 1969, in dollar and percentage terms, while the ninth and tenth 
columns compare similarly the 1971 budgets with the appropriations for 1970. 
In the case of the United Nations, the figure shown for 1971 takes account only 
of recommendations made by the Advisory Committee up to the date of finalization 
of this report. 
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(a) Amount of estimates or approved budgets 

(In US dollars) 

1966 1967 1968 1969 
actual actual actual actual 

expenses expenses expenses expenses 

1970 
Appropriations 

1971 
1971 Inereaze 

Appropriations b� 
or estimates comparison 

with 1 

1д71 
P.rввaLвgы 
increase. 

c lаoa 
vit h 1 

1971 
Increase 

or 
(decrease) 

comparison 
with 1970 

1971 
Percentage 
increase 

or 
(decrease) 

comparison 
with 1970 

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ Per cent $ Per cent 

ILl 23,523,9051 2Ь,498,651 29,о34,814 31,10o,689J 34,254,30О1 36,675,5491 5,574,860 17.93 2,421,249 7.07 

FAO 27,779,243 29,652,268 31,697,977Ё/ 3б,234,191 39,896,9 40,533,800J 4,299,609 11.87 636,900 1.60 

UяFSC0 . . . . 28,577,407 32,864,263) 37,253,838./ 41,799,747" 44,272,466" 47,295,50xJ 5,495,753 13.15 3,023,034 6.83 

'CAl 7,537,852 6,984,326 7,60+,971 7,734,365./ 8,169,554/ 8,514,3591 779,994 10.08 344,805 4.22 

иРи 1,308,093 1,486,251 1,539,632 2,050,497 2,012,083 2,162,917 112,420 5.48 150,834 7.50 

WHO г� 48,204,153 56,328,664 61,071,643 68,824,146 75,768,176 81,774,465 12,950,319 18.82 6,006,289 7.93 

'TU 7,о15,409 6,830,6а7 7,248,006 7,708,819 8,991,111 9,290,037 1,581,218 2о.51 298,926 3.43 

Чмo 1,978,49 2,378,532./ 2,628,470 3,113,610 3,803,224 4,о18,944 905,334 29.07 215,72о 5.67 

I?.0 850,261 836,766 799,795 1,234,924 1,258,888 1,448,106 213,182 17.27 189,218 15.03 

'PEA 9,970,804 10,432,979 ц,9б9,13о 13,521,456 14,837,000 17,029,000 3,5г17,544 25.95 2,192,0о0 14.77 

Sub-total 
(specialized 
agencies 
and IAEA) 

156,745,621 174,293,3х7 190,848,276 213,322,444 233,г63,7( 2 г48,742,677 35,420,233 16.76 15,478,975 6.63 

United Nations ц8,607,969 130,489,561 141,161,623 156,780,541 169,155,35 183,974,80о1 27,194,259 17.34 14,819,45о 8.76 

GRAN') TOTAL 275,353,590 304,782,868 332,009,899 370,102,985 1+02,1+19,052 432,717,477 62,614,492 16.92 30,298,425 7.53 

(Foot -notes on following page) 

• • 



Notes: 

1. Zhe following rate of exchange has been used in the above table: Swiss francs 

4.32 = $15s 1.00 

2. Figures include staff costs grossed up to reflect staff assessment, even where 

organizations budget their staff costs on a net basis; the only exceptions are 

UPU and IMC', where staff assessment is neither applied nor computed. 

Foot -notes from previous page: 

a/ Excluding $540,067 spent in 
withdrawal from the Working 
1968 budget. 

Excluding $729,849 spent in 
withdrawal from the Working 
an additional assessment in 

that year, but met under 
Capital Fund, subject to 

that year, but met under 
Capital Fund, subject to 
1971. 

supplementary 
reimbursement 

supplementary 
reimbursement 

credits by 
through the 

credits by 
by means of 

Estimated expenditures for that year from a total budget of $70,929,849 for the 
biennium 1970 -1971. 

Includes withdrawal of $127,654 from the Working Capital Fund. 

Appropriation for that year from a total budget of $80,430,700 for the 
biennium 1970 -1971. 

As of 31 December 1968, gross appropriations for the biennium 1967 -1968, 
including advances from the Working Capital Fund ($1,500,000) and donations, 
stood at a total of $70,120,693, of which $32,864,263 represented (grossed) 
expenditures in 1967, and $37,253,838 (grossed) expenditure in 1968. 

As at 31 July 1970, grossed appropriations for the biennium 1969 -1970, 
including donations ($57,258), stood at a total of $86,072,213, of which 
$41,799,747 represented actual obligations incurred in 1969, grossed to 
include staff assessment, and $44,272,466 grossed appropriations for 1970. 

Portion of the estimate of $39,898,560 for the biennium 1971 -1972. 

Beginning with 1969, excludes the administrative and operational services 

costs of technical assistance. 

Excluding undistributed reserves: 1966, $2,615,590; 1967, $3,448,040; 

1968, $3,742,580; 1969, $3,940,970; 1970, $4,363,110; 1971, $4,738,833. 

Including additional credits. 

Including an amount of $271,997 for 1966 and $517,161 for 1967 as a new 

development fund for the implementation of a World Weather Watch. 

Including supplementary estimates. 

Initial estimates only. 
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(b) Established posts 

11. The number of established posts authorized or requested under the regular 
budgets for 1969, 1970 and 1971 is given below: 

Increase Increase 

1969-1971 . 

1970 -1971 

Organization 1969 1970 1971 Number Per cent Number Pet cent 

'LO 1,384 1,4о4 1,404 20 1.45 

FAO 2,419 2,488 2,493 71+ 3.06 5 0.20 

UNESCO 1,8681' 1,811W 1,952J 84" 4.50' 141 7.79 

‚CAl 542 545 547 5 0.92 2 0.37 

UPUJ 99 108 115 16 16.16 7 6.48 

wxOJ 2,979 3,099 3,167 188 6.31 68 2.19 

гтц! 395 413" 4151/ 20 5.06 2 0.48 

шмоѕ1/ 187 205 211 24 12.83 б 2.93 

IMCO 87" 106=� i06 19" 21.84 

IAEA1� 956 1,001 1,о44 88 9.20 43 4.30 

Sub -total agencies 10,916 11,180 11,454 538 4.93 274 2.45 

United Nations =/ 8,328 8,420 8,566 238 2.86 146 1.73 

GRAND TOTAL 19,244 19,600. 20,020 776 4.03 420 2.14 

J Actual number, excluding 182 maintenance and security posts and 35 posts of 
experts working on specific projects away from Headquarters. 

Approved number, excluding 196 maintenance and security posts, 74 posts to 
provide a margin for meeting programme requirements and 35 posts of experts 
working on specific projects away from Headquarters. 

" Proposed number, excluding 190 maintenance and security posts, 35 posts of 
experts working away from Headquarters, and 78 posts to provide a margin for 
meeting programme requirements. 

If account is taken of the margin of 78 posts in 1971, the increase is 158, or 

8.8 per cent. 

J Total number of permanent posts approved under the budget although some are 
held by temporary staff. 
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J Excludes posts of interpreters which are charged to the meetings they serve. 

Excludes posts financed under the Technical Co- operation Special Accounts 
Budget: 54 in 1969, 71 in 1970 and 74 estimated for 1971. 

h/ Excludes additional G -1 to G -5 posts created by the Secretary- General under 
Administrative Council resolution No. 611. 

Excludes additional G -1 to G -7 posts created by the Secretary -General under 
Administrative Council resolution No. 666. 

ј/ Includes regional office posts. 

�/ Excludes 5 Headquarters posts paid from UNDР funds, but includes 3 General 
Service posts paid from the Printing Fund. 

1/ Excludes 7 Headquarters posts paid from UNDF funds, but includes 7 General 
Service posts paid from the Printing Fund. 

ј Total staff increase, irrespective of origin of funds, is 21. 

J Includes regular budget posts attached to the Trieste Centre and the Monaco 
and Seibersdorf Laboratories. • / Includes manual workers and local posts. The 1971 figure is based on the 
Secretary - General's initial budget estimates for that year in respect of 
established posts, adjusted for: (a) the recommendations of the Advisory 
Committee on Administrative and Budgetary questions in its first report on 
the budget estimates for 1971 (Official Records of the General Assembly, 
Twenty -fifth Session, Supplement No. 8 (А/8008)); and (t) the revised 
estimates of the Secretary -General (А/С.5/1322 and Corr.1). In addition to 
the established posts shown for the United Nations, 246 provisional posts 
were approved for 1970 and 128 requested for 1971. 
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(c) S.ecial projects and activities 

12. The provisions in the several budgets or budget estimates fbr special 

projects and activities are shown in the following table: 

(In United States dollars) 

1969 197о 1971 

ILo 2,76,000 3,о39,950 3,805,950-" 

FAO 1,545,о76 l,)413,500 1,488,500 

UNESC 0 9,б67,310 9,781,334 1о,988,955 

ICAO 210,200 162,500 150,000 

uPU 156,227 185,185 - 

wli0 8,911,444 9,525,365 10,638,816 

‚TU 711,18о 81О,190 855,093 

wм0 863,37о 944,63о 81+9,500 

‚MC' - - - 

7АЕА 2,703,500 1,875,500ъ1 2,396,800! 

of Includes $700,000 as subsidy to the International Centre for Advanced Technical 
and Vocational Training (Turin). 

The figures for 1970 and 1971 exclude salaries and common staff costs 
related to operational facilities which in 1969 were shown under special 
projects and activities. 
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(d) Working capital funds 

13. The following table shows the amounts approved or proposed for the 
working capital funds in relation to the gross budgets or budget estimates for 
1971, and, where appropriate, to the budgets or estimates for the financial 
periods, together with percentages: 

(In United States dollars) 

Agency 

1971 Gross budget 
Working 

Percentage Percentage 
Gross budget or estimate of third of third 
or budget for financial capital column to column to 
estimate period a/ fund first column second column 

ILO 36,675,549 70,929,849 3,720,00о 10.14 5.24 

FAO 40,533,800 80,430,700 1+, 500, 000 11.10 5.59 

UNESCo . . . 1+7,295,500 100,042,560b/ 1+, ООО, iii 8.46 4.00 

‚CAl 8,514,359 24,418,278 8оо,0оо 9.4о 3'. 2 

UPU 2,162,917 - С/ 

wxo 81,774,465д/ 11,000,000 13.45 

ITU 9,290,037е/ - С/ 

wil 4,018,944 13,564,2481' 472,976 11.77 3.49 
'MC' 1,448,106 2,706,994 150,000 1о.36 5.54 
ZAFA 17,029,000 2,000,000 11.74 

United Nations. 183,974,800 1+о,000,000 21.74 

a/ The ILO 1970 -1971; FAO 1970 -1971; UNESCO 1971 -1972; ICAO 1969 -1971; 
wмo 1968 -1971; lICO 1970 -1971. 

b/ Including staff assessment for 1971 -1972 estimated at $10,144,000. 

c/ In the case of UPU, the working expenses of the International Bureau are 
advanced by the Swiss Government. Such advances are repaid from the 
contributions of member countries due in the year following the year of 
account. Contributions outstanding at 31 December of this following year 
carry interest as from that date at 5 per cent per year. In ITU, the annual 
contributions for the budget are payable in advance and any sums outstanding 
on 1 January of the year of account carry interest as from that date at 
3 per cent for the first six months and at 6 per cent thereafter. 

d/ Excluding undistributed reserve. 

e/ ITU salaries are budgeted on a net basis. For the purpose of the gross 
budget, estimates appearing in this table, $1,088,000 representing staff 
assessment for 1971 has been added. 

f/ Maximum level fixed by the Fifth World Meteorological Congress, not including 
staff assessment, is $11,817,000. However, the Congress had authorized that 
the Executive Committee incur necessary additional expenses arising out of 
increases in staff salaries. Such additional expenses account for the 
difference between the maximum level and the figure shown. 
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(e) scales of aasesвaeats 

14. The scales of assessment applied to Member States by the specialized agencies, IAEA and the United Nations are shoьn in the гolloving table: 

мemьerа� Natiioonsdb/ 
ILl 

(per ccent) 
FAO 

(12г cent) 
UNESCл- IgјQ 

(per cent) 
UPiJe� 

(per cent) 
WНO 

(per cent) 
I2v 

(per cent) 
WМO 

(per cent) 
DC0- 

(per cent) 
lAEA 

(par cent) (per cent) per cent) 

Afghanistass о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 о.31 о.04 0.11 0.09 о.04 

Albania о.04 - - о.04 - о.31 о.04 0.11 о.09 о.04 

Algeria о.09 о.12 о.13 о.08 о.15 0.11 о.09 о.63 0.09 о.17 о.09 

Argentina о.85 1.28 1.17 о.80 о.93 2.64 о.84 3.16 1.31 о.68 о.84 

Australia 1.47 1.83 1.91 1.39 2.02 2.64 1.37 3.79 1.74 0.54 1.38 

Austria о.55 о.42 о.72 0.52 0.54 о.53 0.51 о.21 о.52 о.52 

Bahraia - - О.Сеlь � - - - 0.С2 - - 

BaгЪaдоа 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.01 0.13 0.ц 0.04 0.ц 0.09 - - 

Belgium 1.05 1.35 1.38 о.99 1.25 1.58 о.99 1.05 1.22 о.61 1.00 

Bhutan - - - - 0.ц - - - - 

Bolivia о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 о.31 о.04 о.63 0.26 о.04 

Botwswana о.04 - о.04 - - 0.11 0.11 о.09 - - 

L 
гu 

Brazil о.80 1.23 1.12 о.75 1.12 2.64 о.80 1.05 1.31 о.74 о.81 

� Bulgaria о.18 о.19 0.23 о.17 о.18 о.53 о.16 о.21 о.35 о.43 о.16 

Burma о.05 о.09 о.08 о.05 о.13 о.31 0.05 о.21 0.26 о.18 о.05 

вurundi о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 

ByelOrussian Soviet Socialist 
Republic 0.50 о.45 о.47 - 0.53 о.46 0.21 о.52 - о.46 

Cambodia о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 0.11 о.04 о.21 о.09 о.16 о.04 

Cameroon о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 о.16 о.04 

Canada 3.08 3.36 3.80 2.91 3.65 2.64 2.72 3.79 2.62 1.36 г.73 

Central African Republic . о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 - 

Ceylon о.05 о.09 о.08 о.05 0.13 о.53 о.05 0.21 о.26 - о.05 

Chad о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 - 

Снце 0.20 о.31 о.29 о.19 о.25 о.53 о.21 0.63 0.43 - о.21 

China 4.00 2.98 - 2.5о о.67 2.64 3.60 3.16 3.75 0.73 3.62 

Colombia о.19 о.28 о.25 о.18 о.33 0.55 о.18 о.63 0.35 - о.18 

Congo (Democratic Republic of). о.04 о.08 о.06 о.04 о.13 о.31 о.05 о.21 о.35 - о.05 

Costa Rica о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.31 о.04 0.11 о.09 - о.04 

Cuba о.16 о.26 о.24 о.15 о.19 о.31 о.17 о.21 о.26 о.28 о.17 

Cyprus о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 - о.04 

Czechoslovakia 0.90 0.92 1.16 0.85 0.82 1.58 0.83 0.63 0.96 0.19 0.83 
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(e) Scales of assessments (continued) 

Meтbeгвá� 
Iг o 

(реF cent) 
FAO 

(per cent) 
UNESCO-L' ICAO UРU / 

(peг cent) 
WHO 

(peг cent) 
IV 

(peг cent) 

W10 
(peг cent) 

DСО / 
(per сеnt) 

IаΡFA 

(рег -гeпt) г��United e/ 
(per cent) (рег cent) 

per се t) 

Dвhomey о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 

ne�arк о.62 0.70 о.78 о.58 0.70 1.05 о.56 1.05 0.70 1.64 о.56 

Dominican Republic о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 о.31 о.04 о.63 о.09 о.17 0.04 

Ecuador о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 о.31 о.04 о.21 о.09 0.18 о.04 

Е1 Salvador о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 о.31 о.04 о.63 о.09 0.04 

Equatorial Guinea 0.04 - - - - - - 0.ц - 

Ethiopia о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 о.31 о.04 о.21 о.17 0.04 

Federal Republic of Germeny 5.01 8.82 6.43 7.1о 2.64 6.30 4.ц 4.63 3.29 6.35 

F4п1апЛ о.45 о.37 о.62 о.42 о.50 1.05 о.44 0.63 о.52 о.72 о.44 

France 6.00 6.07 7.55 5.67 6.72 2.64 5.39 6.32 4.54 2.84 5.43 

FYeIIch Overseas Derritories - - - - 0.31 - 0.21 0.09&/ 

Gabon о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 о.04. 

Gambia 0.04 - 0.04 - - - - - 

СЪапа о.07 0.10 0.10 о.06 о.13 о.31 о.07 0.21 о.17 0.23 0.07 

Greece о.29 о.22 о.37 о.27 о.39 о.53 о.26 о.21 0.26 3.78 о.26 

Guatemala о.05 о.08 о.06 о.05 0.13 о.31 о.05 0.21 о.09 о.05 

Guinea о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.31 о.04 0.11 о.09 

Guyana о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 

Haiti о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 0.31 0.1k 0.21 о.09 0.16 0.0' 

Holy See - - - - 0.ц 0.ц - - 0.о4 

Honduras о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 о.31 о.04 0.11 о.09 о.19 - 

Нuагу о.48 о.42 о.65 о.45 о.48 1.05 о.47 о.21 о.52 - 0.47 

Iceland о.04 о.o8 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 0.21 о.04 

India 1.55 2.39 2.19 1.46 1.86 2.64 1.56 2.74 2.27 1.ц 1.57 

Indonesia о.28 0.43 о.43 о.26 о.37 1.58 о.30 0.21 0.7о 0.41 0.31 

Iran о.22 о.27 о.28 0.21 о.26 о.53 0.20 0.21 0.26 0.21 0.?0 

Iraq о.07 о.09 о.09 о.06 0.13 0.11 о.06 0.21 о.09 - о.06 

Ireland о.15 о.23 0.21 0.14 о.31 1.05 о.15 о.63 о.26 0.23 о.15 

Israel 0.20 о.15 0.25 о.19 0.41 о.31 о.18 0.21 о.26 о.49 о.18 

Italy 3.54 2.42 4.08 
. 3.35 3.90 2.64 2.91 2.ц 2.27 3.29 2.93 

Ivory Coast о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.11 о.04 0.21 о.09 0.17 0.04 

Jamaica о.04 о.08 о.06 о.04 о.13 0.11 о.05 о.21 о.09 - 0.05 

Jаpan 5.40 2.82 4.76 5.1о 4.1А 2.64 3.40 4.21 2.27 10.45 3.42 



(e) Scales of assessments (continued) 

tбemberв•a� Nationsdb� 
ILl 

(рг Cе 

FAO 

) 
(pеr-cеat) 

UNESCO=/ ICAO UPLF' WHO I7U цМD IWO- 
(per cent) (per cent) (per cent) (peг сеnt) (peг сепt) (per сеnt) 

IAEA 
per cent) (per сеnt) per cam) 

Jordan о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 о.04 

Kenya о.04 о.08 0.04 о.04 о.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 о.04 

Kuwait о.08 ' о.09 о.09 о.07 о.14 0.11 о.06 0.21 о.09 о.35 о.06 

Laos о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 

Lebanon о.05 о.08 о.06 о.05 0.22 0.11 о.05 0.21 о.09 о.29 о.05 

Lesotho о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 - 0.11 о.04 0.11 - - - 

Liberia о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 0.11 о.04 о.21 - 12.50 0.04 

Libya о.07 о.08 о.04 о.06 о.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 - о.04 

Liechtenstein - - - - 0.ц - 0.ц 0.04 

Luxembourg о.05 о.08 о.06 о.05 о.13 о.31 0.05 0.11 о.09 - о.05 

иaaagasсar о.04 о.08 0.0' о.04 о.13 0.31 о.04 о.21 о.09 о.18 о.04 

маlанг о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 - 

лglнувia 0.10 о.15 о.14 о.09 о.13 о.31 0.10 0.63 о.35 0.10 

Malaives о.04 - - - - 0.11 о.04 0.11 - о.17 - 

Mali о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 - о.04 

мalta о.04 0.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 - о.19 

Mauritania о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 о.16 

Mauritius о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 - 

Mexico о.88 о.76 1.1о 0.83 1.о1 1.58 о.78 1.05 о.87 о.34 0.79 

huaco - - - 0.04 - 0.11 0.04 0.11 - о.04 

Mongolia 0.04 0.08 - 0.04 - 0.ц 0.04 0.ц 0.09 - - 

Nerocco 0.09 0.13 о.13 о.08 о.13 1.05 о.09 о.21 о.17 о.19 о.09 

Neuru - - - - 0.ц - 0.ц - 
Nepal 0.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.31 о.04 0.11 о.09 - 

Netherlands 1.18 1.13 1.46 1.ц 1.93 1.58 1.04 1.68 1.05 2.38 1.05 

Netherlands Antilles and 
Surinam - - - - - 0.31 - 0.09 - - 

New Zealand о.32 о.47 о.45 0.3о 0.43 2.64 0.32 1.05 о.52 0.2' 0.33 

Nicaragua о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 о.31 о.04 о.21 о.09 о.04 

Niger о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 о.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 о.04 
Nigeria о.12 о.19 о.18 о.11 о.16 0.53 о.13 о.42 о.26 0.20 0.13 
Norway 0.43 о.51 о.54 о.41 о.54 1.05 0.39 1.05 о.61 8.47 о.39 
Pakistan 0.34 о.50 о.47 0.3г 0.46 2.64 0.33 0.63 о.52 о.39 0.33 
Panama о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 о.31 о.04 0.11 о.09 2.43 о.04 
Paraguay 0.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 о.31 о.04 0.21 о.09 - о.04 
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. • 
(е) Scales of аваеввтеанв (contlnued) 

lkпbвге� 
United III 

(per cent) 
FAO 

(per cent) 
UЯМС0 IÇAO 

(per cent) 
�JPIA/ 

(pеr oeuf) 

WHO 
(pег сепt) 

IV W1'Ю 

(,per cent) (péг сепt) 
DL^0 =� 

(per Dent) 
Zt.FJ1 

(pcг Déat) 
Nation b 

(per cent) 
(per cent) 

Аеорlе'в Republic of the Ooagо 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.13 0.ц 0.0' 0.ц 0.09 

Peru 0.10 0.13 0.1з д.09 0.2о о.53 0.09 о.42 0.55 0.30 о.09 

Philippines о.31 0. 7 о.43 о.29 0.42 о.11 0.50 о.21 0.52 о.55 0.31 

Poland 1.41 1.24 1.85 1.33 1.36 1.58 1.32 о.63 1.22 0.8i 1.33 

Portugal о.16 о.22 0.20 о.15 о.29 1.05 о.14 о.63 о.43 0.14 

Portuguese Fhat Africa - 1.05 
о.63 Î 

0.17 

Portuguese Чевн Africa - 1.05 - ) 0.09 

�atar - 0.02с-" - .ц 0.02 - - - 

xepuьlio of Korea о.15 0.10 о.13 1.05 0.11 0.21 о.17 о.49 0.ц 
Republic of viet-нвm о.09 о.09 о.06 0.13 0.31 о.06 0.21 о.26 - о.аб 

Romanla о.36 о.43 о.45 о.34 о.34 1.58 о.32 0.21 о.43 о.30 0.33 

нvanaa о.04 о.08 о.0' о.04 о.13 д.11 о.04 0.ц о.09 

; san Њrino - - - 0.11 - - - - 

; 3aud1 Aiabia о.07 о.06 о.06 о.13 0.11 о.05 0.21 о.09 0.18 о.05 

senegal 0.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 о.13 0.51 о.04 0.21 0.09 о.16 о.04 

Sierra Leone о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 0.11 о.04 0.11 о.09 - о.04 

S1iаротс о.05 о.08 - о.05. о.1.3 0.11 0.05 0.21 о.09 о.26 0.05 

Samalla о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 0.11 о.04 о.21 о.09 - 

south Africa 0.54 0.65 2.64 0.47 1.68 0.87 0.47 

Southern Rhodesia - - - - 0.02 0.21 0.17 - 

Southern Tesen о.04 о.08 о.04 о.04 0.13 0.11 0.д4 0 • 11 о.09 

Spain 1.04 1.04 1.16 о.98 1.19 2.64 0.83 0.63 о.96 1.51 0.83 

Spanish Provinces 1п Africa - - - - 0.11 0.21 0.09п1 - - 

Sudan о.04 о.08 о.06 о.04 0.13 0.и о.05 о.21 о.17 0.05 

Swaziland 0.04 - - 0.11 - - - - - 

Sweden 1.25 1.58 1.57 1.18 1.31 1.58 1.]2 2.ц 1.39 2.28 1.13 

Switzerland - 1.18 1.08 д.79 1.25 1..58 о.77 2.ц 1.13 о.24 0.78 

Syria о.04 0.06 о4 о.04 0.13 0.11 0.04 0.21 о.17 0.ь6 0.04 

7Ъa11aad 0.13 0.18 0.16 0.12 о.18 0.31 0.12 0.42 0.35 0.12 

3bBo о.04 0.06 v.04 0.04 0.13 0.11 а.04 0.11 с.09 - 

1Уlпiдад and lbhago о.04 о.08 о.04 0.0' о.33 0.11 0.04 о.21 0.09 -д.17 - 

1цп1в1а о.04 о.08 д.04 о.04 0.13 а.53 д.04 0.42 0.09 о.1.7 0.04 

Zliгkey 0.35 о.49 о.44 о.33 д.34 1.58 а.31 0.42 0.52 о:44 а�2 



(e) Scales of assessments (continued) 

Membersá/ Nationsd�/ Notions IL0 
(per cent) 

FAO 
(per cent) 

UNESCO-/ ICAO UPIFe/ 

(per cent) 
WHO 

(per cent) 
ITU 

(per cent) 
WHO 

(per ceйt) 
1NCo-f/ IAEA 

(per cent) (per cent) (per cent) (per cent) 
cent) 

Uganda 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.13 0.11 0.04 0.11 0.09 0.04 

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist 
Republic 1.87 1.44 - 1.77 - 1/ 1.58 1.73 0.63 1.66 1.75 

Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics 14.18 10.45 13.41 2.64 13.13 6.32 10.65 6.59 13.23 

United Arab Republic 0.18 0.28 0.25 0.17 0.29 1.58 0.18 1.05 0.52 0.26 0.18 

United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland 5.90 9.12 8.33 5.58 8.09 2.64 5.95 6.32 6.02 10.39 5.99 

United Kingdbm Overseas 
Territories - 0.53 0.21 0.091/ 0.2311/ 

United Republic of Tanzania . 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.13 0.11 0.d+ 0.11 0.09 

United States of America 31.52 25.0o 31.57 29.80 30.87 2.64 30.87 6.32 23.93 9.06 31.45 

United States Overseas 
Territories - - - - 1.58 5.26 

Upper Volta 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.13 0.11 0.04 0.0 0.09 

Uruguay 0.07 0.12 0.0 0.06 0.13 о.31 0.08 0.21 0.35 0.21 0.08 

Venezuela 0.41 0.50 0.57 0.39 0.50 0.31 0.1+0 0.63 0.92 0.41 

Western Samoa - - - - - 0.04 

Yemen 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.13 0.11 0.04 0.21 

Yugoslavia 0.38 0.1+0 0.50 0.36 0.1+0 1.58 0.36 0.21 0.52 0.76 л.36 

Zambia 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.13 0.31 0.04 0.21 0.17 0.04 

a/ A dash ( -) against a State indicates that it is not a member of the organization in question, or that its assessment has not been determined. 

b/ The new scale of assessments is recommended for 1971 -1973 by the Committee on Contributions in its report to the twenty -fifth session of the 
General Assembly, Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty -fifth Session, Supplement No. 11 (А/8011 and Corr.1), and 
Supplement No. 11 A (A/BOU/Add.l). 

c/ Associate member. 

d/ Subject to approval by the sixteenth session of the General Conference. The scale supposes that the member States of UNESCO in 1971 -1972 will 
be the same as at 31 July 1970 and that the percentage of China in 1971 -1972 will remain at 2.50 per cent. 

e/ Provisional. 

f/ 1970 contributions. 

.d/ French Polynesia 0.09, French Territory of the Afars and Issas 0.09, New Caledonia 0.09. 

h/ Spanish Territories of Guinea 0.09. 

i/ Not yet determined by ICAO Council. 

/ Bahamas 0.09, British Caribbean Territories 0.09, Hong Kong 0.09. 

k/ Hong Kong (associate member). 

• • 
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(f) Collection of contributions 

15. The following table shows, for 1969 and 1970, the percentage of contributions 

to the regular budget collected at 30 June and 30 September, together with the 

total of contributions outstanding at the latter date: 

(In United States dollars) 

Percentage of current year's Total of all contributions 

contributions collected at outstanding at 30 September 

30 June 30 September (regardless of year of account) 

1969 1970 1969 1970 1969 1970 

$ $ 

ILl 52.26 52.81 72.94 72.о8 10,257,751 ‚11,758,639 

FAO 43.87 39.i4 77.77 74.86 6,669,385 8,681,157 

UNF,s00 17.31-" 65.68 30.6221 77.68 52,676,277 15,973,294 

‚CAl 47.1о 48.23 73.89 71.7)4. 2,26о,549 2,613,428 

UPU 5о.25 49:59 57.84 57.36 544,972 726,о98 

wuo 41.82 35.49 65.67 64.99 21,447,602v 24,001,964� 

'TU 91.о6 91.33 91.82 92.78 1,734,920 1,927,784 

WM0 54.38 53.81 7о.22 69.69 1,о55,468 1,159,283 

IMCo 63.84 51+.44 86.3о 71.95 222,206 433,546 

IAEA 42.2о 4о.53 65.61 66.87 4,512,721 1+,701+,085 

United Nations . . . 22.22 26.60 51.93 48.77 84,896,730 99,б38,498 

• a/ Figures relate to the biennium 1969 -1970. 

b Excluding the contributions due from some members (China, South Africa and two 

inactive members) included in the undistributed reserve. 
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III. DETAILED COuvENTS ON THE 1971 ВUDGEт5 OF TBE AGENCIES 

A. INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION 

Personnel services 

1970 1971 

appropriations! appropriationsа 

$ 

21+,61+1,662 

$ 

25,833,143 

General services 5, 454, 7C6 5,115, 823, 

Special projects and activities 3,039,950 3,805,950 
/ 

Other Budgetary provisions 1,278,682 2,О81,333c" 
,� 

Deduct: required savings = (160,700) (160,700) 

Less: 

ТQ лL (gross) 31..,251+,300 36,675,51+9 

Income from staff assessment 
(estimated) 3,900,000 4,100, 000 

Other revenue=- 914,500. 914,500 

ТОТТ, (net) . 29,439,800 31,661,049 

a/ Figures based on estimated annual expenditures under the biennial programme 
and budget for 1970 -1971, including additions to be financed by 
supplementary assessments in 1971. 

t Includes the amount ($700,000) of a supplementary budget for 1970 -1971 for 
a subsidy in 1971 to the International Centre for Advanced Тechni al and 
Vocational Training (Turin). 

ç/ Includes $729,849 as reimbursement to the Working Capital Fund for 
withdrawals made to meet supplementary expenditures in 1969. 

J The Governing Body decided in May 1969 that an amount of $321,400 
representing part of the cost of increased salaries and family allowances 
for general service category staff in Geneva should not be included in the 
draft programme and budget and requested the Director - General to try to 
cover it from savings within the programme and budget for 1970- 1971. If such 

savings could not be achieved, the Director - General would submit a proposal 

for a supplementary credit to the Governing Body at its November 1971 session. 

J Estimated receipts from the UNDP /TA Special Account. 



16. In a separate report to the General Assembly at its twenty -fifth session, 
the Advisory Committee has examined the administrative and management procedures 
affecting the programme and budget of the ILO (А/8140); the present report is 
therefore confined to information specifically related to the programme and budget 
for 1970 -1971, which the Committee discussed with a representative of the 
Director- General. 

Summary analysis of the 1970 -171 budget 

17. The International Labour Organisation adopted a biennial programme and 
budget presentation beginning with the biennium 1970-1971. When approving the 
programme and budget for that period, in June 1969, the International Labour 
Conference made no-separate appropriation for either year; the budget figures 
represent estimated annual expenditure under the biennial programme and budget, 
with additions to be financed by supplementary assessments included in the 1971 
figures. 

• 18. Two additional expenditure authorizations for 1970 -1971, totalling $1,429,849, 
were approved by the Conference iii June 1970. A supplementary budget of $700,000 
provides for a cash subsidy in 1971 to the International Centre for Advanced 
Technical and Vocational Training (Turin), while $729,849 is for reimbursement 
to the Working Capital Fund of advances for approved supplementary expenditure 
in 1969. 

19. In its report to the Assembly on the budget of the ILO for 1970, the 
Advisory Committee has analysed the rate of increase provided for in 1970 -1971 
and the factors mainly responsible (А/7818, paras. )+8 -52). 

20. Actual expenditure of the ILO in 1969 was $28,230,538 on a net basis. This 
figure includes supplementary expenditure of $729,849 (see paragraph 18 above) 
required mainly to provide for increases in salary scales for the Professional 
and higher categories, and for General Service staff in Geneva (the latter as a 
result of the introduction of a revised methodology for fixing such salaries). 

Personnel • 21. The number of established posts financed from the regular budget of the ILO 
for the years 1969 -1971 is as follows: 

1969 1970 1971 

Professional category and above 681 696, 696, 

General Service category 703 708-' 708, 

тотAL l,384 1,404 1,4 04 

All new posts for the biennium were approved as from 1970; the number of 
professional posts includes nineteen P -1 posts earmarked for downgrading 
to the general service category as they become vacant. Six of the nineteen 
have already been downgraded. 
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Working Capital Fund 

22. Provision is made in the programme and budget for 1970 -1971 for two cash 

payments of $100,000 each into the Fund in conformity with a recommendation made 
in November 1967 by a Working Party appointed by the Financial and Administrative 
Committee of the ILO Governing Body. The Working Party has been reconstituted 
and is due to meet in November 1970 to review the Fund in the context of the 

financial position of the Organisation as a whole. 
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B. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

1970 
Appropriation e°'/ 

$ 

Personnel services 31,315,900 

General services 6,778,500 

Special projects and activities 1,443,500 

Other budgetary provisions 359,000 

TOTAL (gross) 

Less: Income from staff assessment 

Other revenue 

TOTAL (net) 

39,896,900 

4,8о9,7оо 

3, 344, о00� 

31, 743, 200 

1971 ,� 
AppropriationsJ 

$ 

32,528,850 

б, о39, 65о 

1, L88, 500 

L76, 8оо 

4о,533,800 

5,053,000 

3,344,000 

32,136, 8оо 

/ As derived from the appropriation for the biennium 1970 -1971 ($70,568,000 
net of staff assessment) . 

1 Estimated income of $6,688,000 forthe biennium consists of a lump -sum 
allocation of $4,338,000 from the UNDP /TA Special Account and $2,350,000 
from miscellaneous income. 

23. The Advisory Committee had the benefit of a full discussion of the budget 
of FAO and related questions with a representative of the Director- General. 

The budget for 1970 -1971, and projections for 1972 -1973 

24. At its fifteenth session in November 1969, the FAO Conference approved 
appropriations of $70,568,000 (net of staff assessment) for the biennium 
1970 -1971, an increase of $10,557,000 (or 17.6 per cent) over the adjusted 
budget for 1968 -1969. An analysis of the budget for 1970 -1971 is given in the 
Advisory Committee's report to the General Assembly at its twenty -fourth session 
on the administrative budgets of the agencies (A/7818, paras. 48 -52). 

25. As for prospects for 1972 -1973, the Advisory Committee was informed that 
the Director- General had proposed to the Conference that it approve such a 
budgetary increase so as to provide a 5 per cent expansion in substantive 
programmes. The Conference finally recommended a "real and substantive" increase 
which would allow a "reasonable growth" in the organization's activities. 
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Medium -term planning 

26. In its 1969 report to the Assembly on the administrative budgets of the 

agencies, the Advisory Committee described the main lines of the Director -General's 
proposals for medium -term activities and programmes, covering the period 
1972 -1975, which he presented to the Conference for the first time in November 1969 
(A/7818, paras. б3 and 6)4). The Conference approved the principle of medium -term 
planning or programming, and expressed the view that the Director- General's 
proposals, especially for 1972 -1973 were well selected. 

27. The Conference considered, however, that in FAO's work programme in the five 
"areas of concentration ", J and in agricultural development planning insufficient 
attention was given to the development of human resources. It therefore decided 
that an Agrarian Reform Committee should be set up to correct this situation. 
The Advisory Committee understands that no specific provision is made for the 
work of this Committee (estimated to cost $100,000 of FAO funds in addition to 
financial support expected from outside sources) in the 1970 -1971 budget, but 
that the Director -General intends to finance it from savings. 

28. With the aim of improving the programme- building and budget -building process 
in FAO, the fifteenth session of the Conference decided that the Director-General's 
proposals for medium -term activities and programmes should be submitted in 1970 
to the regional conferences, which would have the opportunity of forwarding their 
observations and recommendations to the FAO Council; the Council would take 
them into account when formulating its own recommendations t.o the Ccnference on 
the programme and budget for 1972 -1973. The Advisory Committee was informed 
that co- ordination between the work of the regional conferences and that of the 
regional economic commissions of the United Nations is improving; it hopes that 
the situation will be reviewed periodically by the Director- General and that the 
importance of such co- ordination will not be lost on Governments participating 
in the regional conferences and in the legislative organs of FAO. 

Conference policy on adjustments to approved programme 

29. The practice of making adjustments to the approved programme after a session 
of the Conference, in order to accommodate suggestions and recommendations for 
expanded activities, was discussed at the fifteenth session of the Conference 
following expressions of concern by both the Programme and the Finance Committees 
of FAO. The Conference endorsed the opinion of the FAO Council that the approved 
Programme of Work and Budget should be considered "first priority for 
implementation" and that additional proposals recommended by the Conference 
(subject to the availability of savings) should not be considered before the end 
of the first year of the biennium so that only "genuine savings" arising in that 
year would be so applied. At the same time, the Conference urged the need for 
some flexibility on the part of the Director- General. 

Introduction of programme budgeting 

30. The Advisory Committee was interested to note that, in accordance with a 
decision of the fifteenth Conference, the Director- General plans to present his 

1/ Mobilization of human resources; increasing yields; the protein problem; 
war on waste; earning and saving foreign exchange. 
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budget estimates for 1972 -1973 on a programme basis. It understands that the 
concept of programme budgeting as envisaged by the Director - General corresponds 
to that advocated by Inspector Maurice Bertrand of the Joint Inspection Unit 
in his report on "Programming and budgets in the United Nations f anily of 
organizations" (А/7822, annex). Thus, a programme would be defined as all 
the work done by FAO on a specific activity capable of definition and 
quantification, and would not necessarily correspond to an organizational unit. 
The budget document would show the resources allocated for each specific activity 
(broken down into sub- programmes)while an object -of- expenditure breakdown, 
similar to the present format of the FAO budget, would be annexed for information 
purposes. While the programmes and sub -programmes making up the budget would not 
correspond to the classifications used by the Administrative Committee on 
Co- ordination (ACC), the Advisory Committee was informed that they could be 
easily grouped in such a way as to make them fully compatible. 

31. The Advisory Committee intends to follow closely the development by FAO 
of its programme- budgeting technique. • Senior agricultural advisers /FAO country representatives 

32. It will be recalled that, when reporting last year on the administrative 
budgets of the agencies (A/7818, para. 57), the Advisory Committee expressed 
doubts as to the desirability or timeliness of the arrangement entered into 
between UNDP and FAO for the joint financing of a corps of fifty -five "senior 
agricultural advisers /FAO country representatives ". The Committee understands 
that the Administrator of UNDP has asked a consultant to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the arrangement and to make suggestions on possible alternatives, taking into 
account the decisions of the Governing Council of UNDP at its tenth session in 
June 1970. 

Organizational changes 

33. The responsibility for central programme formulation in FAO is vested in 
the Programme Formulation Unit, whcee head now reports to the Assistant Director - 
General in charge of the Development Department; formerly this Unit and the 
Budget Branch constituted a Division. The Budget Branch has become part of 
a new Office of the Controller, reporting to the Assistant Director - General in 
charge of Administration and Finance. The Advisory Committee notes the 
intention of the Director- General to assign to the Programme Formulation Unit 
increasing responsibilities for evaluation of FAO activities. 

31. The Committee was informed that major units having operational responsibilities 
are being equipped with "key management centres ", which will handle support 
functions such as budget and certifying, personnel, procurement, computer systems 

and network planning and control. This and other administrative innovations 

recommended by a firm of management consultants in 1969 are being financed by 
savings (estimated at some 100 posts in the biennium 1970 -1971) arising from 
the establishment of secretarial pools. 
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Personnel questions 

35. The 1970 -1971 programme and budget provides for an increase from 2,1+19 to 
2,493 in the regular budget establishment of FAO. The breakdown by category for 
each of the years 1969, 1970 and 1971 is as follows: 

Category 1969 1970=' 197i' 

Professional and above 856 913 915 

General services 1,563 1,575 1,578 

TOTAL 
2, 419 2,L.88 2,1+93 

2/ Most staff increases authorized under the 1970 -1971 budget will become 
effective as from 1970. 

36. The Advisory Committee inquired into the personnel problems in FAO. It was 
informed that the Director- General has appointed a working party to review 
recommendations made on general service salaries, and a staff /management relations 
committee. 

37. The Committee notes that a task of the staff /management relations committee 
will be to look into facilities for in- service training for FAO staff. It was 
informed that the Director - General places importance on refresher courses as a 
means of improving the value to the Organization of its personnel. 

38.. The Advisory Committee understands that one of the findings of the working 
party on General Service salaries is that the salary scale in Rome should be 
completely revised. It trusts that, should such a change be put into effect, 
care would be taken to avoid undue divergence from the common system as it is 
applied in other cities where headquarters offices are located. 

39. The Advisory Committee was informed that two 5 per cent wage index 
adjustments have been granted to General Service staff so far in 1970, as a 
result of upward pressures on wages in Rome, and that a further increase may be 
expected before the end of the year. To help cover the cost of the increases 
already in effect (estimated at about $1.15 million for the biennium), the 
Director- General has found it necessary to draw in 1970 on the reserve provision 
of $1+96,000 included in the budget for 1970 -1971 to cover factors such as 
salary increases, but intended for use in 1971. To the extent that the over -all 
cost of wage and salary increases in 1970 -71 cannot be met from the reserve 
provision or from savings, it will be necessary to draw on the Working Capital 
Fund. 

Accommodation 

40. In its report to the General Assembly at its twenty -third session on the 
administrative and management procedures concerning the programme and budget 
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of FAO J the Advisory Committee dealt in some detail with the accommodation 
difficulties of FAO in Rome; it was informed that no significant developments 

have taken place since the preparation of that report. 

2/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty -third Session, agenda 

item 80, document А/7354, paras. 399 -411. 
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C. minimD NA'T'IONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

Appropria.tionsá' 

197о 1971 
Proposed 
estimates 

$ $ 

Personnel services. , • , , . 
. 23,1+33,592 25,854,535 

General services . . . . . . . • 9,119,878 9,345,710 

Special projects and activities ,. ,. , • 9,781,334 10,988,955 

Other budgetary proviвions 1,937,662 1,1об,3оо 

TOTAL (gross) . . . . . 44,272,466 1+7,295, 500 

Less: Income from staff assessment 4,338,100 5,01+3,200 

Other revenue 2,988,029 14,291,780 

TC'i'AL (net) 36,946,337 37,960,520 

J Gross appropriations of $86,014,955 approved for the biennium 1969 -1970, 
less actual obligations for 1969. 

41. The Advisory Committee discussed the 1971 -1972 budget of UNESCO and related 
matters with representatives of the Director -General. 

Summary analysis of the budget 

42. At the sixteenth session of the UNESCO General Conference (October- November 
1970), the Director- General is presenting a Draft Programme and Budget for 
1971 -1972 calling for gross expenditure of $89,�39�,560. 2/ Taking into account 

miscellaneous income, the net amount to be contributed by member States would be 
$81,315,ооо. 

43. On a gross basis, the estimates for 1971 -1972 are higher by $12,485,060, or 
about 16.1 per cent, than the appropriations approved for the preceding biennium, 
1969 -1970: However, it the former are recosted to take account of wage and other 
cost increases occurring in 1969 and 1970, and the devaluation of the French franc, 

the difference is reduced to $6,878,322, or about 8.3 per cent; this represents the 

amount available in the draft programme and budget for additional activities during 

the forthcoming biennium. 

J Although a gross figure in most respects, this amount includes wage and 

salary costs on a net basis. See UNESCO document 16 C /5, introduction, 

para. 64. 
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44• The following table shows the draft expenditure estimates for 1971 -1972 by 
budget part, along with those for 1969 -1970 as approved and as recosted, and the 

increases in absolute and percentage terms, compared with the recosted levels: 
/ 

1969-1970 
1971 -1972 

1971-1972 
Increase over 

1969 -1970 

Part of Budget Approved) Recosted Estimates Recosted 

$ $ $ $ per pent 

I - General Policy 1,368,684 1,486,466 1,652,550 166,о84 11.2 

II - Programme Operations 
and Services 46,282,646 50,011,103 54,499,042 4,487,939 9.0 

III - General Administration 
and Programme Support- 
ing Services 12,449,122 13,318,343 13,395,499 77,156 о.6 

IV - Documents and Publica- 
tions Services 5,567,078 5,913,376 6,394,000 480,624 8,1 

V - Common Services 6,191,01l7 6,319,789 7,200,297 884,508 13.9 

Т0ТAL (Parts I - V) 71,858,577 77,o49,077 83,141,388 6,092,311 7,. 9 

VI - Capital Expenditure 3,617,261 3,617,261 4,403,272 786,011 21.7 

VII - Appropriation Reserve 1,937,662 2,353,900 2,353,900 

GRAND Т гАL 77,1113,500 83,020,238 89,898,560 6,378,322 8.3 

J Adjusted for comparability. 

45. The principal increases in absolute terms occur under Parts II, IV, V and VI, 
although there is also a significant relative increase under Part I, arising in 
part from a proposal to estab ish a second post of Deputy Director -General of 
UNESСO (see paragraph 52 below). In Part II, which alone accounts for more than 
half the budget, the increase at headquarters is due in part to the projected 
addition of 102 new posts (forty -six Professional, fifty -six General Service) for 
substantive work in the main sectors of UNESCO's responsibilities, particularly 
education and communication. The increase in Part IV is explained in large part by 
the introduction of Arabic as a working language of the General Conference, the 
proposed strengthening of UNESCO's language and related staff in the Bureau of 
Documents and Publications, and the preparation of a computerized mailing and 
subscription service for publications and documents. The principal reasons for 
the increased estimate under Part V are additional maintenance costs associated 
with the new UNESCO building in Paris (building No. 5) (up $528,500) and higher 

22/ 
Salaries and wages calculated net of staff assessment. 
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costs for computer rental and the purchase of ancillary equipment (up $239,335). 
Under Part VI, which is devoted to the amortization of costs for the construction 
and alteration of buildings, additional expenditure would arise in 1972 should the 
Conference decide, as proposed by the Director -General, that amortization of loans 
for the sixth building begin in that year (see paragraphs 63 and 6)4 below). 

46. No separate appropriation is made in UNESCO for each year of the biennium. 
However, it is proposed that, of the global net budget of $81,315,000, slightly 
less than $38 million, or about 47 per cent, would be spent in 1971, as indicated 
in the introductory table. Thus the proposed estimate for 1971 exceeds projected 
expenditure for 1970, on a net basis, by $ 1,014,183. There are increases of 
$2,420,943 for Personnel services, $1,207,621 for Special projects and activities 
and $225,832 for General services; on the other hand', other budgetary provisions 
are reduced by $831,362. The increase from about $7.3 million to $9.3 million in 
estimated revenue is due partly to increased contributions expected from UNDP for 
the cost of executing projects, partly to a higher estimate for staff assessment 
income, and partly to a more favourable outlook for miscellaneous income items. 

47. The increase for personnel services arises partly from the proposed addition 
of new staff (see paragraph 59 below) and partly from higher estimates for such 
items as temporary assistance, overtime and certain staff allowances. Under the 
heading of "Special projects and activities ", the Director -General estimates a 
increase of about $726,000 for field missions and about $775,000 for grants -in -aid 
and subventions. The Advisory Committee was informed that the Director- General has 
invited- the Joint Inspection Unit to examine the institutes to which UNESСO has made 
grants -in -aid. As -for subventions to non -governmental organizations, it understands 
that the Director- General considers them of considerable indirect benefit to UNESCO 
and favours an increase in the amounts involved, along with greater use of 
arr'angemеnts bywhich such organizations would do specific work for UNESCO on a 
contractual basis. 

48. The Committee noted that the estimate of $673,265 for travel of staff on 

official business (listed under General services) is about 75 per cent higher than 

the appropriation for 1970; it understands that the increase is related to the 

greater emphasis placed by the Director -General on inspections by headquarters 

staff of the expanding field activities of UNESCO. 

49. The requirements listed in the introductory table as "Other budgetary 

provisions" correspond to payments into the appropriation reserve, which may be 

used, with the prior approval of the Executive Board, to finance "statutory" 

increases in staff costs and in the cost of goods and services due to rises in 

prices during the biennium. 

Proposed organizational changes in UNESCO 

50. The Director -General is proposing a number of organizational and 

administrative changes affecting both headquarters and field units of UNESCO. One 

is the elevation and expansion of the Division of Management and Data Processing 

(which prior to April 1970 reported to the Assistant Director -General for 

Administration) to an Office of Management and Data Processing as one of the 

three offices constituting the services of the Director -General. Another is the 

establishment of an Office of Prospective Studies and Pre- Programming, also as part 
of the Services of the Director- General, to advise him on the general objectives 
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of UNESCO programmes and on the inclusion of new areas of activity. The Advisory 
Committee understands that this new unit would have a staff of three Professionals 
and would be concerned with general concepts rather than with the immediate 
problems of programme -building and budget -building. 

51. The Director- General also proposes to elevate the Division for the 
Preservation and Development of the Cultural Heritage to the status of a 
department, in view of UNESCO's increasing activities in this area. 

52. A further major proposal in the draft programme an& budget for 1971 -1972 is 
the creation of a second post of Deputy Director -General. The Director- General 
indicates his intention to make one of his deputies responsible for supervising 
execution of UNESCO's programme (including activities financed from extra- 
budgetary sources) and the other responsible for assisting the Director- General in 
short -term and medium -term forecasting and programming, once again for all -sources 
of financing. The Advisory Committee is pleased to note that the Director- General 
recognizes the interdependence of budgetary and extra -budgetary activities and the • need to integrate them to the maximum extent possible in a unified programme, a 

subject to which it devoted some attention in its 1967 report on-the administrative 
and management procedures of UNESCO. J 
53. In the field, the Director- General proposes to abolish the posts of UNESCO 
Chiefs of Mission, which were inaugurated in 1961 -1962 and which numbered twenty in 
1969. In the introduction to his Draft Programme and Budget for 1971 -1972, he 
explains that the evolution of UNESCO's field activities, and in particular the 
needs of country programming, call for specialized technical services which the 
Chiefs of Mission are unable to supply. At headquarters, country programming 
responsibilities, under the direct guidance of the Director -General, will be 
shared by the Division of Relations with member States and a number of more 
technical units, such as the Division of Educational Planning ana Administration, 
the Division of Science Policy and the Cultural Policy Section. -At the country 
level, the Director -General proposes to name technical advisers for education, 
science, culture and communication, who, unlike the Chiefs of Mјвѕiоn, would be 
specialists in their respective fields; they would be appointed "as consultants 
at the highest policy level to the government authority responsible for a sector 
as a whole, be it education, science, culture or communication ".6 / Provision is 
also made in the Draft Programme and Budget for 1971 -1972, on an experimental 
basis, for the secondment to UNESCO by member States for an average of three years 

of young administrative civil servants to work in fairly high -level posts, with a 

vie': to improving their capacities and broadening their experience and their 
knowledge of the fields of UNESCO's competence. Additionally, in order to 

facilitate mobility between field posts and posts at headquarters, the Director - 

General proposes the creation at headquarters of seven temporary "reserve positions" 
at the P -4 level to which staff leaving field posts could be appointed pending 

reassignment. 

54. The Advisory Committee is not in a position to evaluate at this time the 

usefulness of the organizational and administrative changes described in the above 

paragraphs; it intends, however, to keep the situation under review, and hopes 

that - should all his proposals be implemented - the Director -General would find 

J Official Records of the General Assembly, 
agenda item 50,document A/6905. 

J UNESCO document 16 С /5, introduction, para 
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it possible during the coming biennium to offer his own appraisal of their impact 
on the work of UNESCO. In particular, the Committee believes that experience will 
quickly reveal whether the proposals to add to the number of offices directly 
responsible to the Director -General have had the desired effect. 

Long-term уlannin� 

55. At the sixteenth session of the UNESCO General Conference, the Director - 
General will present his first long -term outline plan, which covers a six -year 
period (1971 -1976 inclusive), that is, three budgetary periods. The Advisory 
Committee notes that the Director -General has found it difficult to present a true 
outline plan, as requested by the General Conference at its fifteenth session, 
because of the absence in UNESCO of a specialized planning unit (see paragraph 50 
above). Т'hus, the document opens with a statement of general hypotheses which the 
Director -General proposes should be considered by the Conference, while even the 
main elements of the proposed programme are presented as options on which the 
Director -General feels "the need to consult the General Conference before 
presenting a sketch programme and in order to be able to present it ", 

56. Thus the Director -General envisages the main purpose of the document to be to 
bring about discussion at the Conference, on the basis of which a firmer plan or 
outline plan could be presented to the seventeenth session of the Conference in 
1972. 

57. The Advisory Committee notes that the Director -General has suggested an 
average rate of growth of 7 per cent for parts I to V of the budget (that is, 
excluding the provisions for Capital expenditure and the appropriation reserve) 
for each of the biennia 1973 -1974 and 1975- 1976. The greatest percentage growth - 

in the neighbourhood of 10 per cent - would be for education and science, while 
other programmes would grow less rapidly: at about 8 per cent each biennium for 
social sciences, human sciences and culture, and for communications, and at about 
6 per cent for international standards, relations and programmes. Such supporting 
functions as general policy, administration, documents and publications and common 
services would be subject to a lower growth rate, in the order of 5 per cent. 

58. The Advisory Committee hopes that, on the basis of discussion at the sixteenth 
session of the General Conference, the Director -General will be able to present in 
1972, in conjunction with the draft programme and budget for 1973 -1974, a clear 

plan of action for UNESCO in the period 1973 -1978. 

Staff 

59. The Director- General has proposed the addition of 129 posts at headquarters 

during 1971 and a further twenty -four during 1972. The following table shows how 

they would be allocated: 

J UNESCO document 16 C /4, introduction, para. 5. 
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Increases over 1970 approved establishment 

Budget Part Professional 
In 1971 

Professional 
In 1972 

General aerieral 

Service Service 

Part I - General policy 1 1 

Part II - Programme operations and 
services 

Education 12 13 � 2 

Natural sciences and their 
application to development ...... 9 5 2 4 

Social sciences, human sciences 

and culture 6 12 4 

Communications 5 13 2 2 

International standards 1 1 - 

Part III - General administration 
and programme supporting services 7 28 3 (6) 

Part IV - Tocuments and pub ications 
services 7 4 1 5 

Total 43 81 17 7 

Grand Total 129 24 

60. On the other hand, the abolition of the Chiefs of Mission (see paragraph 53 
above) will reduce the field establishment by a total of forty -two posts in 
1971 -1972 (twenty Professional, twenty -two General Servicе); hоwever the Director - 
General intends to add thirty field posts (twenty-three Prоfеssianal, seven 
General Service) in other areas, for example to provide for the technical 
advisers mentioned in paragraph 53 and for strengthening the regional offices. 
The net reduction in field staff would thus amount to twelve. 

61. The following table sets out the number of established posts financed from 
the regular budget, by category, for the three biennia covering the period 
1967 -1972 inclusive: 
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1967 -1968 1969 -1970 1971 -1972 
actual approved proposed 

Professional and above 727 747 828 

General service 1,039 .1,0614. 1,124 

TOTAL 1,7б6a/ 1,811b/ l,952c/ 

a/ Excluding sixty -four posts to provide a margin for meeting programme 
requirements, in accordance with the 1967 -1968 appropriation resolution. 

b/ Excluding seventy -four posts to provide a margin for meeting programme 
requirements, in accordance with the 1969 -1970 appropriation resolution, 
and thirty -five posts of experts working on specific projects away from 
headquarters. 

c/ Excluding seventy -eight posts to provide a margin for meeting programme 
requirements, in accordance with the terms of the 1971 -1972 draft 
appropriation resolution. 

62. The Advisory Committee notes that, according to the draft programme and 
budget for 1971 -1972, the funds earmarked for staff training and welfare during 
1971 show an increase of $56,3L or 42 per cent over the 1970 appropriation. 

Headquarters premises 

б3. According to the Draft Programme and Budget for 1971 -1972, an amount of 
$4,403,272 would be required for the repayment of loans for the three initial 
headquarters buildings, the amortization of the building costs of the fourth, 
fifth and proposed sixth buildings and the renovation and remodelling of the 
headquarters premises. This is 21.7 per cent more than the amount appropriated 
for capital expenditure in 1969 -1970. In the introduction to the Draft Programme 
and Budget, the Director -General calls attention to the "very heavy burden on the 
Organization's budget" of capital expenditure, but expresses the hope that by 
1982 - that is, when UNESCO may have solved the question of its permanent 
headquarters premises - all loans will have been repaid with the exception of 
the original loan from the French Government, on which payments are due to 
continue until 1991. 8/ 

64. The Advisory Committee notes that one factor influencing UNESCO1s space 
requirements is that the Organization provides accommodation for the permanent 
representatives of member States, at a proposed annual rental charge of $38.50 
per square metre ($3.58 per square foot). 

8/ UNESCO document 16 C /5, para. 78 and 79.. 
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Productivity of meetings 

65. The Advisory Committee was pleased to note from the Director -General's 
introduction to his Draft Programme and Budget for 1971 -1972 that he proposes 
during 1971 -1972 to embark on an analysis of the machinery, methods and 
conditions required to improve the productivity of meetings. It believes that 
such an analysis might prove of value not only to UNESCO but to other 
organizations which devote significant resources to meetings. 

Electronic data processinцΡ� 

66. The Director -General's Draft Programme and Budget for 1971 -1972 includes 
an amount of $399,000 for electronic data processing in 1971 -1972, that is, 

about $240,000 more than the appropriation for 1969 -1970; the increase is due 
primarily to the need to pay for rental of a computer for the full two years, as 

against only six months in the current biennium. In addition to the above costs, 
which are almost exclusively equipment costs, an appropriation of $513,355 is 
proposed for staff and related costs of the Office of Management and Data 
Processing, referred to in paragraph 50 above, about $93,000 more than was 
appropriated for the existing Division of Management and Data Processing in 
1969 -1970. Thus the total cost to UNESCO of electronic data processing 
activities in the coming biennium would be in excess of $917,000. 

67. The Advisory Committee understands that the Director -General is considering 
whether it might be financially advantageous to UNESCO to buy its computer, 
rather than to rent it. It hopes that UNESCO will pay due attention to the 
possible implications - immediate and long -term - of the establishment in 
Geneva of a common computer installation for organizations in the United Nations 
system. In the Committee's view, the considerable financial outlay involved in 
the purchase of the computer would have to be considered in relation to the 
expected pace • of technical developments which could open up direct access to a 

common facility situated in Geneva, despite its distance from UNESCO 
headquarters in Paris. 

69..As for the question of the computer configuration planned by UNESCO 
and provided for the Draft Programme and Budget for 1971 -1972, the Advisory 
Committee notes that according to the report of the Auditor General of Canada 
on electronic data processing in the United Nations family of organizations,9/ 
which was commissioned by the Secretary- General in his capacity as Chairman of 
Administrative Committee on Co- ordination, it is suitable for UNESCO's needs. 

9/ A.M. Henderson, "Electronic data processing in the United Nations family 

of organizations" (Ottawa, Canada: Auditor General of Canada, 1970), 

vol. II p. A -7. 
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D. INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION 

1970 1971 

Appropriations Appropriations 

Personnel services 6,377,702 6,523,992 

General services 1,131,202 1,192,217 

Special project and activities 162,500 150,000 

Other budgetary provisions 490,150 670,150 

TOTAL (gross) 8,169,554 8,5i7,359 

Less: Income from staff assessment 1,120,054 1,163,000 

Other revenue 329,500 330,359 

TOTAL (net) 6,720,000 7,021,000 

69. The Advisory Committee discussed the budget for 1971 and other related matters 
with a representative of the Secretary- General of the International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO). 

Summary analysis of the budget 

70. The ICAO observes a three -year budget cycle, 1971 being the closing year of 
the triennium 1969 -1971. The sixteenth session of the Assembly of ICAO, held in 

1968, voted a gross appropriation of $8,514,359 for 1971, an increase of $344,800, 
or 4.2 per cent, over the 1970 appropriation. The following table provides a 

comparison of the three constituent budgets of the triennium, broken down by 
budget parts: 

(In United States dollars) 

PART 1969 1970 1971 

I Meetings 167,750 200,750 293,550 

II The Secretariat 6,668,565 6,892,630 7,178,9с5 

III General Services 847,616 832,254 816,о44 

IV Equipment 99,200 70,270 64,62о 

V Other provisions 121,350 73,650 61,150 

VI Special Training Fund 100,000 100,000 100,С00 

TOTAL (gross) 8,004,481 8,169, 554 8,5i7,359 



Increases in 1971 

71. There is an increase of $301,000 in the 1971 net appropriation, compared with 
that for 1970. The major increases are for personnel services (up $146,290) and 
other budgetary provisions (up $150,000). There is an increase of $61,015 for 
general services and a decrease of $12,500 for other budgetary provisions. Income 
is estimated at $43,805 more than in 1970, almost entirely due to expected higher 
staff assessment income. 

72. The increase under personnel services is accounted for mainly by the addition 
of two new posts ($22,000), normal salary adjustments ($88000) and temporary 
assistance for meetings ($35,000). Under general services, there is an increase 
of $28,200 for travel in connexion with meetings and $30,900 for travel of staff 
on home leave. The increased appropriations related to meetings are due to an 
enlarged meetings programme, and notably to the triennial assembly due to take 
place in 1971. The larger appropriation for home leave arises from the higher 
number of entitlements in ICAO in odd- numbered years. • 73. The increase of $150,000 for other budgetary provisions represents a 

contingency provision for projected increases in General Service salaries at ICAO 
headquarters in Montreal and post - adjustment for Professional staff. 

74• The Advisory Committee was informed that about 74 per cent of the increase 
in the 1971 budget, compared with that for 1970, is due to the higher cost of 

maintaining the same level of activity, and about 26 per cent to programme 
expansion (mainly for additional meetings). 

• 

Personnel 

75. The creation of the two new posts (one Professional, one General Service) 
referred to in paragraph 72 above will bring the number of established posts 
financed from the regular budget of ICAO to 547 in 1971 as authorized'bÿ the 
sixteenth session of the Assemibly. This figure comprises 207 Professional and 
higher category staff and 340 General Service staff. 
triennium 1969 -1971 is as follows: 

Growth of staff during the 

Category 1969 1970 1971 

Professional and above 204 206 207 

General Service 338 339 340 

TOTAL 542 545 547 

76. It is the policy of the Council of ICAO to maintain the proportion of 
non- career Professional personnel - that is, those holding fixed -term contracts - 

at a minimum of 25 per cent of the Professional establishment. This applies 

particularly in technical fields where rapid change makes it desirable, in the 

view of the Council, to bring in new staff acquainted with the most modern trends. 
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Technical assistance - administrative and operational services costs 

77. The administrative and operational services costs relating to the technical 
assistance activities of ICAO have been excluded from the regular budget as from 
1969. The net cost of these activities is estimated at $634,800 for 1R71; 
comparable costs for 1970 and 1969 were $623,300 (estimated) and $598,860, 
respectively. 

78. The IСAO is executing agency for the following projects under the Special 
Fund component of United Nations Development Programme: 

Special Fund 
Government 

Total 
counterpart 

allocation J contribution 

Afghanistan 1,109,900 3,305,091 4,414,991 

Chile 1,393,800 2,127,500 3,521,300 

Congo (Democratic Republic of). . 1,252,279 2,666,281 3,918,560 

East African Common Services 
Organization 922,597 1 ,949,100 2,871,697 

Iraq 216,500 38,611 255,111 

Lebanon 2,226,063 2,333,414 4,564,477 

Lebanon - Phase II 1,229,341 2,436,800 3,666,141 

Morocco 542,454 1,721,320 2,263,774 

Nigeria 2,012,593 5,224,273 7,236,866 

Thailand . 1,663,530 1,656,800 3,320,330 

Tunisia 1,170,711 1,905,225 
. 3,075,936 

13,739,768 25,3699415 32,1099183 

2l Including agency costs. 

Working Capital Fund 

79. .s reported by the Advisory Committee in 1969 (А/7816, para. 95), the level 

of the Working Capital Fund has been maintained at $800,000 for the triennium 
1969 -1971. The Advisory Committee was informed that there have been occasional 
borrowings from the Fund in 1970 to meet cash needs, but that the flow of 
current income - that is, mainly assessed contributions from member States - 

very largely meets current expenses. The Fund is fully invested. It will be 

recalled (Á/7818, para. 95) that the ICAO Assembly has directed the Council to 

report to the next major session of the Assembly (1971) on the adequacy of the 
level of the Fund in the light of experience gained during the current 

triennium. 



80. The Advisory Committee inquired into whether difficulties have arisen in ICAO 
by virtue of the fact that three annual budgets are approved triennially, and that 

the budget for the last year of each triennium must therefore by implemented long 

after its approval. It was informed that new programme requirements arising 

subsequent to approval of the budget - for example, as a result of technological 
developments - can usually be met by invoking article 5.2 of the Financial 

Regulations of ICAO, which grants the Council authority to approve additional 
appropriations up to $100,000 in the first year of the triennium, and up to 

$150,000 in each of the remaining two years, for certain unavoidable expenditures. 
(Under the same article, the Council may also approve limited additional 
appropriations for certain "urgent new projects" related to the safe, regular, 

efficient and economical operation of international air services, and for 

expenditures directly reimbursable from outside sources.) 

Accorагlodation • 81. The Advisory Committee was informed that discussions have taken place with 
the Government of Canada on proposals for a new headquarters building for ICAO 
in Montreal, and that the situation has been studied by a working group. The 

building would be erected by a private developer and ICAO would lease its premises, 
with the aid of a rental subsidy by the Canadian Government. 
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E. UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION 

1970 1971 

estimates estimates 

Personnel services 1,312,73 1 1,413,102 

General services . 514,167 749j815 

Special activities and projects 185,185 

Other budgetary provisions 

TOTAL (gross) 2,012,083 2,162,917 

Less: Casual revenue 251,643 369,028 

TOTAL (net) 1,760,440 1,793,889 

J At 4.32 Swiss francs to $US1. 

J Net; UPU does not use a staff assessment system. 

Summary analysis of the budget 

82. The estimates for 1971 show an increase of $150,834 (651,600 Swiss francs) 
on a gross basis over those for 1970, and $33,449 (144,500 Swiss francs) on a 

net basis. The budgets for both years have been kept within ceilings set by 
the Sixteenth Universal Postal Congress (Tokyo, 1969) for net expenditure in 
those years: 7,800,000 Swiss francs ($1,805,555) for 1970 and 7,878,000 Swiss 
francs ($1,823,611) for 1971. 

83. There are gross increases in 1971 under Personnel services ($100,371, or 
433,600 Swiss francs) and under General services ($2)5,648, or 1,018,000 Swiss 
francs). The former increase is due to normal salary increrments and to a 

proposal, which is subject to review by the Executive Council of UPU in 
May 1971, to add seven new posts. The increase under General services is largely 
accounted for by a provision in 1971 for repayment of the first instalment on a 
loan from the Swiss Confederation for the construction of the new UPU 
administrative building in Bern. The loan, in a maximum amount of 19,520,000 Swiss 
francs ($4,518,500) at 3 per cent interest is repayable in equal annual instalments 
over forty years. 

ú4• No budget provision is shown for 1971 under "Special activities anú 
projects ", since the Sixteenth Congress decided to abolish the "extraordinary" 
budget of UPU, which was formerly entered under that heading; the expenditure 
which appeared under the "extraordinary" budget is now included in the regular 
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budget. The item of 800,000 Swiss francs ($185,185) for "Special activities and 
projects" in 1970 was a provision for one -time costs related to the new building. 

85. There is an increase in 1971 of $117,385 (507,100 Swiss francs) in expected 
revenue, compared with 1970. Part of the increase_ is due to expected revenue 
from renting to third parties premises in the new buildin not occupied by UPU. 
Other revenue items are the sale of publications, repayment by UNDP of the 
overhead costs of technical co- operation projects carried out by the Union and 
reimbursementof the costs of translation services provided by the International 
Bureau or secretariat of UPU. 

Expenditure in 1968 and 1969 

06. Actual gross expenditure of UPU in 1968 amounted to 6,651,210 Swiss francs 

($1,539,632) and, in 1969, to 8,858,146 Swiss francs ($2,050,497); the relatively 
large increase in 1969 was partly due to costs associated with the holding in 
that year of the Sixteenth Universal Postal Congress. 

Arrangements for financing UPU activities 

87. In its report to the General Assembly at its twenty- fourth session (A/7818, 
para. 105), the Advisory Committee indicated that UPU did not make use of a working 
capital fund to finance its operations pending the receipt of contributions, as 
the necessary funds were advanced interest -free for one year by the Swiss 
Confederation, but that a change in that procedure was envisaged and a proposal 
under which member States would pay their contributions in advance had been 
submitted to the Sixteenth Universal Postal Congress in 1969. The Advisory 
Committee has been informed that that proposal was not adopted. Therefore, the 

arrangements for financing the Union's activities remain unchanged. 
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F. WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION 

1970 a/ 
appropriation- 

1971 a/ 
appropriation- 

$ $ 

Personnel services 51,242,020 55,059,742 

General services 14,389,591 15,567,207 

Special projects and activities 9,525,365 10,638,816 

Other budgetary provisions 611,200 508,700 

.TOTAL (gross) 75,768,176 81,774,465 

Less: Income from staff assessmentá . . . 8,118,176b / 8,544,465`' -/ 

Other revenue 2,315,000 2,268,624 

Т0�АL (net) 65,335,0002/ 70,9б1,376 

a/ These figures exclude the undistributed reserve ($4,363,110 for 1970 and 
$4,738,833 for 1971) and tax reimbursement ($168,690 for 1970 and $291,300 
гor 1971) . 

b / The revised 1970 estimate for staff assessment exceeds the amount appropriated 
by the twenty- second. World. Health Assembly by $344,466. The necessary 
adjustment is shown in the column for 1970; however, it will be applied as a 

credit to members' assessments in 1971. 

c/ WHO regards the gross total less income from staff assessment as its "total 
effective working budget ". This is $67,650,000 for 1970 and $73,230,000 for 
1971. 

88. The Advisory Committee had the 'benefit of a full discussion of the budget of 

WHO for 1971 and related.; matters with the Assistant Director -General of the 
organization. It calls attention tб its separate report submitted to the General 
Assembly at its twenty-fifth session on the administrative and management procedures 
concerning the programme and budget of WHO (А /80 1). 

Budget appropriations for 1971 

89. The twenty -third World. Health Assembly (May 1970) appropriated a total of 
$86,857,764 for the financial year 1971. This sum consists of $73,230,000 for the 

effective working budget, $4,738,833 as undistributed. reserve (equalling the 

assessments on inactive members, China and South Africa), and X8,888,931 for staff 

assessment. The effective working budget is greater by $5,580,000 or 8.25 per cent, . 

than that for 1970. 
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General order of magnitude for the budget for 1972 

90. The twenty -third Assembly also recommended that, as a general orientation in 

preparing his proposed programme and budget estimates for 1Э72, the Director - 
General propose an increase in the programme such as to entail a budget increase of 
about 10 per cent. This is subject to the absence of unusual or unforeseen 
developments calling for additional resources, and to the proviso that the budgetary 
results of any decisions by other organs of the United Nations system, over which 
WHO does not exercise control but with which it is expected to comply, shall be 
added to thе general order of magnitude. The Advisory Committee understands that, 
in the view of the Director- General, a budget increase of between 4 and 5 per cent 
would be necessary in 1972 solely to provide for increased, costs, assuming no 
expansion of activities by WHO. 

Presentation of the budget 

91. In response to a request by the twenty -second. Assembly, the Director -General 
of WHO included in his programme and budget estimates for 1971 an appendix providing 
comparisons by appropriation section and by subject headings for a three -year 
period 1969 -1971, together with a tentative projection for 1972. The Advisory 
Committee recalls that the latter was requested as a first step towards the eventual 
implementation by WHO of biennial programming (A /(318, para. 125). In his 
projection for 1972, the Director- General has arrived tentatively at a figure of 
$79 million for the effective working budget, that is, 7.3 per cent more than the 
approved figure for 1971. 

Summary analysis of the 1971 budget 

92. The following table sets out in comparative form the component parts of the 

effective working budgets for 1970 and 1971, that is, budget parts I - IV: 

Part 

1970 
appropri- 

1971 
appropria- 

Increase (decrease). tion tion 
$ Per cent 

I. Organizational meetings 821,800 90)4,83)4 83,034 10.10 

II. Operating programme 62,047,596 67, 368, 053 5,320,457 8.58 

III. Administrative services 4,169,4о4 4,'Е1, 3, 413 279,009 6.69 

IV. Other purposes 611, 200 503, 700 (102,500) 16.77 

TOIL 67,650,000 73,230,000 5,580,000 8.25 

93. By far the largest increase ($5,320,457) occurs in Part II, Operating 
programme, which itself constitutes almost 92 per cent of the effective working 
budget. Of this amount $4,887,383 is for programme activities, including 

$3,637,017 for field projects and $963,554 for headquarters. Requirements for 
regional offices show an increase of $422,074. Most of the increase in Part III, 
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Administrative services, is due to salary increments and. other staff entitlements. 
The decrease of $102,500 under Part IV, Other purposes, results mainly from a 
decision of the twenty -third World Health Assembly to transfer to Section 4 of the 
budget (Programme activities) an appropriation of $100,000, which the Director - 
General had originally proposed for WHO's Revolving Fund. for Teaching and Laboratory 
Equipment and which the Director -General had recommended be postponed to provide 
in part for the financing of the International Drug Monitoring Project in 1971. 

Staff 

94. The 1971 budget estimates for WHO provide for sixty -eight new posts under the 
regular budget: thirty -six for field activities, twelve for regional offices and. 

twenty for headquarters in Geneva; of the latter, eighteen are for programme 
activities and two for administrative services. The following table indicates the 
growth of regular budget staff since 1966 at headquarters, in regional offices and 
for field activities: 

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 

Headquarters 1,002 1,065 1,098 1,107 1,124 1,144 

Regional offices 500 506 518 530 533 545 

Field activities 1,106 1,200 1,243 1,3+2 1,442 1,478 

TOTAL 2,608 2,771 2,859 2,979 3,099 3,167 

Thé above figures do not include posts of interpreters, which are charged to the 
meetings which they serve. 

95. Of the 3,167 regular posts provided for in 1971, 1,808 are for internaticnally 
recruited staff (Professional category and above) and 1,359 for locally recruited. 
staff. Information on posts financed from sources outside the regular budget is 
provided in the table below (see paragraph 97). 

96. The Advisory Committee was pleased to note that with the aim of encouraging 
high calibre staff to join and to remain with WHO, the Director -General is somewhat 
expanding staff training, including refresher courses for Professional, technical 
and administrative personnel. 

Other funds directly or indirectly administered by WHO 

97. In addition to its regular budget, WHO administers directly or indirectly other 
funds from various sources: the Voluntary Fund for Health Promotion, UNDP funds -in- 
trust, and, in the Americas, funds of the Pan -American Health Organization (РАНО). 
The following table shows the number of posts financed or to be financed from these 
sources, and the amounts available, or estimated to be available, for 1969, 1970 
and 1971; figures for the regular WHO budget are also given for purposes of 

comparison: 
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Source of funds Number of posts Ob1i�ations Estimates 
1969 1970 1971 1969 1970 1971 

г $ $ 

Regular WHO budget 2,979 3,099 3,167 61,686,546 67,650,000 73,230,000 

Voluntary Fund for 
Health Promotion 

55 37á/ 
13-' 

13á/ 
27-' 

1,94 ),O52á/ 3,32o,945ó / 

3,289,921 -/ 
1,359,396�/ 

4,7О9,371- 

United Nations 
Development 
Programme: 

(i) Technical Assis 
tance components 

(ii) Special Fund 
component 

237 

73 

275 

88 

244 

86 

7,324,392 

5,251,668 

8,817,852 

8,899,058 

8,133,752 

6,819,269 

Funds -intrust 140 92 90 1,460,812 1,981,032 1,600,706 

РАНО: 

(i) Regular РАНО 
budget 

(ii) Other funds of 
773 786 797 12,14,-,534 14,227,120 15,820,557 

РАНО 327 303 286 4,50,-,874 5,101,685 3,508,821 

Special account for 
servicing costs 48 6о 63 613,860 849,357 920,962 

TOIL Lј,682 4,74Оb 1'6b 95,410,238 110,847,049b 111,393,463b 
13-/ 27-/ 3,289,921-/ 4,709,371-/ 

a/ Programmes to be implemented from funds available in the Fund as at 
31 December 1969. 

b/ Programmes which can be implemented only to the extent that additional 
voluntary contributions are forthcoming. 

c/ The amounts shown for 1969 relate to that part of the UNDP Technical 
Assistance component approved for health projects. The amounts for 1970 and. 

1971 are tentative. 

98. Furthermore, the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) has indicated that, 
in 1971, it may be in a position to provide about $15,770,000 for health projects 
jointly assisted by UNICEF and. WHO. In 1969 and 1970, the Executive Board of 
UNICEF allocated $15,641,807 and $15,772,833, respectively, for this purpose. 

Working Capital Fund and Real Estate Fund 

99. The Working Capital Fund for 1971 was established at a level of $11 million by 
the twenty -third World Health Assembly, which requested. the Executive Board to 
review the Fund at its first session in 1971. 
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100. In its report to the General Assembly on the administrative and 
management procedures concerning the programme and budget of WHO (А/8031, para. 8)+), 

the Advisory Committee has referred to the Director -General's proposal to establish 
a "Real Estate Fund" in WHO in place of the "Revolving Fund for Real Estate 
Operations ". The Committee notes that, since the preparation of that report, 
the twenty -third World Health Assembly has adopted the Director -General's 
proposal (resolution WHA 23.14). The assets and liabilities of the former 
Revolving Fund are to be transferred to the new Fund, which is also to be 
creditied with receipts of rentals, and to be built up gradually by the use of 
available casual income. In the same resolution the Assembly adopted the 
recommendation of the Executive Board (А/8031, para. 85) to the effect that 
replenishments of and increases in the Fund shall be made by appropriations by 
the Assembly from casual income, voted separately from the budget appropriation. 

101. In a separate resolution (resolution WHA 23.15) the Assembly decided to 
appropriate to the Fund $3 million, financed by $1,333,665 of miscellaneous 
income available at 31 December 1969, $537,921 of cash in the Assembly Suspense 
Account at 30 April 1970, and $1,128, 414 from the surplus of Part II of the 
Working Capital Fund 10 on 1 January 1971. It also authorized the 
Director -General to transfer from the Fund to the Headquarters Building Fund the 
amounts necessary to cover additional payments to the contractor for the main 
works to the headquarters building (resolution 23.18). The Advisory Committee 
notes that these additional payments, amounting to somewhat more than 
3 million Swiss francs ($695,000) arise from a settlement arrived at following 
the submission of claims by the contractor and counter - claims by WHO. 

102. The Advisory Committee has reported in detail on the accommodation 
situation of WHO in its separate report to the Assembly devoted to that 
Organization (А/8031). It notes that, since that report was prepared, the 

World Health Assembly has authorized the Director- General to acquire suitable 
land in Geneva for an extension of WHO premises (resolution WHA 23.17). In 

another resolution, the Assembly expressed its "continuing concern" that the 

necessary additional land be acquired as quickly as possible, "since this is 

the requisite first step toward the planning of additional office accommodation 
for headquarters" (resolution WHA 23.7). Furthermore, the Assembly authorized 
the Director -General to proceed with proposed construction at Brazzaville of 

additional housing for staff of the Regional Office, and of an extension to the 

Regional Office building in that city (resolution WHA 23.16). 

Long -term planning 

103. Under article 28(g) of its Constitution, WHO follows a "general programme of 

work" approved by the World Health Assembly, generally covering a period of five 

years. The twenty -third Assembly, in resolution WHA 23.59, decided to extend by 

one year, through 1972, the current fourth general programme of work (1967- 1971), 

and deemed it necessary to prepare the fifth programme for the period 1973 -1977 

inclusive. The Assembly further deemed it necessary 

"to proceed to the extent possible to prepare long -term projections and 

forecasts of the work of the Organization covering a more protracted 
period, with due regard to the forecast of scientific, technological, 

10 For a description of the Fund, see А /80з1, para. 58. 
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social and economic development up to the еыd u , t ai leLцΡ ctt,оuLy 
being prepared by a number of countries and international organizations, 
also to the desirability of defining the most probable lines of development 
of medical research and practice and the possible role of the Organization 
in resolving major world health problems in the future ". 

The Assembly asked the Executive Board, in preparing the fifth general programme, 
to consider whether it might be desirable to devote more attention to standards, 
and to consider machinery for formulating and discu.ing proposais related Lo 
long -term projections and forecasts of the work of WHO. 

104. The Advisory Committee notes with interest the concern of the Assembly with 
respect to the establishment of guidelines for future work beyond those embodied in 
its normal five -yearly programmes. 

Co- ordination 

105. The Advisory Committee noted that a report prepared by the Executive Board 
of WHO on co- ordination with the United Nations and the specialized agencies 
was submitted to the twenty -third World Health Assembly. 11 The Assembly 
concurred in the Board's finding that such co- ordination had proved "a necessary 
means for the Organization to fulfil its own aims and to contribute effectively 
to the attainment of the common objectives of the United Nations system" 
(resolution WHA 23.25). It requested the Director -General to continue his 
participation in co- ordination arrangements within the system. 

106. The Advisory Committee was informed that the machinery for co- ordination 
is placing an increasing burden on WHO, notably for participation in meetings 
and for the preparation of documentation. It noted the view of the Executive 
Board and Health Assembly that co- ordination should be regarded as a means to 
an end, and not as an end in itself. This is a view with which the Advisory 
Committee agrees, the aim of co- ordination clearly being to ensure that the 
activities of each member of the United Nations system take into account what 
all the others are doing. While sharing the Director -General's concern lest 
co- ordination activities lead to a situation of diminishing returns, the 
Committee considers it essential that the efforts to harmonize more completely 
the activities of the organizations in the United Nations system be pursued, 
preferably in such a way as to minimize administrative complication. 

107. The attention of the Advisory Committee has been called to World Health 
Assembly resolution 23.40, in which the Assembly requested the Director -General 
to continue his efforts to prevent the proliferation of unco - ordinated health 
activities and to ensure the leading role of WHO in the field of health. 

Methods of work of the World Health Assembly 

108. The twenty -third World Health Assembly amended the Assembly's rules of 
procedure in order to facilitate its work. Thus the two main Committees of the 
Assembly - the Committee on Programme and Budget and the Committee on Administration, 

11 WHO, Official Records of the World Health Organization, No. 181, annex 4• 
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Finance and Legal Matters - were replaced by Committee A and Committee B. 
Committee A deals predominantly with programme and budget matters, and 
Committee B likewise predominantly with administrative, financial and legal 
matters; however, the Assembly was authorized by the amendment to allocate 
items on its agenda to the two main committees in such a way as to provide 
an appropriate balance of work between them ". The Advisory Committee 

understands that the basic aim of the amendment was to enable more flexibility 
in the allocation of agenda items, and thus to avoid the tendency which had 
become apparent for the workload of the programme and budget committee to 
exceed considerably that of the other main committee. The new arrangements 
were put into effect at the twenty -third World Health Assembly and the Advisory 
Committee was informed that, in the view of the Director -General, they worked 
well. The Advisory Committee understands that the new procedures will be 
reviewed by the Executive Board at its next session in January 1971. 

Financial reports and accounts 

109. In its report to the General Assembly at its twenty -fourth session on the 
budget of WHO for 1970, the Advisory Committee drew attention to a request by 
the World Health Assembly that the Executive Board of WHO consider the 
desirability and feasibility of setting up a group pf representatives of member 
States to "consult with the external auditor on his examination of the financial 
and administrative procedures of WHO" (А/7818, para. 123). In a resolution 
adopted at its forty -fifth session (EB)45.R14), in January 1970, the Board 
considered that such an arrangement would not be "compatible with the 
professional requirements of the External Auditor and the maintenance of 
independence in his responsibility solely to the World Health Assembly ". 
The Assembly concurred in that conclusion in its resolution WHA 23.38. 

110. In response to a request by the twenty- second Assembly, the external 
auditor included in his report on the accounts for 1969 substantive comments on 
the administration and management of WHO, in particular on computer processing 
of the payroll and on the use made of voluntary contributions. The twenty -third 
Assembly requested that, in future reports, the external auditor submit more 
detailed comments on administrative and management matters (resolution WHA 23.5). 
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G. INTERNATIONAL 'liLECOMMUNICATION UNION 

1970 revised 19^(1 

estimates appropriations 

$� $J 

Personnel services 5,859,4б7� 5,961,574' 

General services 1,264,352 1,377,268 

Special projects and activities 840,190 855,093 

Other budgetary provisions 8,102 8,102 

TOTAL (gross) 7,952,111 8,202,037 

Less: Miscellaneous revenue 1,780,711 1,830,220 

TOTAL (net) 6,171,400 6,371,817 

J Converted at the rate of 4.32 Swiss francs = $US 1. 

1� Excluding staff assessment, since ITU salaries are budgeted on a net basis. 
Staff assessment is estimated at $1,039,000 for 1970 and $1,088,000 for 1971. 

Additional credits for 1970 

111. Additional credits for 1970 amounting to 759,500 Swiss francs ($175,810) 
gross were approved by the Administrative Council of ITU at its twenty -fifth 
session (1970). They are intended to cover the cost of changes in the conditions 
of employment under the United Nations common system, estimated at 475,000 Swiss 
francs ($109,953); to provide for additional expenditure on short -term temporary 
staff (mainly for conferences and meetings), estimated at 217,000 Swiss francs 
($50,231); and to cover other expenditure, estimated at 67,500 Swiss francs 

($15,626). 

Summary analysis of 1971 budget 

112. The ITU adopts three separate budgets: a regular budget, a Technical 
Co- operation Special Accounts Budget, and a Supplementary Publications Budget. 
The following table compares the 1970 appropriations of each budget with the 
1971 estimates: 
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1970 revised 1971 
appropriations estimates 

$J SJ 
Regular budget 6,186,967 6,382,292 

Technical Co- operation Special 
Accounts Budget 921+,95+ 961+,653 

Supplementary Publications Budget . . . 81+0,190 855,092 

TOTAL (gross) 7,952,111 8,202,037 

At the rate of 11.32 Swiss francs = US$ 1. 

113. The budgets for 1971, as a whole, show a 3.11+ per cent increase on a gross 
basis over the revised appropriations for 1970. The regular budget has 
increased by 3.16 per cent, the Technical Co- operation Special Accounts Budget 
by 1.29 per cent and the Supplementary Publications Budget by 1.78 per cent. 

111+. The increase in the regular budget is due to the addition of two Professional 
posts and to a provision for some General Service posts, L/ well as to costs 
arising from the planned World Administrative Radio Conference for Space 
Telecommunications, due to take place in 1971. In the Technical Co- operation 
Special Accounts Budget, the increase is occasioned by the addition of three new 
established posts and supernumerary staff. The increase in the Supplementary 
Publications Budget is expected to be fully compensated by higher income from the 
sale of documents, publications and related material. 

115. Under the terms of Additional Protocol I to the International Telecommunication 
Convention (Montreux, 1965), the Administrative Council approves the regular 
budget of the Union within certain limits. These limits for 1971 are: 

(a) For the Administrative Council and recurrent headquarters expenditure 
(budget sections 1 to 6): 20,1+00,000 Swiss francs ($)+,722,222); 

(b) For expenditure on conferences and meetings (sections 7, 8 and 10): 
1+,8i1,101 Swiss francs ($1,113,1+25). 

However, certain expenses are considered outside these limits, and credits for 
conferences and meetings which were not used in previous years may be carried 
forward; thus the actual limits to be observed in 1971 are 21+,271+,000 Swiss francs 
($5,618,981) in respect of sections 1 to 6, and 6,1+59,300 Swiss francs (51,495,207) 
in respect of sections 7, 8 and 10. The 1971 estimates are within these limits. 

Increases in personnel 

116. The 1971 estimate for Personnel Services shows an increase of $122,107 (gross) 
over the 1970 revised appropriation. This is accounted for by the five additional 
posts mentioned in paragraph 114 above, two under the regular budget, three under 

12 See para. 116 below. 
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the Technical Co- operation Special Accounts Budget), by a provision for posts in 
the General Service category which the Secretary- General may create, and by 
the increased requirements for temporary staff for conferences and meetings. 

117. The Administrative Council of ITU has fixed the number of posts to be charged 
to the regular budget for 1971 at 415, and the number charged to the Technical 
Co- operation Special Accounts Budget at seventy -four. This total of 489 posts 
is exclusive of General Service posts which the Secretary -General is authorized to 
create. The number of posts in 1969 and 1970, including those created by the 
Secretary- General, was 449 and 484, respectively. 

Other aspects of the 1971 budget 

118. The 1971 estimate for "General services" shows a gross increase of $112,916, 
most of which is for meetings and conferences, including the World Administrative 
Radio Conference referred to in paragraph 114 above. The estimate shown under 
"Special projects and activities" corresponds to the Supplementary Publications 
Budget. 

119. Miscellaneous revenue for 1971 is expected to exceed the estimate for 1970 
by about $50,000, based on an expected higher contribution by UNDP towards the 
administrative and operational services costs of technical co- operation programmes 
and the expected increase in income from the sale of publications, documentation 
and related material referred to in paragraph 114. 

Financing the 1971 budget 

120. The net budget of ITU is financed principally from contributions by 

(a) members and associate members and (b) private agencies, scientific or 
industrial organizations and international organizations which participate in its 
work. For 1971 the amount to be contributed by members and associate members has 
been set at 26,125,000 Swiss francs ($6,047,454), made up of 475 units of 

55,000 Swiss francs each ($12,731); the number of units is that which members and 
associate members have agreed to contribute. The amount to be provided by the 
second category of contributors has been set at 1,316,250 Swiss francs ($304,687), 
made up of 175 1/2 units of 7,500 Swiss francs each ($1,736). The balance 
required to finance the 1971 budget, amounting to 85,000 Swiss francs ($19,676) 
is to be provided by withdrawals from the ITU reserve account and from other funds. 

Electronic data processing 

121. When it reported to the General Assembly at its twenty -fourth session on 
the administrative and management procedures concerning the programme and budget 
of ITU,14 the Advisory Committee traced the history of ITU's use of electronic 
data processing equipment and its plans for the future. In particular, the 
Committee noted that the Administrative Council of ITU, at its twenty -fourth 

Under the authority provided by Administrative Council resolution No. 666. 

14 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty- Fourth Session, agenda 
item 81, document A/7765, chapter VIII. 
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session (1969), had adopted a resolution in which, inter alia„ it instructed 
the Secretary- General to take measures to achieve optimum performance from the 
existing computer, and to "assess the requirements for computer service with 
the assistance of the Co- ordination Committee and to conduct a detailed study 
of the possible alternatives to meeting the computer needs including preparation 
of cost and benefit analyses ". 

122. In its comments on that decision, the Advisory Committee drew attention to 
Economic and Social Council resolution 1455 (XLVII), in paragraph .2 of which 
the Council considered that, pending eventual decisions on common computer 

facilities, member organizations should not commit themselves to establishing 
or expanding their own facilities, except where justified in the short term as 

a measure of economy or to meet urgent programme needs. In the same paragraph, 

the Council considered that the Advisory Committee on Administrative and 

Budgetary Questions "should be given the opportunity to comment on such plans 

at the appropriate stage ". 

123. Since the preparation of the Advisory Committee's report on ITU, there 
have been important developments affecting the concept of computer use within 

the United Nations system. In 1969 and 1970, at the request of the Secretary - 

General acting in his capacity as Chairman of the Administrative Committee on 

Co- ordination, the Auditor General of Canada made a detailed study of 
electronic data processing facilities and needs of the organizations. In his 

report, submitted in May 1970 15/, he proposed the creation of a separate 

facility in Europe which would provide data processing, systems and 

information services on an inter -organizational basis. This proposal was 

subsequently accepted by ACC. 

124. Furthermore, at its forty -ninth session (July 1970), the Economic and 

Social Council, noting the decision of ACC, endorsed in principle the idea of a 

central facility in Geneva - subject to further consideration at its resumed 

forty -ninth session - and expressed the opinion that its establishment. "will 

make it possible for the specialized agencies concerned to stabilize their 

computer equipment at present levels" Economic and Social Council 

resolution 1551 (XLIX). Proposals by the Secretary- General for the 

establishment of an interagency computer facility in Geneva are before the 

General Assembly at its twenty -fifth session (A/0.5/1305 and A /8008 /Аdd.2). 

125. In his report, the Auditor General of Canada analysed the existing 

computer facilities of the agencies - including IТU - and their future needs. 

He noted that llU was considering changing to a computer of substantially greater 

speed, and capacity than the existing model (a UNIVAC model 1050). While his 

central proposal for a common facility in Europe was intended to permit individual 

organizations to retain and even expand their existing facilities, he 

recommended that, should agreement be reached on the installation of the 

common facility, ITU "reconsider its plans and weigh the advantages which 

would accrue from use of the new facility ". He expressed the belief that 

15/ A.М. Henderson, "Electronic data processing in the United Nations family 

of organizations ", vol. I, 
"A. concept for effective growth and utilization" 

(А/8072, annex). 
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"appropriate and satisfactory arrangements" for the use of the facility by ITU 
could be made, and that the opportunities it would afford to ITU in carrying 

out its substantive responsibilities were "far superior to any that the Union 
could achieve through acquisition of an economically justified computer of its 
own ". 16 In arriving at these conclusions, the Auditor General of Canada 
acknowledged the statutory nature of ITU's obligations to its Members for data 
processing, and. recognized that the safeguard and accuracy of the records which 
ITU has been entrusted with maintaining are instrumental in the protection of 
the sovereign rights of the members. 

126. The Advisory Committee has been informed by the Secretary - General of ITU 
that, at its twenty -fifth session (May /June 1970), the Administrative Council 
adopted a further resolution on the Union's computer requirements, to the effect 
that the existing computer should be replaced by a new one. Resolving that ITU 
should have a computer "suitable for its purposes and under its management which 
should be fully operational by 1 January 1973 ", the Council instructed the 
Secretary - General of ITU to invite international public tenders for the lease of • the equipment, and to select a model within a maximum annual rental limit of 
800,000 Swiss francs (about $185,000). At the same time, the Council noted the 
possibility that a common United Nations computer centre might be established, 
and resolved that the new computer should be leased "for a period and under the 
conditions permitting adaptation to developments of the Union's requirements, 
computer technology and adaptation with the possible United Nations system ". 
Further, the Secretary - General was instructed to continue co- ordination with 
consultative bodies of the United Nations system in the development of common 
standards related to computers, and to ensure that ITU's plans and those of 
other organizations "be in harmony, taking into account the facilities which may 
become available if and when a Common United Nations Computer Centre is 
established ". 17 The Advisory Committee has been informed that the decision of 
the Administrative Council reflects its view that, given ITU's statutory 
obligations and the services it must render to its members, the Union must, for 
reasons of security, have a computer under its own direct management, operated 
by staff accountable to it. It understands that the Council's action followed 
lengthy study by the secretariat of ITU, and was taken in the knowledge of the 
views expressed by the Auditor General of Canada and the possibility that a • common computer facility might be established in Geneva. It was influenced by 
the unsatisfactory operation and other technical difficulties experienced with its 
present computer. 

127. The Advisory Committee recognizes that by its decision the Administrative 
Council has indicated its interest in a common approach to computer use and has 
left open the question of its ultimate participation in the proposed common centre 
in Geneva. Indeed, the Committee understands that ITU will continue to have 
recourse to other facilities for computer work not suited to its own machine. On 

the other hand, the Council did not accept the recommendations of the Auditor 
General of Canada, nor the wishes expressed by the Economic and Social Council 
in its resolution 1455 ( XLVII). The Advisory Committee noted that the Council's 
resolution was adopted at a time when the whole question of the organizations' use 

16 Ibid., para. 169. 

17 Administrative Council resolution No. 679. 
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of computer facilities was under consideration in a number of bodies. In the 
view of the Advisory Committee, much might have been gained by delaying a policy 
decision to acquire new equipment until the efforts currently in progress to 
rationalize the organizations' computer installations had developed to the pdint 
where a clear picture could emerge. 

128. Given the time -limit set by the Administrative Council for the entry into 
full operation of the projected new ITU computer, the Advisory Committee believes 
that it should still be possible for the Administrative Council to examine in 
greater detail the advantages, financial and other, which might accrue to the 
Union from early participation in a common facility in Geneva, should one be 
set up. The Committee would hope that, in the course of such an examination, 
attention would be given to whether the particular requirements of ITU could be 
met without the need to acquire a larger unit than the one currently in use. In 
this context, the Committee calls attention to the recent decision of the Economic 

and Social Council, at its resumed forty -ninth session, commending the Secretary - 

General's proposals for a common International Computing Centre (ICC) in Geneva 

and recommending that all organizations represented in ACC "review their 

electronic data processing work with a view to co- ordinating it with that of 
ICC and consider the desirability of participating in the ICC ". ј/ 

18 Decision taken at the 1725th meeting of the Economic and Social Council. 
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H. WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION 

Personnel services 

1970 1 1 

appropriations estimates 

$ 

2,517,594 

$ 

2,740,464 

General services 323,500 398,980 

Special projects and activities 944,630 849,500 

Other budgetary provisions 17,500 30,000 

TOTAL (gross) 3,803,224 . 4,018,944 

Less: Income from staff assessment 385,008 413,367 

Miscellaneous income 2,500 2,500 

TOTAL (net) 3,4i5,716 3,603,077 

129. The Advisory Committee discussed the budget of WMO and related matters with 
a representative of the Secretary - General of the Organization. 

Summary analysis of the budget 

130. The Secretary -General's budget estimates for 1971 amount to $3,605,577 (net), 
that is $187,361 or 5.5 per cent more than the budget for 1970. They are to be 
submitted for approval to the Executive Committee of WMl at its twenty -second 
session in October 1970. 

131. The 1971 estimates would bring the aggregate of the four annual budgets 
covering the fifth financial period of WМ0 (1968 -1971 inclusive) to $12,205,588, 
or $388,588 more than the maximum expenditure of $11,817,000 approved for that 
period by the Fifth World Meteorological Congress in 1967. However, the Congress 
authorized the Executive Committee to incur necessary additional expenditures 
arising from increases in staff salaries and allowances approved by the United 
Nations and applied by WMO. Such increases are expected to amount to $543,072 
for the period 1968 -1971, but $154,484 of this amount can be met from savings in 
other areas. Moreover, of the balance of $388,588, the Secretary - General of WMO 
expects to be able to finance $190,084 from miscellaneous income. Thus $198,504 
would have to be sought by increased contributions from member States, over and 
above the original ceiling approved for the four -year period. 
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132. The table below gives a breakdown of expenditures in 1968 and 1969, the 
appropriations for 1970 and the estimates for 1971, along with the differences 
between the constituent elements of the budgets for 1970 and 1971: 19 / 

(In United States dollars) 

Increase 
(decrease) 
of 1971 

estimates 
1968 1969 1970 1971 over 1970 

expenditure expenditure appropriations estimates appropriations 

I. Policy - 
making organs 1об, 063 125,490 124, 1+31 209,37о 84,940 

II. Executive 
management 152,354 174,о76 215,529 209,883 (5,6)46) 

III. Programme of 
technical 
activities 1,536,925' 1,772,724 2,180,626 2,324,560 143,934 

IV. Regional 
activities' 86, 2óo 150, 545 247, 532 11+6,250 (101,282) 

V. Administrative 
and common 
services 1+71,1+71+ 538, 5)46 605,599 652,514 46,91 

VI. Other budgetary 
provisions 32,528 34,870 44,500 63,000 18,500 

TOTAL 2,385, 541+ 2,796,251 3,418,216 3,605,57 187,361 

133. The Secretary - General proposes to finance the 1971 budget from contributions 
from member States in the amount of $3,244,880, drawings on the General Fund 

($358,197), and miscellaneous income ($2,500). 

Personnel• 

131+. According to the regular budget estimates, the number of established posts 
will be increased from 205 in 1970 (86 Professional and above, 119 General 

19 All budget figures are net of staff assessment, but include $2,500 in each 
year for miscellaneous income. 
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Service) to 211 in 1971 (86 Professional, 125 General Service), in accordance with 
the decision of the Fifth World Meteorological Congress fixing a maximum 
establishment of 211 at the end of the financial period 1968 -1971. Most of the 
proposed new posts (all of which are in the General Service category) would be 
in the Administrative and Common Services Division and the Conference and 
Publications Division. 

135. The Advisory Committee notes that, in line with a decision of the Fourth 
Congress (1963), somewhat more than 35 per cent of Professional staff in WMO 
have fixed -term contracts. It was informed that the Secretary- General sees merit 
in such a policy, particularly in technical areas subject to rapid technological 
change. 20 Fixed -term contracts in WMO are normally for four years. 

Voluntary Assistance Programme 

136. In 1967, the Fifth World Meteorological Congress adopted a plan for the 
World Weather Watch, and a voluntary assistance programme was established to help 
countries in its implementation. The Advisory Committee was informed that by 
June 1970 about $10 million had been contributed to the fund, that is, about half 
the target of. $20 million envisaged for the period 1968 -1971. However, a number 
of projects included in the World Weather Watch plan have been carried out with 
the aid of bilateral financing. Moreover, the Secretary- General of WMO expects 
that the actual cost of certain high -priority projects will be substantially less 
than originally estimated. 

137. As indicated by the !Advisory Committee in its report on the WI budget for 
1970 (А/7818, para. 151), the Secretary - General intends to wind up in the course 

of 1971 the New Development Fund, which was established in 1963 to provide funds 
from the regular budget for purposes similar to those later established for the 
voluntary assistance programme. 

Working Capital Fund 

138. The level of the Working Capital Fund for the current financial period was 
laid down by Congress as "4 per cent of the maximum expenditures authorized for 
the four years of the period, but not exceeding $500,000 ". The principal of the • Fund has been increased by the Executive Committee by $1,236 to $472,976 on the 
basis of the present membership of the organization. No withdrawals have been 

made from the Fund in recent years. The Advisory Committee has been informed 
that, because WI has been authorized to retain a surplus accruing from the 
fourth financial period (196)-i-- 1967), the Secretary -General does not expect to 

have to draw on the Working Capital Fund in 1971. 

Proposed programme and budget for 1972 -1975 

139. The Advisory Committee had an opportunity to discuss with the Secretary - 

General's representative the proposed programme and budget of WI for the sixth 

20 See also para. 76 above, with reference to ICAO. 
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financial period, 1972 -1975. This document was considered by the Executive 
Committee in October 1970 and will be examined by the Sixth World i4eteorolcgicai 
Congress, scheduled for April, 1971. It envisages expenditure tоt�з1U.гр 
$17,697,000 for the period, compared with the ceiling of $11,817,000 approved 
in 1967 for the period 1968 -1971. The following table provides comparative 
figures: 

Increase in 
proposed budget 

I. 

II. 

Part 

1968 -71 

1972-75 

of 1972-1978 
over approved 

Approved expenditures for 
expenditures Proposed budget 1968 -1971 

Policy making 
organs 

Executive management 

$ 

537,489 

484,76). 

$ 

710,530 

652,917 

$ 

173,041 

168,153 

III. Technical programmes 7,603,22)4 11,675,714 4,072,490 

IV. Regional activities 
. and UN liaison . . 643, 000 996,027 353,027 

V. Administration and 
ccmшon services . . 2,328,523 3,341, 812 1,013,289 

VI. Other budgetary . 

provisions . . . 220,000 320,000 100,000 

TOTAL 11,817,000 17,697,000 5,880,000 

140. The proposed increases in 1972 -1975 would include $600,000 (10.2 per cent) 
to take account of salary increases effected by the United Nations since the 
computation of the 1968 -1971 budget and up to 1 June 1970, $2,2_13,)400 

(37.6 per cent) representing the higher cost of maintaining the activities of 
WMO at the 1971 level, and $3,066,600 (52.2 per cent) for additional activities. 
If the estimates for 1971 are taken as a base figure, provision is made for an 
annual growth rate of 8.36 per cent throughout the period. 

1)'i'1. The budget parts listed in the table in paragraph 139 above differ in some 
cases from those hitherto used in the WMO budget, reflecting in part 
organizational changes proposed by the Secretary -General. Under those proposals 
the present substantive divisions and offices of WMO would be reorganized as 
four departments, three of which would correspond to main programme areas of 7rrI`40 

identified by the Executive Committee at its twenty -first session in 1969 

(World Weather Watch Programme, Prógramme for Research, Education and Training, 

Programme on the Interaction of Man and his Envirónment). The fourth would be 
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the Department of Hydrology and Water Resources, which the Secretary - General 
considers necessary in the light of the increasingly important role of WMO in 

• that field. They would be under the authority of an Assistant Secretary -General, 
a new post. Technical co- operation activities financed from extra -budgetary 
funds would be the responsibility of a second Assistant Secretary - General (also 
a new post). The activities of all the above units would be listed as programmes 
under Part III of the budget (Technical Programmes), along with separate 
provision for programme planning, management and supporting activities; the latter 
would include the requirements of a proposed high -level unit for long -term 
programme planning. 

142. The Secretary- General also proposes the appointment, late in the period 
1972 -1975, of a third Assistant Secretary- General, in charge of supporting 
services (conference facilities, publications, administrative services, public 
information, etc.). Thus the top echelon of WМ0 would consist of a Secretary - 
General, a Deputy Secretary - General (as at present), plus three Assisant- 
Secretaries- General. 

143. The major programme of WMO in the current financial period is the World 
Weather Watch. In the period 1972 -1975, various activities are grouped together 
into one environmental programme which, in terms of expenditure ($2.7 million), 
would be comparable with the World Weather Watch programme ($2.6 million). The 
environmental programme has been expanded in comparison with its 1968 -1971 level 
to meet the growing urgency of problems such as atmospheric pollution. 

144. The programme and budget proposals for 1972 -1975 also include the creation 
of a WMO liaison office at the United Nations in New York to stimulate increased 
co- ordination and co- operation in such areas as ocean affairs, water resources, 
outer space, the environment, and the application of science and technology for 
development. The Advisory Committee was informed that in the view of the Secretary - 
General the lack of such an office - the responsibilities of which would include 
liaison with UNDP - is adversely affecting the work of WMO. 

Premises 

145. As indicated in the Advisory Committeé's reports to the General Assembly 
at its twenty -fourth session 21 the Organization had made arrangements to purchase 
its headquarters building in Geneva together with an extension, then under 
construction. This extension, which is expected to meet WMO's needs at least 

until 1975, is now in use. The acquisition of the extended headquarters premises 
is viewed by the Secretary - General of WMO as the acquisition of "a permanent and 
increasingly аluable asset to the Organization" and, therefore, an investment. 
For this reason he has proposed in the Programme and Budget for 1972 -1975, the 
creation of a Building Fund, separate from the General Fund, through which the 
amortization and purchase payments would be channelled over a thirty -year period. 
Expenses related to the building, such as repairs, maintenance, cleaning, heating 
and lighting, would continue to be charged to the regular budget. The Advisory 

21 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty- fourth Session, Annexes, 
agenda item 80, document A/7805, para. 102; and dccument A/7818, para. 15. 
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Committee understands that the Building Fund would be financed in exactly the same 

way as the regular budget, that is, by contributions from member States on the 

basis of their proportional assessments. Thus the Building Fund would in 

practice resemble a part of the annual budget; hence, the expenditures foreseen 

for the Fund should be included in any calculation of the rate of general 

budget increase, such as that referred to in paragraph 140 above. Pending the 

creation of the Building Fund in 1972, provision for amortization and payments 

on the WMO building are included in the regular bиdVet for 1971. Together with 

maintenance, cleaning, heating and other similar costs, expenditure on 

accommodation is estimated at $120,000. 

Budget cycle 

146. The Advisory Committee was informed that the existing four -year budget 

cycle of WMO sometimes creates difficulties for the Secretary -General, especially 

towards the end of each financial period, when conditions under which programmes 

are implemented may be very different from those under which they were drawn up. 

It understands that these difficulties have been discussed in the Executive 

Committee of WMO, but that there is no proposal at present to reduce the length 

of the cycle. 
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I. INTER - GOVERNMENTAL MARITIME CONSULTATIVE ORGANIZATION 

Personnel services (including 

1970 1971 J appropriations-' appropr$iations J 

staff recruited for meetings) 913,372 1,091,701 

General services 342,516 353,405 

Special projects and activities - 

Other budgetary provisions 3,000 3,000 

Less: 

TOTAL (gross) 1,258,888 1,448,1о6 

Miscellaneous income 20,000 20,000 

TOTAL (net) 1,238,888 1,428,106 

J As derived from the appropriation of $2,706,944 (gross) and $2,666,994 (net) 
for the biennium 1970/1971. 

147. The Advisory Committee discussed the budget of IMCO with a representative 
of the Secretary - General of the organization. 

Summary analysis of the budget 

148. The table above provides the breakdown by year for each category of 
expenditure of the appropriation voted in 1969 by the IMCO Assembly for the 
biennium 1970/1971. The 1971 budget represents an increase of $189,218, or about 
15.2 per cent, over that for 1970. As can be seen from the following table, in 
which estimated expenditures are broken down by budget sections, almost all the 
increase is attributable to meetings and to personnel and personal services: 
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Section 1970 1971 

Increase (decrease) 
in 1971 compared 

with 1970 

I, 

II. 

Meetings 170,900 
Personnel and personal 

280, 443 109, 5'+3 

services 785,386 881,390 96,004 

III. General services . . . . 279,333 262,065 (17,268) 

IV. Printing and publications 20,269 21,208 939 

V. Other budgetary provisions 3,000 3,000 

TOTAL (gross) 1,258,888 1, 41►8,106 189,218 

Less: Miscellaneous income 20,000 20,000 

TOTAL (net) 1,238,888 1,428,106 189,218 

149. The expected higher expenditure for meetings. is partly due to the fact that 
a meeting of the biennial 'MC' Assembly is due to be convened in 1971. Moreover, 
the 1971 calendar includes provision for two international conferences under 
the auspices of IMCO, compared with none in 1970: a conference to adopt rules 
for special -trade passenger ships and a conference to consider the creation of 
an international compensation fund for the victims of oil pollution. Subject 
to final approval by the ‚MCI Council at its twenty -fifth session in 
November 1970, these conferences would be financed from part of an appropriation 
of about $76,000 included in the 1970 /1971.tudget for convening a conference on 
containerization; it has been decided that the latter conference will not take 
place in 1971 and the Council has agreed in principle to recommend that the 
Assembly appropriate about $76,000 for 1972/1973 for IMC0's participation in the 
joint UN /IMCO Conferehce on International Container Traffic in late 1972. 

150. The increase in 1971 under Section II is attributable to upward movements in 

post adjustments and local wage rates and to annual increments. The twenty -one 
additional posts authorized in the 1970/1971 budget are all included in the 
staff establishment for 1970. No staff increases are therefore projected for 
1971. The regular budget comprises thirty -eight posts in the Professional and 

higher categories and sixty -eight in the General Service category, including 

seven General Service posts paid from the Printing Fund, that is, a total of 

106 posts. In addition, there are seven headquarters posts, financed from UNDР 

funds, of which two are Professional and five General Service. 

151. Although the provision for miscellaneous income, which in the case of 

IMCO is income from interest, remains unchanged at $20,000, the Advisory 

Committee was informed that, in fact, interest income in 1970 is likely to be 

in the order of $25,000 to $28,000 because of higher interest rates than were 

foreseen when the biennium budget was adopted. 
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Accommodation 

152. The organization moved into new rented premises in London in May 1970. The 
Secretary - General was authorized by the sixth session of the IMO Assembly to 
accept loans totalling $100,000 offered by the Governments of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Federal Republic of Germany and ' 

Liberia for the adaptation and alteration of the new headquarters. The loans 
have been placed in a special fund set up for this purpose. The Advisory 
Committee was informed that the initial installation costs are now expected to 
be in the order of $150,000 rather than the $93,600 previously estimated, 
because of structural changes which must be made in the new premises in order 
to make them more suitable for IMCO's needs. Moreover, an additional $20,000 
would be required if the 1971 session of the IMCO Assembly were to be held in the 
new premises, as the Assembly has decided. 

153. In order to provide for the above increased requirements, the Council of 
IMCO has authorized the Secretary - General to apply to the installation and 
alteration costs $86,000 available from the cash surplus for 1969. In addition, 
some funds will be available from the sale to the International Coffee 
Organization of assets of IMCO at its previous premises. 

Budgetary outlook for 1970/1971 

154. For 1970, the Secretary -General of 'MC' expects a surplus of about $13,000. 
However, he forsees considerable difficulties in 1971 in remaining within the 
available appropriations. The Advisory Committee was informed that increases in 
General Service salaries granted in February 1970 will cost the organization 
about $21,000 more in the biennium than had been foreseen, while a further 
increase might become necessary early in 1971, at a cost of about $23,000. 
In addition, pension fund payments and the cost of temporary assistance and 
overtime would increase correspondingly. It is also foreseen that at least one 
post adjustment may have to be granted for Professional staff, in addition to the 
one provided for in the budget. Moreover, about $9,500 would be required to 
implement the Secretory- General's proposal to up -grade the unclassified post 
of Deputy Secretary - General and the post of Secretary of the Maritime Safety 
Committee, in conformity with the grading of similar posts in similar specialized • agencies. Under Section III (General service), a greater volume of 
communications, increased postal rates, .and higher costs associated with the 

move of IMCO to its new premises could result in a deficit of the order of 

$16,ооо. 

155. The Secretary - General thus foresees that it may become necessary in 1971 - 

for the first time in the history of IMCO - to draw on the Working Capital Fund 

under a provision of the Financial Regulation which authorizes such drawings 

for "unforeseen and extraordinary expenses or other authorized purposes ". 

Such action has already been approved in principle by the IMCO Council. If 

the Working Capital Fund were insufficient to meet the deficit foreseen, it 

would be necessary for the governing organs to consider supplementary estimates 
for 1971. 
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Arrears in payment of contribution 

156. In its report to the General Assembly at its twenty - fourth session on the 
budget of ‚MC', the Advisory Committee referred to the increase in arrears of 
contribution owing to IMO by member Governments (A/7818, para. 172). The 

Committee understands that such arrears for contributions due in 1969 or earlier 
amount to about $87,000. This matter has been under consideration for a long 
period by the IMCO Council and will be again examined at its session in 
November 1970. 

Long -term planning proposals 

157. The Advisory Committee was interested to learn that the 'MCI Assembly has 
asked the Council to draw up a long -term work programme for the Organization 
(А/7987/Адд.1) and that this document will follow the guidelines recommended by 
Inspector Maurice Bertrand of the Joint Inspection Unit in his report on 
programming and budgets in the United Nations family of organizations 
(А/7822, annex) . 
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J. INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY 

1970 1971 
appropriations á� appropriations 

$ 
Personnel services (net) -/ 9,309,000 10,182, 70o ., 

General services 965,500 1,098,500 

Special projects and activities 1,875,500 2,396,800 

Other budgetary provisions 100,00o 100,00o 

TOTAL 12,25о,ооoJ 13,778,00W 
Less: Revenue 397,000 726,000 

TOTAL 11,853,000 13,052,000 

The 1970 figures as shown in the table differ from those reported last year 
for 1970 (А/7818), when salaries and common staff costs of operational 
facilities were shown as a component of "Special projects and activities`'; 
for 1971, they have been included, for the first time, under "Personnel 
services ". 

pj IAEA does not have astaff assessment fund or a tax equalization fund. 

2 Net expenditure, after deduction of $210,000 direct income to programmes. 

ј Gross expenditure; the direct income to programmes is shown separately as 
part of the total income of $726,000. 

158. The Advisory Committee had the benefit of a full discussion of the 1971 
budget of IAEA and related matters with a representative of the Director -General. 

Summary analysis of the 1971 budget 

159. The regular budget for 1971, at recommended by the Board of Governors, was 
approved by the General Conference of IAEA at its fourteenth regular session, in 

September 1970. It shows an increase of $1,528,000 over the 1970 appropriation. 
This increase can be broken down into $499,500 to account for the increased cost 
of carrying out in 1971 the same level of activities as in 1970, $758,500 for 
programme expansion and $270,000 for different treatment of income and a transfer 
from the operational budget. The greatest single factor contributing to the 
increase is the decision to strengthen the Agency's safeguards activities, as a 

result of the coming into force of the Treaty on the Non - Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons; $533,000 of the programme increase arises from this factor. The 
Advisory Committee was informed that, because of the expansion in safeguards 
activities, an effort had been made to keep other programme increases in 1971 
to a minimum. It understands that proposals have been made providing for the 
introduction of a special formula for the distribution among member States of 
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costs arising from the safeguards programme. Other activities where significant 
programme expansion is provided for are the International Centre for Theoretical 
Physics in Trieste ($60,000), information and technical services ($62,300), 
common services ($152,200), and service and support activities ($57,500). Most 
of the programme increase for the Trieste Centre will be offset by special grants. 
In the case of service and support activities, the increase represents the iirect 
financial support which IAEA will provide for the Fourth International Conference 
on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, to be held in Geneva in 1971. The Advisory 
Committee notes that, in the light of this conference, IAEA,will reduce by about 
50 per cent its own 1971 programme of scientific symposia, seminars end 

conferences. 

160. Until 1970, one quarter of the costs of the laboratory at Seibersdorf was met 

from the operational budget; in 1969, it was decided that, beginning in 1970, 

these costs would be progressively transferred to the regular budget. A transfer 

of $60,000 is provided for in the budget for 1971. The remaining 563,,000 will be 

transferred in 1972. The Advisory Committee notes that the costs of the laboratory 

show a sharp increase in 1971, due to salary increases effected during 1969 and 

1970 and to higher costs for services, utilities, supplies and equipment. 

161. blhile the 1971 budget provides for increases in salaries for General Servise 

and maintenance and operative staff which took effect in 1970, no such provision 

is made for expected salary increases in 1971, nor for an expected additional 

class of post adjustment for Professional staff. The Board of Governors 

recommended, and the General Conference concurred, in order to limit the increase 

in the budget, that such increases should to the maximum extent possible be 

compensated by savings on other items. The Advisory Committee was informed that, 

even taking into account the budgetary provision of $100,000 for contingent 

extraordinary expenditures, the Director- General foresees difficulties in 

accommodating within the 1971 budget the salary and related increases projected for 

that year. 

Budget�resentation 

162. For the first time, the 1971 budget of LAMA is presented on a programme basis. 

The seventeen programmes of the Agency, which correspond broadly to organizational 

units, are consolidated into only nine appropriation sections; four sections are 

each divided into three programmes, an arrangement intended to allow the Director - 

General greater flexibility in implementing the budget, as he has authority to 

make transfers within budget sections. The Advisory Committee notes that policy - 

making organs, executive management and technical programr:e planning, 
administration, common services, service and support activities and contingent 

extraordinary expenditure are each considered as programmes. Previously the budfe, 

was presented in thirteen sections on an object -of- expenditure basis. 

163. The following table compares the 1971 appropriations with those for 1970 and 

actual expenses incurred in 1969; the figures for 1969 and 1970 have been adjusted 

to conform to the new presentation. 

164. The Director -General of IAEA believes that programme budgeting will enable the 

secretariat, the Board of Governors and the General Conference to plan and 
control 

programmes more effectively. The Advisory Committee understands that the 

Director- General is aware of the necessity of defining programme objectives 
and 'n 

establishing measurable performance indicators if IAL;A is to derive the maximum 

benefit from programme planning. 
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� 1971 

Item =/ ARpropriation Actual Appropriation 

Increase Increase 
(decrease) over (decrease) over 

1969 actual Appropriation 1970 budget 

хxpenditures 

$ $ $ $ Per 
cent 

f $ Per 
cent 

1. Policy- making organs 568,500 526,899 560,E 33,101 ь.3 571,00o 11,000 1.9 

2. Executive manageвment and technical 
programme planning 290,500 329,E21 330,1400 779 0.2 31ј8, iii 17,600 5.3 

3. Technical assistance and training . . 627,700 614,775 611,800 (2,975) (0.5 ) 628,00o 16,20o г.6 

4• Food and agriculture 494,50o 618,939 553,600 (65,339) (10.6 ) 553,000 (6с) (о.1) 

5. Life sciences 613,700 636,753 600,200 (36,553) (5.7 ) 609,000 8,800 1.5 

6. Physical sciences 668,200 713,723 701,1400 (12,323) (1.7 ) 714,000 12,600 1.8 

7. The Laboratory 728, осо 755,31о 819,000 63,690 8.4 97о,000 151,000 18.4 

8. Trieste Centre 115,00o ц9,845 150,000 30,155 25.2 150,000 

A 9. Nuclear power and reactors 688,50o 603,637 706,000 '.,-,363 16.9 6914,000 (12,000) (1.7) 

¡' 10. Health, safety and waste management . 6г3, 700 461,о51 634,100 173,049 37. 5 673,000 58,900 6.1 

11. Monaco Laboratory 131,000 133,233 160,800 27,567 20.7 177,000 16,200 1о.1 

12. Information and technical services . . 1,501,200 895,525" 1,165,000 269,475 30. 1 1,258,000 93,000 7.9 

13. Safeguards 921,90o 952,650 1,272,000 319,350 33. 5 1,885,00О 613,000 48.2 

14. Service and support activities . . . 757,500 758,580 780,600 22,020 г. 9 6142,000 61,400 7.9 

15. Administration 1,093,000 1,396,41.6b/ 1,367,300 (29,116) (2. 1) 1,400,000 32:700 2.4 

16. Common services 1,298,100 1 717,� 1,737,800 19,996 1. 2 2,206,000 468,200 26.9 

17. Contingent extraordinary expenditures 130,000 100,000 100,000 - 100.000 

TOTAL . . . . ц,251,000 ц,234,761 12,25о,000 1,о15,239 9. 0 13,778,000 1,528,0001/ 12.5 

2/ The budget resolution groups the seventeen items, or programmes, in nine appropriation sections, as indicated in paragraph 162 above. 

In these three programmes, budget estimates and actual expenditures for 1969 are not comparable, since several component parts 
(e.g. public information, publications) were transferred from one programme to another, in part due to organizational changes. 

J $113,761 was used; total expenditures in the various programmes exceed the 1969 budget estimates by that amount. 

Includes revenues of $210,000 which are deducted from 1970 expenditures. Based on 1970 gross expenditures, the increase is 
$1,318,000 (10.6 per cent). 



165. The Advisory Committee was informed that the Director- General intends to 
computerize fully the Agency's accounting system so that control over implementation 
of the budget will not be weakened by the change to programme budgeting. 

Personnel 

166. The number of established posts will be increased in 1971 from 1,001, the 
1070 level, to 1,01+1+. The following table compares the distribution of staff by 
category, for each of the three years: 

Category 1269 1970 1971 

Professional and above 360 383 398 

General Service 457 477 1+91+ 

Maintenance and operative . . . . 139 11+1 152 

TOTAL . . . . 956 1,001 1,о44 

167. Nineteen of the new posts (fourteen professional, five General Service) are 

for the Department of Safeguards and Inspection, and eighteen (six General Service, 

twelve maintenance and operative) are provided for under common services, mainly 

as a result of the occupation by IAEA (as from 1970) of additional office space. 

168. A survey of the deployment and utilization of staff in IAEA was carried out 

in 1969 by an internal task force. The Advisory Committee was informed that a 

main finding of the survey was that because scientific staff had increased in past 

years more rapidly than non -salary items for scientific programmes, it should be 

possible to lapse temporarily some such posts; thus funds have not been provided 

in the 1971 budget for twenty established posts. Moreover, on the basis of the 

findings, nine posts will be lent by other departments in IAEA to the Department 

of Safeguards and Inspection, in view of its responsibilities under the Treaty on 

the Non -Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. As a second phase of the survey, a task 

force is now studying the optimum allocation of the twenty lapsed posts and the 

nine posts which have been loaned, including the possibility that some posts might 

be removed from the manning -table altogether. Recommendations for changes or 

adjustments in the manning -table will be incorporated into the Director -General's 

budget proposals for 1972. 

Çperational budget of IAEA 

169. The approved operational budget of IAEA for 1971, amounting to $3,251,000, 

is financed from voluntary contributions and provides for activities - mainly 

technical assistance - which, under the Agency's Statute, cannot be financed 

from the regular budget. The level for 1971 is $664,000 above that for 1970, 

reflecting a decision of the General Conference to increase from $2 million to 

52.5 million the annual target for voluntary contributions by member States to the 

General Fund, the main source of financing for the operational budget. The Advisory 

Committee was informed that pledges towards this increased target have so far been 

significantly above those of previous years. 
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Working Capit&. Fund 

170. No change is proposed in the level of the Working Capital Fund of IAEA, which 
at $2 million represents 14.5 per cent of the gross regular budget for 1971. 
The Advisory Committee understands, however, that the Director -General is 
considering a proposal under'which the Fund would be available to finance technical 
assistance programmes under the operational budget pending the receipt of voluntary 
pledges. At present, the Fund has three purposes: to finance the Agency's 
activities pending receipt of assessed contributions, to finance temporarily certain 
projects or activities of a self- liquidating nature, and to provide funds fop 
emergency assistance in the event of radiation accidents. 

Englargement of the Board of Governors of IAEA 

171. At its recent fourteenth regular session, the General Conference of IAEA 
voted to increase the membership of the Board of Governors (the present size 
is twenty -five). Such a change, however, calls for amendment of the Agency's 
Statute and will therefore not become effective until accepted by two- thirds of 
the member States. 
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I. BODIES AND ORGANS CONCERNED WITH ADMINISTRATIVE AND 
BUDGETARY CONTROL, INVESTIGATION AND CO- ORDINATION 

1. Pursuant to General Assembly resolution 2537 B (XXIV) of 11 December 1969, the 

Secretary -General prepared a report (А/7938), which was submitted through the 

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions and provided 

information on bodies and organs concerned with administrative and budgetary control, • investigation and co- ordination of the United Nations, the specialized agencies and 

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The report sets out the dates of 

inception and terms of reference of all such bodies and organs, the annual 

expenditures required for them from 1965 to 1969 inclusive, in absolute terms and as 

a percentage of regular budgets, as well as the estimated manpower required to 

prepare data for testimony before, or consultation with, each one of them. The 

comments of the Advisory Committee were contained in its report (А/8131), which was 

before the Committee. 

2. In a statement before the Committee at its 1377th meeting, the Chairman of the 

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions stated that the Advisory 

Committee was of the opinion that no specific comment was needed on the Secretary 

General's report (А/7958) apart from the observations made in paragraph 3 of the 
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Advisory Committee's report (А /8131) that the figures on financial and manpower 

outlays should be regarded as a general guide to Member States rather than as an 

exact representation. This derived from the fact that in some cases it was 

difficult to determine which of the bodies and organs of the specialized agencies 

come within the meaning of General Assembly resolution 2537 B (XXIV). 

3. At the 13.81st meeting, the representative of Brazil stated that, in the opinion 

of his delegation, the report of the Secretary -General had dealt objectively with 

the matter in question, but that it would be contrary to the intentions of 

resolution 2537 B (XXIV) if the Fifth Committee decided merely to take note of the 

report. The sponsors of the resolution had been motivated by the desire to 

investigate duplication of activities and overlapping terms of reference in the 

United Nations organs responsible for administrative and budgetary control, 

investigation and co- ordination. Such duplication and overlapping was contrary to 

the purposes for which such organs had been established, namely the improvement of 

management - practices and procedures and the more effective co- ordination of 

activities. His delegation was of the opinion that a study should be undertaken 

with the purpose of evaluating the information contained in the Secretary- General's 

report. Because of the varied nature of the bodies and organs involved, the study 

might be entrusted to the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary 

Questions or to an expert body similar to the Ad Hoc Committee of Experts to Examine 

the Finances of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies. Other delegations 

concurred in these views. 

4. In the light of these considerations, the representative of Brazil, on behalf 

of the delegations of Austria, Brazil, Indonesia, Pakistan, the Philippines, the 

United Arab Republic and the United Republic of Tanzania submitted the following 

text of a paragraph for inclusion in the Committee's report. 

"The Fifth Committee took note of the Secretary -General's report on bodies 
and organs established for purposes of administrative and budgetary control, 
investigation and co- ordination (А/7958), and of the comments of the Advisory 
Committee thereon (А/8131). The Fifth Committee was of the opinion that these 
reports could be used by the competent organs of the United Nations system in 
their consideration of matters related to administrative and budgetary control, 
investigation and co- ordination, particularly with a view to the avoidance of 
duplication and to the efficient and economical use of resources. The Fifth 
Committee therefore requests the Secretary - General, the Economic and Social 
Council, the Committee for Programme and Co- ordination, the Advisory Committee 
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on Administrative and Budgetary Questions and the Joint Inspection Unit to 
take into account the aforementioned reports when appropriate. It also 
requests the Secretary -General to transmit the reports to the specialized 
agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) for the same 
purpose." 

At its 1384th meeting, the Committee decided without objection to include the 

paragraph in the present report (see paragraph 13 (a) below). 

II. GENERAL CO- ORDINATION MAТгERS, ADMINISTRATIVE BUDGETS OF THE 
AGENCIES AND ADMINISTRATIVE AND MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 
CONCERNING THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET OF SPECIALIZED AGENCIES • 5. At its 1377th, 1381st, 1384th, 1401st, 1404th, 1408th, 1409th and 1417th 

meetings held during the period 4 November to 11 December 1970, the Committee 

considered the following reports of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and 

Budgetary Questions: the report on general coordination matters (А/8158); the 

report on administrative budgets of the agencies (А/8155); and reports on the 

administrative and management procedures concerning the programme and budget of the 

World Health Organization (А/8031) and the International Labour Organisation 

(A/8140). 

6. The Chairman of the Advisory Committee introduced the reports in a statement 

before the Fifth Committee at its 1401st meeting, and several delegations expressed 

their views thereon. Some delegations expressed the view that the Advisory 

Committee should devote more time to its consideration of the budgets of the • specialized agencies. The summary of the discussion in the Committee is contained 

in the summary records of the above -mentioned meeting. 

7. In the course of discussion the representative of Canada proposed the 

inclusion of the following text in the Committee's report: 

"The Fifth Committee expressed the hope that in view of the increased 
interest in and the growing importance of administrative and budgetary 
co- ordination of the United Nations with the specialized agencies and the 
International Atomic Energy Agency, the Secretary -General and the executive 
heads of the agencies would explore with the Advisory Committee on 
Administrative and Budgetary Questions, ways and means to ensure that the 
Advisory Committee's annual report on the administrative budgets would be 
made available to Member States earlier than heretofore. The Committee felt 
that more time was required by delegations to study the report and receive 
instructions from their Governments before debating the report in the Fifth 
Committee." 
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8. The United States of America introduced the following text for inclusion in 

the Committee's report: 

"Noting that there is apparently some degree of unutilized internal 
reproduction capacity present in Geneva and that, nevertheless, some of the 
United Nations organizations are planning to expand their printing plant 
facilities, the Fifth Committee agrees that the Secretary -General should 
explore with the heads of the specialized agencies in Geneva the formation of 
an interorganizational working -level group to co- ordinate publication schedules 
with a view to the more efficient utilization of existing publication facilities 
in Geneva." 

9. At its 14+17th meeting the Committee decided to include in its report the 

paragraph proposed both by Canada (see paragraph 13 (b) below) and the one proposed 

by the United States (see paragraph 13 (c) below). 

10. At the same meeting, the Committee decided, without objection, to recommend to 

the General Assembly the adoption of a draft resolution the text of which appears 

in paragraph 14 below. 

III. THE ROLE OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE ADVISORY COMMIТТEE 

11. At the 1409th and 1417th meetings, as a special consideration under this item, 

some delegations expressed the view that the honorarium of $5,000 a year now paid 

to the Chairman of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions 

was wholly inadequate in view of the considerable responsibilities attaching to the 

post. It was suggested that the Secretary- General should study the question and 

submit a report on it to the Fifth Committee at its twenty -sixth session. 

12. The Chairman of the Advisory Committee, commenting on the subject, said that 

the incumbent of the post must be an independent and objective servant of the 

General Assembly. Chairmanship did not confer any powers on the incumbent, but he 

had to act as the Committee's spokesman, and be responsible for liaison between the 

Advisory Committee and the General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council, the 

Committee for Programme and Co- ordination and other United Nations organs, as 

necessary, and also with the Administrative Committee on Co- ordination and the 

specialized agencies. In his opinion, at least nine or ten months, including the 

time the Advisory Committee was in session, would be required for those activities. 
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In those circumstances, and bearing in mind that the incumbent's earning capacity 

for non -United Nations work was nil, he suggested that the original concept of the 

post as a purely honorary function must be abandoned; the post could probably be 

roughly equated with the top echelons in the Secretariat or the Permanent Missions 

and it might be appropriate to increase the honorarium to a figure somewhere between 

320,000 and $27,000 net a year, since the amount of the honorarium should not be 

excessively attractive, nor so low as to discourage candidates of the right calibre 

or make the incumbent too dependent upon other sources of income. One delegation 

expressed reservations concerning the statement of the Chairman of the Advisory • Committee in so far as his role was concerned. 
IV. DECISIONS OF THE FIFTH COMMITTEE 

13. The Fifth Committee decided to include the following paragraphs in the present 

report: 

(a) "The Fifth Committee took note of the Secretary- General's report on bodies 

and organs established for purposes of administrative and budgetary control, 

investigation and co- ordination (А/7938), and of the comments of. the Advisory 

Committee thereon (А/8131). The Fifth Committee was of the opinion that said 

reports could be used by the competent organs of the United Nations system in 

their consideration of matters related to administrative and budgetary control, 

investigation and co- ordination, particularly with a view to the avoidance of 

duplication and to the efficient and economical use of resources. The Fifth 

Committee therefore requests the Secretary- General, the Economic and Social Council, 

the Committee for Programme and Co- ordination, the Advisory Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions and the Joint Inspection Unit to take into 

account the aforementioned reports when appropriate. It also requests the 

Secretary - General to transmit the reports to the specialized agencies and the 

International Atomic Energy Agency for the same purpose." 

(b) "The Fifth Committee expressed the hope that in view of the increased 

interest in and the growing importance of administrative and budgetary co- ordination 

of the United Nations with the specialized agencies and the International Atomic 

Energy Agency, the secretary-General the executive heads of the agencies would 

explore with the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, ways 
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and means to ensure that the Advisory Committee's annual report on the 

administrative budgets would be made available to Member States earlier than 

heretofore. The Committee felt that more time was required by delegations to 

study the report and receive instructions from their Governments before debating 

the report in the Fifth Committee." 

(c) "Noting that there is apparently some degree of unutilized internal 

reproduction capacity present in Geneva and that, nevertheless, some of the United 

Nations organizations are planning to expand their printing plant facilities, the 

1,ifth Committee agrees that 
P 

the Secretary -General should explore with the heads of 

the specialized agencies in Geneva the formation of an interorganizational working - 

level group to co- ordinate publication schedules with a view to the more efficient 

utilization of existing publication facilities in Geneva." 

V. EECOMMENDATION OF THE FIFTH COMMITTEE 

l)r, The Fifth Committee recommends to the General Assembly the adoption of the 

following resolution: 

Administrative and budgetary co- ordination of the 
United Nations with the specialized agencies and 

the International Atomic Energy Agency 

The General Assembly, 

1. Takes note with appreciation of the reports of the Advisory Cômmittee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions on general co- ordination matters "and on 

the administrative budgets for 1971 of the specialized agencies and the 
International Atomic Energy Agency, as well as the reports on the administrative 

and management procedures concerning the programme and budget of the International 

Labour Organisation and of the World Health Organization;' 

1! А/8158. 

,/ A/8155. 

A/81)+0. 

k,,' А/8031. 
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2. Requests the Secretary- General to refer the report on general 

co- ordination matters to the executive heads of the specialized agencies and the 

International Atomic Energy Agency through the consultative machinery of the 

Administrative Committee on Co- ordination as well as to the members of the 

Committee for Programme and Co- ordination for their information and comment, and 

to the members of the Board of Auditors and to the Joint Inspection Unit, for their 

information; 

3. Further requests the Secretary -General to refer to the executive heads 

of the specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency the • observations of the Advisory Committee contained in chapter III of its report on 
their administrative budgets for 1971, together with the views expressed by members 

of the Fifth Committee; 

4• Also requests the Secretary- General to transmit the reports on the 

administrative and management procedures concerning the programme and budget of 

the International Labour Organisation and the World Health Organization to the 

executive heads of those organizations so that the reports, together with the 

views expressed by members of the Fifth Committee, may be brought to the attention 

of the respective legislative organs. 


